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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, April 18, 1946

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

New Series No. 1091

Vol. XVI; No. 16

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

Gervis Manning, 50, 'EASTER SERVICES
COURT
CIRCUIT
Murray Woman's Club Annual Report Tilt,usEDCEOSNCDA EiSEOKF Was Buried Saturday'FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH PLANNED
Shows Community Welfare Work Done

Candle Light Service
In Presbyterian
Church Tonight

PRANK POOL, 73,
FORMER SHERIFF
DIES TUESDAY

Funeral services for Gervis Manfling, 50. were held at McDaniel
The Presbyterians will observe
Cemetery 'Saturday afternoon with
else Sacrament of the Lord's Sup-conductWm.
McKinney
the Rev.
1 per Thursday evening. at 8 o'clock.
i
ing the final rites.
the in comrnemeration of the night in
finds
season
Easter
The
on
work
continued
court
Circuit
10,000
Than
HousMore
the
died
at
Manning
Mr.
when
Department.
sored by the Alpha
Sponsored Several
people of First Methodist Church which Jesus was betrayed,
the second week's docket Monday ton-McDevitt
Wednesday
Clinic
Persons Used Club
spoke at an open meeting.
the He instituted the Holy Supper.
marks
it
because
Drives—Plans Include
rejoicing
with Judge Ira D. Smith. Hopkins- evening after allegedly being shot
House Past Year
The club has ben active in ievelThe small auditorium of the
culmination of the greatest revival
Parties for Youth
ville, on the bench. The three- early that morning by his 16-yearIncluded among
projects.
fare
in the history of the church with church lends itself well for the oc-7
April
Mcnday.
----opened
old son, Leonerd Manning.
these" are the following: scholar- house; career control, $2500 with week term
the addition of 121 members in 20 casion, according to the Rev. Sam
the
of
A
Murray
meeting
Frank Pool. 73, former sheriff of
ship offered by the Music Club to additional donations from depart- 8.
It was reported that father and iweeks through visitation evangel- McKee. pastor, who stated the UpWoman's
last
Thursday
Club
a
well
Monday's business included sev- the son had disagreed_about the ism, 90 of whom were won as the per Room was perhaps about the Calloway county, and
a deserving music student at Mur- ments.
afternoon in the Club House when
business man. died at his
ray State Collegeeeparlicipation in
food eral inquests on persons asking to taking of the household goods be- result of one week of intensive same sized room. The participants known
of
eight
cans
hundred
Six
the annual reports were read by
afternoon folthe War Fund brive.; 'sponsoring to be sent overseas were collected. become a charge against the state. ing used by the children at the visitation, according to the Rev. T. will be seated around a table in home here Tuesday
department chairmen and standing
illness of complicathe GirrScouts with a donation of Other collections included: $624 17 The court also heard- a motion of farm place where they had lived H. Mullins, Jr.. pastor of the commemoration of that Thursday lowing a long
committee chairmen revealed that
- --- -----tions:$200 from the _club with additional for the Red Cross in a house to Mrs. W. H. Cobb to have certain alone for the past year.
night long ago when Jesus and His
church.
the club hal been a contributor
the
of
active in pohands
been
the
had
in
Pool
,Mr.
property
the
from
released
was
son
aratind
The
from
donations from the departments.
$622.05
gathered
and
house solicitation,
The morning service will be fea- band of disciples
to the welfare of the community in
Reverend McKee litical, social, civic, and-church,
seals in December. sheriff restored to her, which mo- county jail here last week and
The
T.B.
of
sale
end
the
Table.
drive
a
,the
club
sponsored
The
by
musk_
-teeter_
especial
by
many ways. Besides being a social
tion the court sustained after hear- probated to a neighbor, Wess Rus- tured
love the Lord cirles here where he had spent
Host to District Meet
the choir under direction of Mrs. stated that ell who
center, the dub has served as a raised over $3000.00 for the buildClub. numbering ing the proof. The cases of Lloyd sell. to 'appear before the Juvenile G. T. Hicks and the annual Easter and have received His baptism in most of his 'life. He -numbered
Murray
The
Each
cabin.
Girl
Scout
a
of
ing
sort of clearing house foe many
ievited to his friends by his acquaintance.'
members, was, hosts to the first Parker vat Viola Parker, and Ruby Ceurtiin June._
sermon by the minister, the Rev:' any form_ are cordially
worthy causes, among them are in- clute_.department sponsors a troop 234
vs, her husband were
Pritchett
are
Manning
Mr.
partake
surviving
Those
at
and
October
in
service
He owned and operated a coal •
convention
this
district
atten
T. H. Mullins, Jr. The Easter sercluded sponsorship of tuberculosis of Scouts.
by the court. •
his wife, Mrs. Ila Bell Manning;
Other donations include - Red which time the state president, heard
Church is a of the Communion, 'The Church business here until his health was
Methodist
First
at
vice
sales, house-to-house solicitation
.e0e Tuesday the cage of Juanita two brothers. Joe Manning. Murof Six- impaired a few. Years ago.
R. E. Johnson. was guest.
Murray institution which attracts Is located'on the corner
for the Red Cross, scholarships, Cross, $75.00; Crippled Children, Mrs.
projects of the club in- Knight vs. Ewell Rowland came ray and Ed Manning, Detroit; sis- large throngs and special seating teenth and Main.
InOther
$5.00;
fund.
loan
student
$20.00;
He is survived by his widow,
cancer drive, collection of foods
decision. Judg- ters, Mrs. Alice Kimbro, `Potterfund, $5.00; clude the serving of 8,000 plates on for hearing and
Mrs. Retie Pool; daughters. Misses
arrangements will be provided.
for
foreign countries, and Girl ternational Scholarship
the
dismissing
rendered
was
ment
Mimms,
town and Mrs. Herman
Infantile Paralysis drive, $10.00; in the club house dining room durVoline and Clotile Poole a son,
SUPPLEMENT M.11l 2
Scouts,
Convinced that the mass revival
petition. Wednesday the consoli- Pottertown; and children, Robert
•
$38.00 to furnish stockings and ing the past year. The club has
Kirk Pool; a grandson, Frank Alas
effective
as
not
is
days
other
of
vs..
Lassiter
datel cases of Bertha
More Than 10,001 Use Club Hosts
Manning, Owensboro, Jerry, MarPool; and a sister, Mrs. Ralph
len
gifts for veterans at Christmas; purchased a $1000 bond, maturity
uork
from
time-out
Jr_
Mullins.
H.
a
After
T.
Rev.
the
The club is composed of about
De Witt Wilkins and Wilkins vs. tha, Leonard. Peggy, Mary, Gervis, former,
Las Vegas, N. M.
Penn,
$50.00 to the rest room in the court value.
Heroes
revival
supplement,
a
in
the
people
on
Lassiter were tried by the court Jr. and Mrs. Attie Martin, Detroit, is leading his
234 members who contribute tq the
Funeral services were conducted
World War 11, the Ledger and
by Visitation Evangelism.
and the court rendered judgment in
efficient service at dinners and
at the Methodist church here Wed9ish the sixth
ss ill ...
easaseis-eal....Mare- Leasairts.
essr-Aresaqssrati--iliati--ose...aetvota
ay
eTniion "VMTaTiefill-c-h— t e
2.
May
number
out
go
trained.to
water damage. and 'granted a perare
o' Mn.. Garnett Jones, president,
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Import-los •thast..auralati.-............
anent- tritITICItuu agatrrir Witt.
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Robert E. Jarman, in charge.
'ins: however the court rendered a
that more than 6,000 plates have
people discussing with them in
Burial w-as in the. City Cemetery .
decision in favor of Wilkins as
been served in the club dining
their homes, their spiritual life Ind
Active pallbearers were: 'Presto the line controversy.
their relation' to the Kingdom" of
room during the past year. AcTwo high schools of Callotvay
ton Ordway. Chesley Butterworth.
In the case of Newsome vs.
God. Many are reached in this
cording to the club attendance, the
Concord,
Frenk Albert Stubblefield, Dick
Smith which also involves a disway who would not probably have
visitors rind civic clubs who have county --Faxon and New
June 30,
Bideweile Hilton Hughes, Price
pute over a line and a small porbeen won by the older methods, is
dinner meetings there, it is ap- may pass out of existence
of the
The Churches of Murray are ob- tion of land, the court decided in
Lassit.r.
the statement made by the minproximated that 10,832 persons according to is recent ruling
serving Good Friday with a three- favor of the contention of Earl
ister.
Honorary pallbearers were: J.
used the Club House last year. state board of education.
Schools which have fewee -than hour service of devotion in the Smith.
D. Sexton, Robert Broach,. Nels
That does not include-the numerThis work will be continued
between
Church
Christian
First
Jury commissioners for the enWaggoner, Luther Robertson, Tom
ous parties held there by the high 60 pupils will be affected. Other
throughout the year by teams seon suing 'car were appointed by the
Banks, Mervin Wrather. and R.
schools included in this ruling are: the hours of 12 and 3 o'clock.
school students.
those who have had
among
lected
court who came and were sworn,
P. Holland.
Shady Grove and Tole'. Crittenden; Fridey, Apre 19.
•
experience and training.
Club Filakihref
Gatlin Clopton, magistrate of the
The service will be divided into and began their duties Wednesday,
The club is a non-profit organjee Farmington. Graves; Hampton arid
growing
is
school
The Sunday
Wells Purdom, Norton Murray District, and chairman of
intervals of 25 minutes each with April 17.
zation, serving the community and Grand Revers, Livingston.
arrangements are beWords of
and D. M. Hale were those its movement to purchase road rapidly and
its members with the best of foods i These schools have been allowed one of the Seven Last
additional space in
for
made
ing
.of each named.buikiing machinery, stated today
and service and furbishing a plate!' to continue in imeration during Jesus serving as the theme
which
get th,at only a few of the committees the former Williams house
at
will
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The
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The
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emergency
on
an
for social
gatherings and club World War II
MethoManning, 16-year-old
ser- through Frieey for this week, and to solicit funds had made reports now belongs, to the First
Leonard
the
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Willard Junes.
to
Mrs
liberty
Mr. and
meetings. Through finance corn- , basis
a
become
will
and
Church,
dist
•
Calloway cuuntian, who was Murray. Route 3. a daughter. born
necessary during the will adjourn until Monday. Cases on the amount they had obtained.
mittets in rest years since the l The state board has long held vice if such I;
the
against
annex
School
Sunday
brought to jail .here April 10 in April 17
of a hymn in each period. set for next week include the case He reminded the members of these
house was planned. contributions • that small high schools are inef- singing
church and edconnection with the killing of his
of J. N. Ryan vs. B B Sawyer, committees that this Friday night day when a larger
as follows:
Mr and Mrs. James Ferguson.
to community causes have beep ' ficient and expensive and its mini- The program is
erected.
be
Chambers vs. Pruden- is the time when these reports are ucational plant can
father that morning was released
12:00-12:25 'The Word of Inter- and J 0.
daughter, born Saturday. April
made, and sufficient money has mum is 80 pupils and three full
superingeneral
is
B.
war.
E.
Howtem,
no
after
naciart
Court
aft
Thursday
tial Insurance Company...
efea be in and urged every °cannot13.
been laid aside in war bonds .1hat time teachers. At least 64 of Ken- cession," meditation given by Bev.
asschool,
arrest.
Sunday
his
the
for
of
sworn
tendent
m
early
rant had be
will probably be adjourned
teeman to attend the weekly meetwill amount to $2.000 at maturity. tucky's 593 public schools are. due William McKinney.
Mr. and Mrs Zack Holmes, a
Connie B Ford. superin- He was probated to a neighbor.
ing at the county judge's office at sisted by
12:25-12:50 -The Word of 'Au- in the week.
furnish the house when normal to fit in theteclosing out program
Max
division;
adult
instructions to son, born Saturday. April 13.
of the
with
tendent
Russell,
Wess
Rev.
by
7:30
o'clock.
thority'", meditation given
conditions return
in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Clough Venable,
B Hurt, superintendent of the appear before court in June.
let last week's meeting the treasBogard Dunn.
Cynthia
Mayfield Editorial Has Figures
division; Miss Kathleen Patyouth
Young Manning, saddled with Louisville, a daughter,
Word of 'Rereported that $1,822.50 had
"The
urer
12:50-1:15.
Wrong
superintendent of t
ponsibility of Caring for three Jane,- born March It
to Abe account of terson.
given by
deposited
meditation
.
been
membrance
An editorial written by Frank
Hurt is
Max
ren's division.
younger children in his family, is
the district's road fund. This was
Mrs. G. T. Hicks. .
Evans, publisher and editor of
of the boaol of stewards. at liberty on his own recognizance_
'Lonegoal set, but since chairman
of
Word
the
of
"The
short
far
1.15-1:40
the Mayfield Messenger,' last week
At 7,30 this evening Thursday) He is chareed with shooting. his
liness'". meditation given by Rev.
the report was so incomplete, it
gave the Murray Woman's Club a
Ph. D.that this week's report the Second Quarterly Conference father. 50-year-old Genes ManMcKee,
hoped
C.
S.
was
figthe,
financial
but
had
boost,
climax to the Holy Week would be substantially improved will be hell with Dr. Robt. A. ning, early Wednesday morning.
As
1:40-2:05 "The. Word of 'Sufferures out of line, according to Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gavial's and
Dr. W. observances at the First Christian Scme ce the few who have already Clark, district superintendent, pre- The slaying occurred at the Mangiven
by
meditation
ing'",
Jones. His editorial stated that the
Church. the choir of that congre- reported said that additional money siding and at 8 p.m.. follhwing the ning home near Story's Chapel tin Mrs. Glenn Charles were injurPh.D.
Lewis,
D.
Murray Club had about $2000000
The Murray Minister Association
by
Quarterly Conference, First Meth- 'the old Newburg road.
ed when the cars driven
2:05-2:30 "The Word of 'Vic- gation is to present on Sunday ev- had been promised them.
Mrs. Jones stated have completed plans for the
salted away.
Church will be host to a
odist
ening, April 21. at 8:00 o'clock,
Rev.
by
given
attend
Sheriff Wendell Patterson said Mr. Gargus and Mrs. Charles colto
meditation
urged
tory'",
is
citizen
Every
that the mire $2.00000 held in Easter Sunrile Service to be cona sacred caatata. "Adoramus Te" the meeting Friday night. It may mass meetin of Murray and Cal- the boy told him a story of hav- lided on South Sixth Street last
Russell.
bonds by the Woman's Club would ducted in the athletic field of A. J.
young ing to take care of his two _sisek.
-The Word ofeRefuge'". by Joseph W. Clokey. The title, mean the difference between grav- loway County Methodist
2:30-300
mornSunday
MessSchool
the
Mayfield
reacn
hardly
Murray High
by Rev. Robert E. freely translated, is -We Adore eled roads and anether winter in people conducted by Dr. Robt. A. ters, Peggy, 15. and Mary. 13, and
given
meditation
Gargus and Mrs. Charles
Mrs.
is
(sunrise
enger's figures.
ing, April 21. at 5:30
Clark. the Rev W. C. Moore, Mem- his brother, Gervis. Jr.... 10. after were injured and carried to local
Thee". The music and text are the mud.
Jarman.
The club house is paid for. The
youth
of
director
Conference,
the
phis
as to support
.his parents separated about a hospitals for treatment. Mr. GarOrganises who will play during so interwoven
noes were burned Sept. 27, 1943,
The program will begin with a
werk and Prof. Paul Meek of the year ago. The parents left the gus was down town Saturday
true expression of the reverenc.
three years after the building was prelude of record music appropri- the service are Mrs. Robert Gipe, that the children of God has'
Junior
University of Tennessee
children. Manning asserted, to go walking with the aid of crutches.
Mrs. Richard Farrell. and Miss
dedicated.
ate for the occasion. Special music
College at Martin. Tenn., and also to Detroit to work.
reserved for commemoration
Richard
Mr.
Charlotte
Details of the cause of the acciHigh
will be furnished by the
Handles $6,67422 Last Year
Paris District director of youth
'and resurrection of their
Manning seid he attempted to dent were net learned.
Farrell will sing during the last the death
When the reports were given, School Glee'Club, under the direcwork
Saviour.
grow a crop _last year, but that his
hour of the service "All In the
figure of $667422 tion of Miss. Mary Elizabeth Robthe startling
The cantata Is introduced by a
means were limited. He said his Subsidies Killed; Cost-Plus
April Evening" by Diack.
Boyd Jones. age 92, died Saturwas the total of the money handl- erts. The message will be deliversolo
prologue intoned by a bass
scanty crop was taken over by the
STRAWBERRY4ROP GOOD
day, April 13, at his home in HarIn observance of the Savior's
ed through the club last year. Of ed by Rev. Braxton Fe Sawyer,
Plan Wins Approval
voice which recites the setting for
fat her.
din following seven months of illthat .amount $428.00 was donated pastor of the First Baptist Church. death the stores of Murray will be the work to follow.
-sherthe.
according
_lu
and
1
hours
of
theManning:
between
(dosed
have
Is-thegr
crop
that
tO cofrilmihne eatlees: $424622 was The Ministers state
- -Another good Strawberry
In dim cathedral aisles of
WASFIINGTON, April 17.-A refarmer, was
retired
the
a
to
Jonett,
came
father
Mr.
emhis
their
said
enabling
iff,
thus
o'clock,
3
on
cohiment
to County
collected by the Woman's Club had much favoratfre
on hand, aecordine
carven stone
the bellious House overthrew importtold
well known in"Marshail .and CalloApril '9 and
Agent S. V. Foy. Alter inspecting farm
from the community for other this outdoor service and a great ployees to attend the service.
The priests and choir boys
ant phases of President Truman's
Wedback
be
way
county.
would
he
children
several crops Mr. Foy believes the
drives; and 1 $100000 at maturi- crowd is expected.
solemnly intone
program toniiht, paststabilization
the
by his wife, Mrs.
of
survived
remainder
is
He
the
for
crop as a whole better than last. nesday
ty) bond was purchased.
ile on the woodland hill
with reThe program in, full Is as folCelia Jones: two daughters, Mrs. Approxineately 35 acres,td berries household goods, but not the chil- ing the Price Control Act
and grassy shore,
sublows:
Plans F'or Youth Parties
Vera Thweatt, Almo, Mrs. Minnie will be picked in Calloway County dren. Manning said he told him strictions and directing that
The flowers are saying
The Woman's Club announced
5:21 - Reseed Prelude.
"unless he hi-m.441A sidy payments shall stop.
Tidwell, Memphis, Tenn.; three
return
to
not
this season.
mass forever 'more:_
plans at the last meeting for a
5:30-Chorus directed by Miss
The restrictions were' plastered
sons, Estil Jones, Detroit, Lorene
the law yith him.we
I s t e!
'Christel, C
Mr. Foy is already mobilizing
party for the High School and the Mary Efitabeth Roberts _Were
Ivan Jones. HarDetroit,
Jones,
father came back, the youth on a bill to continue the OPA beThe
.
of
hither
Sparkreen.
start
Matt
to
J.
ready
to
be
adore!'"
stupickers
.
school
high
School
Training
30 expiration .
You There".
seven .grandchildren; four berry
din:
accompanied by Hillman Out- yond its pres, nt June
Andrew (Will)
Alternating with chorus "numb- great grandchildren: •
picking by May 1. Anyone want- said,
dents to be given the night of
Invocation-Rev. T. .H. Mullins. the' late William
the sheriff he date -for nine months, instead of a.,
told
Manning
land.
his
at
died
iecently
seathis
Sparkman.
choir
conthe
strawberries
ers and solo voices,
May 3 This party is in appreeiHymn--"He Arose" 'directed by
Funeral services were conduct- ing to pick
father failed to heed year as the administration asked.
home in Lansing. Mich
see Mr. Foy now. One fired after his
stantly refers to the ecclesiastical
alien for the students of the town Prof. Leslie R. Putnam.
After voting the amendments on
ed in the Stewart cemetery et son should
not Llo enter the
of
warning
his
and in observance of the National
He leaves two daughters. Miss setting of the "dim cathedral" by 2:30 Sunday afternoon, with Rev. hundrese and fifty pickers will be
Scripture--Rev. Samuel McKee.
a series cif record votes, however,
home.
Manning
the
of
yard
required to save the crop his year
Eunice Sparkman and a married using sections taken from the Henry Smith in charge.
Youth Week, April 27 to May 4..
the House pui off until tomorrow
Prayer-Rev. Robert Jarman.
The mother of the children,
early to pick berchurch mass: 'I3enedictes
Mich.; two early
Anopen house Will be held SueSpecial Music -"Christ, the Lord daughter-, leineing.
final roil-call which will send
the
Active pallbearers were: Clint so let's volunteer
be Mrs. we Bell Manning, arrived in the bill'to the Senate.
day 'afternoon, May 5, at which Is Risen - Today", direched by Miss nieces, Miss Thelma Sparkman, (Blessed is He, Sanctus I Holy,, Skaggs, Samuel
Griffin, Boyd ries in order that plans can
will
she
said
and
Friday
Murray
entice.
the
save
Kyrie
Hosts).
to
of
God
advance
-Mrs.
Lord
and
in
Holy
Fort Worth, Tex..
time the money raised for the Girl Roberts.
Jones,. Virgil Jones, Clay Jones, made
make - a home for thr -.children.
Scout cabin will be presented in • Messagte-Rev. Braxton B. Saw- Erroll B4rron, Alexandria, La. eleisorf (Lord. have mercy upon Wyman Jones. Honorary pallbear- crop, Mr. Fay stated
Local Students Are
one
on
an interesting ceremony. Details yer.
two nephews, J. Matt Sparkman: usi, Credo II believe
Jess
Bratain,
Mac
'Peeler,
ers: F.
cruciInvited To' LeFoyer
.of the parti!s will be announced
JackArthur
Clesing Hymn---"All Hail the Paintsville. Ky, and W. M. Spark- God). Crucifixut He was
Mathis, Clete Griffin,
man and son J. Matt, Electra, Tex, fied), and Anguns Der 10, Lamb son, and IHuien Jones.
Power".
of God). Constantly sharing in
Eleven students were eensidered
Benediction-Rev. Wm. McKinInstallation Dinner Planned
the adoratioe outside the cathedas prospective members of Le FoyThe club will hold the annual ney.
ral aisles are the quaking aspen.
er, French club at Murray college.
Record Postlude.
dinner meeteeg on May 10 when
the thorn bush, the passionsflowere
at a. regular tweeting held receatly
-_
new officers will be installed by
enThe
and the weeping willow.
in the club room el the fine arts
Mrs. George Hart, president of
Terracing Club Studies
4-H
tire work -suggests to the listener"
pounds selling for a general building
the club from 1942-1944. and for085
recentsales
of
up
check
final
A
how both man and his world of
• Miss Betty Grimes. president,
nier district governor. Dr. Ralph Terracing At Mayfield
by C C. Farther. sec- average of ,$2l.82.
Pat Wear.' son of Mr. and Mrs. nature shared in the sorrow and
Mrs. Ethel Wilkerson. 43, died of ly compiled
tntal money paid to the stated that •invi1ations would be ,
Woods president of Murray State
The
Tobacco
Murray
the
of
retary
principal praise of the crucified and risen complications that had caused her
-sued wilihin the nest week.
Calloway County 4-H Club had Boyd Wear, was elected
College, will bring the principal
Trade, revealed a total farmers in the Muaray area from 1.
High School, Lord.
illness for five ,,months. She died Board of
Calloway ttudents, to be invited..
1945 crop
Mrs. Jones urges all 10 members to represent Calloway of the Earlington
address.
types of the
of dark fired both
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9,366.495
of
educadirection
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under
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by
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at
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at 2:30
members of the club to attend this County in a teftacing school
was amounted to approxnerately 22.830.- are: Malvena Harris, Murray: Bontobacco
air-cured
dark
and
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night.
Mrs.
of Merle T. Kesler.
ton-McDevitt Clinic.
Kingins..Murray.
Mayfield Tuesday, April 16. Those tion Tuesday
meeting that closes her two-ye
the Murray market 000.00 which still gives dark to- nie Lee
She is surviee by. her husband, handled on
Mr Wear, recently discharged Johnson is the or/Ranist. Soloists
attending were as follows:
terrn of office.
the same position it has held'
bacco
includes
total
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selsun.
this
of will include Mrs. Bertie Stavely Francis M. Wilkerson, 609 SycaMRS. VENTER ORR HAS
Ronald Thompson. Faxon; Wells from the Army, is a graduate
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loose floor sales, advances made in this county over a long periOd
Cleaver, Murray High School and Murray Chappell, Mrs. Merle T. Kesler, more Street, and a daughter. Mrs.
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money
outstanding
the
as
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of
GrowFired
Dark
The incoming chairmen ,of the Hargis. Faxon;
Western
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Almo;
named
country
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direct
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and
six .
ers Association,
the service eat Lone Oak Louise Nigro,' Mr. Glen Hawley, lins; a sister, Mrs.. Clifford Dodd.
A to-pound' two-ounce baby
Due to the fact dark fired stocks
delegates to the state tonvention cord; James Phillips, Hazel; Gene entering
purchases by contract dealers.
will in- and Mr. Ricnard Farrell. The ser- Route 5; brethfrs. Leon and Two
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Bernett,
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Hazel;
Lamb.
sales tere at an extremely lOw point in boy was born prematurely to Mrs.
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at
set
Murray;
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vice has betel
coaching athletics.
pound, relatioh to prospectim domestic Vester Orr ie the Mason Hospital
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Mrs. Jones. and the newly-elected Training School; Joseph Miller, clude
o'clock hour so that members of children, Linda Jean arid Judy amounted
Morris,
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average
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a
president, Dr. Ella Weihing, will Trainivg
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which
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Had Been Ill For V
Several Weeks;
Funeral Wednesday
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Affectosi—
By State Rule

BE OBSERVEYBY
MURRAY CHURCHES

FUND REACHES
$1622.50 TOTAL
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LEONARD MANNING
RELEASED HERE
THURSDAY P. M.
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The Ledger
Congratulates

Local Citizens Hurt
In Car Collision

Boyd Jones, 92, N\
Dies Saturday

J. M. Sparkman
Dies In Michigan.,

Pat Wear Elected
Principal Earlington
High School •

plies

Probated to Wess
Russell, Neighbor,
For Appearance

Easter Cantata To
Be Sung at First
Christian Church

Sunrise Service
At High School
Set For Easter

114111.14

The Murray Tobacco Market Closed
Successful Season In History
Mrs. Ethel Wilkerson Its Most
Claimed By Death On March 15; $2,630,000.00 to Farmers
This Morning t-
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She returned to her home!left last week for Clearwater, Fla.,
vo it the forner's parents. Mr.!liver.
for the wedding of Dr. Chrisman
and Mrs. J. D Grant, Mr Grant is last - Friday.
and lefes.(ken). Hopkins which
on the police force in Los Angeles.
Mrs.•
home
guests
in
Out-of-town
the
Mrs. C_ M. Hood returned Tues- ,Calif.
Ray Adams, the former
Mr. and Mrs. William H. of Mr_ and Mrs W. H. McKeel was solemiezed on April 16. Miss
day from Arlington where she had
Este-Ile Osborn of Detroit.
Miss
!Bierfield. Columbus, Ga . will ar- Saturday and Sunday were Mr. Mason is remaining for a arteet
been visitina her sister, Mrs L. H. rive
Mich., was
by a car last week
•
this week to be here while and-Mrs. Reason McKeel and three with relative.; in Clearwater.
Barclay *nil family for several her brother is'
The Pleasant Grove Cumberland and is at a hospital.
here.
Mrs. Bar- daughters. Sa4. Ann. and Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Key. Mrs.
days
Pvt. Raphael Maynard of Kearns
ield who was Virginia Grant. is Bowling Green, Laverne Ceylon I Effie Watson. Miss Catherine Put-- Presbyterian church has announcMrs W E %utton. Dickson. teaching in the city schools in Co- Bowling Green. - and Mr. and Mrs. dom. Miss Tennie Breekeeridge, ed that they now have church ser- Field, Utah. is recovering from
Tenn visited relatives and friends lumbus. Mr, Barfield is a pharma- C. H. Curd. Holly Springs, Miss. Dr and Mrs. R. M. Mason were ies every Sunday.
measles.
•
Rev. Clarence Smith of Paducah
The wanes wants to correct a
Mr. and Mrs. Curd ere remaining guests at the wedding of Miss
. here last week. Mr. Hutton was cist there.
as aca Sundae visitor here and
Nell Hall and John Vickery at the has accepted the work beginning mistake in lest week's items. Rev.
Manning Stewart. eVeehington. for a two weeks visit.
companied to Dickson by Mrs Hut- D. C. recently returned
0:
Easter Sunday. The pastor will Compton ,will preach at Macedonia
to his ofS. S Waters. Muskogee. Okla.. I Methodist Church in Puryear on
ton
ficial duties in the Treasury De- arrived Thursday to visit his sis- Tuseday, and at the reception fol- move into the community as soon third Sunday afternoon in April
Oiler Veisney ene
partment. after a Iwo-month ilee etier. Mrs. W. J. Mecoy and his I lowing at the home of Mi. an as his home is completed and ready instead of May.
to occupy which will probably
Earlingten. were ness of sire.y pneumonia, and in- 'niece. Mrs. Mary Mecoy Hall. He I Mr.. Melton Marshall of Hazel.
Pat _Wear of
The soldiers supplement will be
b, within the next two weeks:
guests of th • latter- parents. Mr. fluenza.
kept and cherished for ages.
Mrs. W. B. Scruggs has returned
came by Holly Springs. Mits., to
6:
Wear. Sunday
and Mrs. Boyd
Pleasant Grove Church is one
Mr. and Mrs. Dane .MeClure of
Mr and Mrs. Henry rulton re- see Mr. and Mrs C H. Curd and home after a two weeks visit with
afternoon. While here they visited turned Saturday
her daughters. Mrs. Harold Lums- of the oldest- churches in Callo- Locust Grove community visited
accompanied them to Murray,
I
from
an
extended
r.
Kentucky Dam orie •
way County and until 1941 was Jesse McClure and Miss Annie
trip tee Washington. D. C. and oati- .Mrs.. John M. Rowlett spent the • den, and family, of Essex, Mo.
only one-fourth time. In 1941 it Willis Saturday.
AMOS Wellt remains ill at the er points of interest in the east_ spring vacation with her bortevere
week
Sw.oin
left
Mrs.
last
-Bun
7: " •
The small daughter of Mr. and
Mason hospital following a major Mr. Fulton se as recently . discharg- Roger Caplinger and family In for Baton Rouge. La.. where her began to have services twice a
opt ration His son. James Ralph ed from the army after several New Orleane She was met there! daughter, Mildred Swann. is re- month and on fifth Sundays. This Mrs. Clifton Hutson was operated
Wells. who was in Japan. arrived . months service in Europe
by her parents. Mr. and MraeOle..J. cuperating frcm an appendectomy. was so suacessfule the members on for acute appendicitis at the
here Tuesday to be at the bedside
Mr. and Mrs. B D Hall and Mr. Caplinger. who have spent tee Miss Swann is attending the Uni- have decided to have full time Clinic the past week.
C. W. McClure and Miss Marwork.
'of his nether.
'and Mrs. Jim Ed Diuguid of Mem- winter in New Mexico. and thy versity of Louisiana.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Perdue of phis speht last week-end in Mur- returned to Murray together. •
The chureh has a substantial garet Vaughn eloped to MississMrs. Tom Fenton and son. Tom•
Clarksville. Tenn.. were week-end ray.
building fund and is planning to ippi Saturday and were united in
Miss Edna Jeanne Perdue, a
mie, returned Sunday to Lafayette,
Those
di
accompanying
gueets of the.r daughter. Mrs. Jack
Mrs Will H. Whitnell and Mrs. graduate of Murray State College Ind., where Mr. Fenton is in school erect a modern brick building as marriage.
Sykes. and Mr. Sykes.
Kate Kirk visited in Memphis last and now attending University of following a visit with the for- soon as the restrictions on material them were Bernice Wisehart, Weiss
Velma McClure, Decy Mitchell,
Mrs Shannon Ellis and daughter. week.
is lifted.
Kansas. will visit her parents, Mr.
mer's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Gus
EliMbelb •Jcw. were in- town SatR.v. Smith is a graduate of Miss Harlon Taylor, Floyd and
Mr. and Mrs Max Miller and and Mrs. 0. F. Perdue. Paducah. Farley. Mr_ and Mrs. Farley acR•
urday
little daughter. Mary Louise. left Easter. While here, Miss Perdue companied them to Lafayette but Bethel College. McKenzie. Te.nn., Mason McClure and two other
Miss Mary Miller -Ellis .is visit- Tuesday to visit Mrs. Miller's pa- will visit relatives in Murray and
with a BA degree. He is married girls.
have returned to Murray.
Mitchell arrived
S 1-c Clifton
tele in Puryear. Tenn. is guests of rents in Galveston Tex.
and has tWo young daughters.
attend a meeting of Sigma Sigma
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fulton have
home April 15 from Manila with a
111-• - Mr. arieriki-s-'ir CeTereicetitt Jr. Mis-s Margaret
- -event Sigma on the _cempus of , Murrey. returned-from a trip- - to Washing
, The community. welcomes him discharge.
,
Clark Freeze, formerly of Mem- the spring holidays in New Or- coil( ge. '
his family and the church exton, D. C.. end etrotiiialorfolk. Va-,
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell purchased
phis. Teen.
operating "The-Oaks leans.
The entertaining event for Hazel where they visited Lt. and Mrs. tends a hearty welcome to everyJersey Farm- for Dr. Rob efeeon Mrs. Ire* Bl-ewer is spending this
one to come and enjoy the old a nice Kam from . her uncle. Jesse
igh School will be the- play; "The Fred Shultz.....
_et
-weet crf litturray
of a country McClure.- arid -shipped it to her
neer* -in- -12-adoeteh-with Mra,, Carl Greet Ben Allah" tbate- will be 1rreers. H ltzla.
Bailey is the guest time
children of 'Detroit. Mich., for
church., •
Hohnan Jones. cennected with Brewer and- daughter. Sue, who given 'in the school auditorium i
of Mr. arid Mrs. Jimmy Bailey in
-Seine
Health - Department. well--graduate this week
Holy Communion will be ad- Easter..-01e- Maid
from April 20, at 8 pie.
Owensboro. ,
Christian . county, waa a visitor Reidland higle- sehpol.
Easter Sunday at the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Wiser of
Mrs. Jesse Houston has returned ministered
here .the past week.:nd
Mrs. Lillie Lassiter of Cincinnati Louisville spent the week-end with ,after holding the Tennessee State 11 o'clock nour. A special Easter
Mr. arrived._iez
and Mrsl My Grant. and has been visiting her sister, Mrs. her mother. Mrs. B. B. Wear, and Convention of
the Weiodmen Circle quograth will be presented by the
,
baby
young people of the church Sun.ntnrnine Horace Churchill and other rela- Mre. Lamar Farley - and family.
'at Andrew-Jackson Hotel in Nashday night at 7 o'clock.
, Dr. Racine.. Spicer visited her ville. Tenn.
mother in Columbia; Mo. during
Mrs_ Gene Cole was, here last
the spring vacation.
week for a few days. She returnPurchase fruit crops were not
•
Miss Mary WilliamS returned eel to Detroit where'she and Mr
damaged by the frost of last SatTbesday to her hotne in Frank- Ceilrieeeess.-aarepliaetwele •-leareeragetlasue.
_
tort totfoix17Te17"- Mrs. Coy Che-ster. %ill continue
14, a-7Tit
Monday foelowing inspections o
•
ThdrF4
6e1..1
-Per
st rneetelt+enrereinlee
Mr and Mrs W, G Nash had fore returning to Detroit.
While the frost was heavy, it
as their guests last week the for- Mita Ola . B.- Brock and Miss
was the opinion Of hertfeulturists
father and brother. James B. Mattie Trouedale visited the TrainWASHING1ON, April 16-Nine of the state College of Agriculture,
Nash and Harris Nash of Pleasure- ing. School at Teacher,' College, per,_cent less meat will be availthat the temperature did .not drop
II-', Ky
Terre Haute. Ind_ during the able for Americaus this quarter low enough to do any damage to
4
• Mrs-. Katherine Kirk and Mrs. spring vacatien.
than during the past three months. strawberries,• peaches or apples.
Will H. Whitnell spent eiee'eral
Hazel Hige School seniors will the Agriculture Department said
I days. tart week in Memphis.
•
present the play.'"The Great Ben today.
MERRY -CHRISTMAS AND
Miss Ruby Farley will return to Allah" Saturday night. April 20. at
The reduction reflects a declieHAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
her home ir Murray this week
ing
volume
of
livestock
markt
t.
8 o'clock.
(RI
OUTLAND
Ifrom Nashville where she has spent
ings
and
export,
continued
large
Otho Winchester. Detroit. is here
several weeks at a hospital for due to the elness of his father-in- to needy areas abroad. Farm sales; Rupee t
Outland
received
a
treatment.
particularly
hogs,' Christmas card 'Tensday that was
law. Amos Wells, wine is in the of livestock,
Mrs. Carl Ferrara and son. Carl hospital.
drop off during the spring and mailed to him in 1945 by Mrs.
RENTAL AND REAL ESTATE SALES
Lamar. have taken an apartment
summer months.
George Hart, while he was in the
The per capita civilian supply South Pacifi e Mr. Outland, who
at C. H. Bradley's while Lt. Fer- JOHNNY REAGAN ELEt TED
L RHODES
C. W. RHODES
rara is serving overseas. Master HEAD OF MURRAY STUDENTS
ler the April-June quarter will be is a partner in the Superior CleanMURRAY. KENTUCKY
***
Carl is ill with measles.
• at an average annual rate of 132 ers, stated that the, greeting would
Mrs. Clyie Morrow of Grand
Johnny Lee Reagan. all-KIAC pounds,- carcase weight, compared have been appreciated during the
recent basketball
Colorado was a
elected with an estimated 147a pounds for past Yule season, but ,that it arplayer, was
guest of her sister. Mrs. C. L. president of the Murray State Col- ike January-March quarter .,and rived here cn another important
MARSHALL, Hard t Kentucky
Vaughn and family
lege Student Organization in a 'teeth 116 ponds for the seeend date in his life to say -Happy
Deis. Marilyn Mason. Dr. R B runo
eetweill
, 4uarter last year. the department Birthday." and "Merry Christmas,"
.
ef electiou here Tuesday..
Lot: • r• 'urn
and Dr
ChriSr"
beLetedete.
Heegen rweived 187 votes and said. his' epponeee Cliff White, Cleveand: 0.. received 114.
The runoff was necessary after
e election need on April 3 failed
• give a majority vote to either
f three candidates. Reagan. White
.nd Jack Hicks, Owensboro.
Reagan will succeed Johnny Underwood. Newman. Ill.
I to

Rev. Clarence Smith Blood River News
Called to Pastorate
Of N. Pleasant Grove
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No Damage To
Fruit Crops In
Area By Frost
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Approkteleeteiy
42,UUU persons
were idle today as a result of labor disputes, with few major developments in the strike situation.
At Akron, O.,, a dispute involving
six men idled 2.000 and halted
all passenger tire production at
the Goodyear Tire and, Rubber Co.
The management said the dispute
involved the transfer of six workers from one department to another.
CIO packinghouse workers at the
John Morrell & Co. plant, Ottumwa, la_, walked out Monday in
what a unicat steward described as
a "one day protest against payoffs in the beef department."
In Pikeville, Ky., employes of
Kentucky-Virginia
Stages.
Inc.,
walked off teeir jobs in an effort
to gain a 20 per cent wage increase
and other concessions. The strikers, members of the CIO Transportation - Workers Union, set up a
picket line. A union spokesman
estimated the line handled about
3.000 fares daily..
In Springfield. Ill.. 1.400 members of the CIO United Farm
Equipment Workers Union struck
at two • Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company plants after turning down 'a company proposal for
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extension of' their contract, which
expired at midnight Monday. The
union seeks an lfile cent hourly
pay boost: the company has offeredillies cents, arid said it had
granted a five cent increase last
October.
A new strike threat came from
Kansas City, where J. A. Coleman, an official of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, said
2,500 employes of the Rock Island
System would strike at 6 *p.m.
Wednesday over' dismissal of three
employes ':without a fair and impartial investigation."
The turbulence which arose in
Butte, Mont., over the week-end
apparently had %tined down last
night. City and county autherftles
expressed belief the vandalism of
the last few days was at least temSehriff
porarily uncier control.
Al McLeod said victims, whose
homes were wrecked or damaged,
were chiefly miners who did not
participate in a strike at AnaCopper Mining Company
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269 VETERANS ARE
ENROLLED AT M.S.C.
Records at Murray State college
todat showed that 269 of the 7,48.
students here are veterans of
World War II. In addition, approximately 150 other veterans.
have been taking non - credit
courses.
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FRIDAY NIGHT, APRIL 12
7:30 o'clock

•

L. RHODES

Of fee

The 18-day long coal strike of
400.000 AFL United Mine Workers continued with no sign of a
break amid predictions that a prolonged walkout in the coal fields
might seriously retard conversion.

4
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1,
1 At.

Meat Supply
GA..

......_...REAL..ESTATE -OFFERS ---

-- SEE OR CALL -.i

No Sign Of Settlement Of Coal Strike;
742,000 Idle In Nation's Labor Disputes

Telephone 249
M.

"AUNT TILLIE GOES TO TOWN"

l

COLLEGE CLEANERS
NOW OPEN!

V

.

1

LYNN GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
Admission 15c and 25c
MRS. BURON JEFFREY, Sponsor

.•

CELEBRATING

.
MAYFIELD COUNCIL SHELVES
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
The Mayfield city council shelvei the matter of Daylight Saving
Time temporarily Monday" night;
after _a stormy session.

34 Years In Restaurant
Business

>0-‘)
EiOXi fONIPARE

. .•

cops

Now Featuring The Most Modern
Up-To - Date
Air- Conditioned Restaurant
In Town
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Experts
in
the Cleaning
Business

Dine With Us On Easter

One Trial
and
You Will Be
Convinced

Why Worry About the Clothing Shortage
When WE Can Make Your Old Clothes
LOOK LIKE NEW?
WIlen yOu want something done you look for th expert who knows
' !low to
SO, when you want your clothes cleaned,
you CALL US!

WI-, PICK UP AND•DELIVE
'R

PeT140LIT/1
115 00

College Cleaners
WALTER WATERFIELD

Tel 430

Our Restaurant is clean and neat and 'tis the place
- for you to eat"

smodoo. SASSO /Pod
ISO PS
to SOSS5

EDWIN WATERRIELD

• For those who appreciate
a diamond ring of truly fine
quality.

"Ikx\cki

- Furches Jewelry
Store

GRADE"A" RESTAURANT
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Murray .State College Baseball Squad

Officials Of TVA,State Department
Attend Dinner At Mayfield

ly
r-

ist

Senator Henry Ward representill the legislators of the district
brought a message for the occasion.
of
_Malcolm- Little, manager
properties in the Kentucky Lake
area, in an address, outlined de-velopments at the lake.
He said that the 1,200 acre park
there was not not going undeveloped. pointing out that 95 acres had
been set aside as a Boy Scout
camp and tleit work on a lodge
for Girl S.2outs also had been
started. Lots have been selected
and offered for sale or lease at
various locations, he added.
President . George Hart pledged
the cooperation of the association
in development of the area.
Mr. Winslow. in a brief address,
praised the legislators of the First
District for their efforts in connection with the defeat of the Moss
bill, comparing the fight to a football game in which a team is defeated in the first half, only to
come back and score a victory in
the closing minutes.
The program also included a disKentucky
cussion of plans for
Harold
by
Park
Lake Stat.:.
Browning, state conservation com,_gnissioner, and Russell Dyche, director of state parks.
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VOMIT

Dr. Ralph Woods, president of
Murray State College, was among
the invited guests.
Roy C. Evens, Claude T. Winslow and W. L. Harrington were
the men in charge of, the plans.

Mayfield was host to a dinner
meeting last night in the Hall
• Hotel to honor state legislators
who successfully opposed the enactment of the Moss bill at the
•
1946 session. •
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TAKE A LOOK

BIG EASTER WEEK PROGRAM
Pictures that every member of the family
will enjoy

at our

Lynn Grove High
School News
Junior class play.. "Aunt
Goes to Town," under the
supervision of Mrs. Boron Jeffrey,
will be given Friday night, April
19. at 7:30 o'clock in the high
•
school gymnasism.
Students and teachers are enjoying the use of the new visual education machine. Five educational
films have been shown this week.
The agriculture boys of the Future Farmer's organization reported a successful trip to Sedalia
last • week. They competed in
tinder the direction of Coach
field day contests and won several
Murray State
Carlisle Cutchim
prizes.
has iesumed varsity baseCollege
The seniors are busy getting
ball this spring for the, first time
ready for Commencement week.
since 1941.
Baccalaureate Services will be
Pictured above are the memSunday night, April 28, in the high
bers of the 1946 squad.
T.
T.
Rev.
gymnasium.
Shoot
Crabtree will preach the sermon.
The senior play. "Johnny Get
presented
liour Girl", will be
.
Weldnesday night, May 1.
Ron. Harry Lee Waterfield will
give 'the commencement _address
on Thursday night, May 2. The

NOW PLAYING
t

ill111101k11‘.

Back row, left to right: Carlisle
Cutchin. coach; Lubie Veal, Murray; E. D. Riggins, Murray; Sidney
McKinney, Bumpus Mills,
Tenn.; James Lawrence, Brookport, Ill.: Floyd Wheeler, Marion;
Allen Pfefffer, Staunton, 'Va.; Al-

bert Davis, Trezevar., Tenn.; Jesse
Braboy, Paducah; John Padgett,
Hardin; Wimberly Royster, Robards imanageri.
Front row, left to right: Paul
Willoughby, Paducah; Johnny Harris, Springfield, Tenn.; Johnny

,

e

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Underwood, Newman. Ill; Elw000
Harold
Cissell, Perryville, Mo.;
Manson, Asbury Park. N. J.; W. F.
Dubia,
Paducah; Bud
Gilbert,
Murray; Max Carlisle, Henderson;
Bill Harrod. Murray; Tom Toon,
Fancy Farm; Johnny Lee Reagan,
Bismarck, Mo.

WITS

Down Around
Faxon High

HUNTZ HALL

KENTUCKY WAR VETERANS
RECORD MILK DRINKERS

Some where to go,
Plenty to do,
gown around Faxon Hi.
Entertainment just "so"
For me and for you,
Down Around Faxon Hi.

NO veterans

ET URN!
drinking milk in recR
ord quantities have helped

TOTAL 34.1141 000..000 QUA•TS
MO OM =mind L• tqw•• b•imoi
Mid MS wad Cr...
1.102‘
raise consumption to allcar 41014•••• 20 143 Emp.•C.4442.
roma Winn
time high levels, accord- 1.271
14. Crows
1.450
ing to the Milk Industry
If you've troubles on your mind
fed Oilver — LS23
sawn
Foundation. With milk proas
DA•4 see
That's the place you should be-11.10T
camases*
around
farms
_fluell_eta_on
-12441•411014•4-ams40.1245 “C•heaLines
Down aroutivel---Faxon lij,.
Yar •sr
billion
4
They'll leave quickly you viill find
higher than before the
The drive for a $3.000.00- fund to
At the-swell progee
w3r, -11.111-1MPrir.
.
'eSnrilit
build a troop cabin for the Girl Down around Faxon Hi.
keep up with the demand.
$22.95
Scouts 'was • successful with
"Milk is our most widely used food", the Foundathrown in as good measure,. ac- First we have a little play.
tion says."and the largest
cording to Mrs. Herschell Corn, April 19 is the date,
single source of cash farm
"He's My Pal" is really O.K.
committee
special
chairman of the
Income. Cash from milk is
So remember, don't be late!!
larger than cattle or hogs,
,f the woman's *Club, who spon- Then the Juniors go a courting
over twice cotton, wheat
sored the drive. Three- women have On April 26 to be exact:
or eggs and four times tohave
and
soliciting,
not finished
bacco. Farm Income from
Their "Hillbilly Courtship's" more
COLUMIIIA
not made a report. Mrs. Garnett
milk for 1945 is expected
than sporting
PICT JPES
Jones, president of the Woman's And we're sure you'll all come
to exceed 3 billion dollars
pr esen
when final figui es are comClub. appointed a committee from
back.
piled.
the Woman's Club to work with a
"Milk and its products
committee horn the Girl Scout Next the Seniors have their class
comprise more than 25 per
Council to draw up the plans and
night
cent of the foods estimated
.itinch the building program.
Which no one wants to miss.
to be consumed annually
Thi %et 6.1 Coed
LIKE CREAArtj
U Tie kalif Kid
a
in
Council
Scout
The Girl
by the average American.
So April 30 do what's right
Keith
Mrs.
of
than
meeting at the home
more
use
Consumers
,and
Dad
Mother,
bring
come
And
Kelley's Thursday night, headed Sis.
60 million quarts of fresh
•
11:1=ZMII
milk and cream a day", the
by Mrs. Noel Melugin. vice presi- Then "A Little Clodhopper" the
1144 Figu, s
Foundation says in its andent. appointed a committee to
11:=M211=
3rd of May
statistical review of
work on • the cabin plans and Will be enjoyed by one and all, nual
the industry.
building committee.
It is the last. and Senior play,
Wow U. S. Milk Supply la Used
"New methods of distriCommittee from the Woman's
Therefore the audience musn't be
bution eMciency developed
Garnett
as a food for
Mrs.
of
composed
Club is
during the sea,- are popular and sur- and valuable milk is
small.
civilians. Milk
Jones. Mrs. H. I. Sledd, and Mrs.
veys show that the every-other-day tha.armed forces and
essentials
A. F. Doran. Girl Scout Council
distribution plan and other econo- and Its products contain
May 5th is the Baccalaureate AdU 8. Public
mies save consumers 1 cent or of a good diet and the
building committee members are:
"of—all prod
dress
mote pet quart. The government's Health Service says.
Mrs. Melusurt. Mrs, George Hart.
A very good sermon you will hear farm feed subsidy makes possible ucts, none Is more Important than
and Mrs. H. C. Corn.
If the auto won't run, "hitch up" an additional saving to consumers milk."
The raising of the money was
Americans enjoy the finest milk
averaging around 1 i1 cents a quart."
,
old Bess,
from
committees
six
through
In the world efficiently and ecc.
done
and
production
with
Today
far
both
friends
your
bring
And
U S
the Woman': Club, representing
tribution of milk at the highest nomically distributed The
and near.
and Altera
the six departments of the Club.
levels in history. the United States system of milk supply
country's out
Is the greatest of dairy nations bution is one of the
There'was one captain and six
And now here is the last • we
This war proved how economical standing economic asstes
workers to each team.
have for you
The members of the club and
Kentucky's 610,000 COrIt's on /arms each produce an merage of
For with this our erthrtainment
the members of the Girl Scout
quarts
1,637 quarts of milk. Total milk production peas 999,000,000
ends
appreciation
expressed
Council
the large quan 8i8ies 'consumed as fluid
to
addition
in
1911,
in
Eighth
but
School
Hi
the
only
for the wonderful reception given Not
niilk arid creani, Kentucky milk scas used /or snaking 21,316,000
Grade too.
solicitby the townspeopljto t
pcundt,o1 creaniery butter, 3,698.000 gallons lIt ice cream and other
sends.
To you this invitation
products. Farm cash income totaled 839,905,000..
ing teams.
On May 7th, 8 o'clock, at ,Faxon
BRENDA JOYCE 1 EDWARD BROMBERG
Hi,
It is predicted that for the first
We have a special place just for
ROSALIND IVAN CLARA BLANDICK
/7 7
/
7,'
//
/
time hybrid corn will be grown in
you,
every community in Bell county.
bid
tve
when
us
join
Won't you
our friends good-bye?
WARNER BROS.
When he starts taking her to a
rzuzzezzizza-2
feel very sad unless you do.
Wall
romance
cafeteria for dinner, the
Selected Short Subjects
Is getting serious.
'
So if you're feeling blue
We have just what you need
anharMars=1.1=1..M•411411••=.4•1.1•1111•=4.4142.0
pawn. Airlotel94
IL have told you what to do.
My advice yr u'd better heed
And come down around Faxon Hi.
Perdue Hybrid Popcorn Seed for Spring

Committee Named
To Investigate The
Building Project

CAPITOL

•Or

JINk FALKENBURG
JOE BESSER
STAN KENTON
*A "His Band of
the Year'_ ,

\

GIRL SCOUT CABIN
FUND MEETS QUOTA
OF S3,000.00

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

--•••••
COLUMBIA
PICTURES
prfesent.1

MIKE MAZURKI
BOBBY JORDAN
BILLY BENEDICT
LATEST WARNER BROS. SHORTS

PLUS:

SUNDAY and MONDAY

SATLIRDAY.And_SUNDAY___

THE SON OF ROBIN HOOD!
Adventurer!
Lover!

Smiley

Charles

STARRETT * BURNETTE

k

wit* Anita LOUISE • Jill ESMOND

Dipreammanam

•

and
• "THIS IS AMERICA"
LATEST FOX NEWS

PLUS•

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

ALSO: JUNGLE RAIDERS No. I I
FOURTH MONDAY ONLY

Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

PLUS

A LOVE

Murray
Marble & Granite
Works

Of 3,300 farms in Hart counts',
one-third of..othem are electrified.

We have
planting. We will contract for growing hybrid popcorn. Write us for seed and contract.

1 NEw
A c\ LEGS, ARMS•
•
'sir for Irlororrre

II

'-V

The Emmett Nevem;al Co.

Amt.,c4 Outstambrig Ass

rtrc
Lasser
Mon1.40C rOs'y — ES,Kb 1 • shed 1910
Kv
.,
540 So Bro.4 Sr

THAT CROSSED
ALL
BARRIERS!

JOHN

PAYNE
MAUREEN

Sentimental
Journey

O'HARA
WILLIAM

BENDIX

PLUS:

"MIGHTY MOUSE IN KRATAKATO"
and "LOUISIANA SPRINGTIME"

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

HYBRID POPCORN

•

Magnificent Film!
Absorbing!"
"A Unparalleled!

J. V. Blevins Company
Processors and Buyers of Popcorn
155 Second Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee

0

1

DANA ANDREWS

AUTOMOBILE, TRUCK AND TRACTOR REPAIR
s
I

/

.

COMPLETE OVERHAUL OR MOTOR TUNE-UP
No Job Too Large or Too Small
We will weld anything except broken hearts
or broken promises
WE BUILD WAGONS, TRAILERS, Etc.
Give Us a Try ... Satisfaction

•

6uaranteed

r

East Maple

11 ,

I

TO ALL OF MR. EARLIE MILLER'S FRIENDS: You will find Mr.
Miller at the MURRAY WELDING and AUTO REPAIR SHOP, located in old J. T. Taylor place on Fourth at Sycamore Street.

.....•••(..r.a

fll

Street

S

Near Depot

I

k

RICHARD CONTE
Produced and Directed by

LEIVIS MILESTONE
20th Century Fox

PLUS:

520 South Fourth Street

WARNER GROS. SHORT and
LATEST FOX NEWS

COMING SOON
A picture you will remember for years to come.
More entertaining than
THE GREAT KING KONG

MURRAY WELDING SHOP

RE SURE TO SEE

---

BASIL HUTCHENS

WHITE PONGO

,

4-VIROtte.le."'*

"

411,

is

with

WELDING and GEfJERAL REPAIR

.- of

I

•I

•

Builders of Fine .
Memorials

Edgar BUCHANAN

•

••

•

•

•

•
•-•••

COPY FACIEll

•
•
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SOCIETY

Social Calendar

FAXON HOMMAKERS
WITH MRS MAYME DYER

9:

0:

6:
r.
7:

Thartiday. April 111
Miss Frances Jordaie flute. acbliss 'Patricia
The Faxon
Homenrakers Club
• Merrill. ani4Y Mrs 141OV Roark
K
held its regular monthly oismeting c°mPanied
Gtpe. piano. *ill give a student reApril 9 with Mrs Mayme Dyer. cital in Recital Hall at 8115.
hostess.
Monday. April 22
The teeson. -Putting Furniture
The A A U W. Beak Club will
In Its Place". was given by Miss
meet with Mies FlOy Robbins at
Rachel Rowland
It was interest- 7:30
pin
ing and beneficial to all present.
Tuesday. April a3
The nine members present and
Miss Rowland met for an all-day - The Eastern Star meeting will
meeting ea,a bringing a. covered be held at 715 preceded by pot
dish All enjoyed the nice lunch luck_ supper at 6:30.
that win served at the noon hour.
Thursday. April 2.5
Mrs. G. T. Hicks wiil be hostess
FIDEL'S CLASS HAS
to the Magazine Club at 2:30 p.m.
SPAGHEarli SUPPER
The Zeta Department of the
Miss Nellie Mae Wyman. Miss Woman's Club will have a dinner
Aline Ray, Mrs E.--esie Blalock and meeting at Collegiate Inn at 630
Mre Fred Gingles ,entertained the p.m. Mrs. A M. Wolfson will ,he
Fidel-is. Class of the First Baptist the guest speaker.
church with a spaghetti supper at
Saturday, April 27
the church on Monday evening.
The Woodmen Circle Juniors
April 8. Each member took part will meet in the home of Mrs.
in the devotional, after which a so- aassie Houston at t30 p.m.
cial hour wase enjoyed.
There were 22 prevent
• t •
MRS FANNIE N hicELRATH
HAS BIRTHDAY OBSERVANCEFannes Nold
Mrs
McElt '
vi hose 95th tarthcley was on Ai..r
15, was the recipient of enesseee
of congratulation and gifts free
many sections of the country.
Mrs Pat McElrath of Paducah
was the guest of Mrs McElrath for
the day, and friends and relato -celled throughout the day to extend felicitations.

4

•

•

-

"Almost Summer"
Is Senior Play of
Training School
The senior class of Murray
Training Sehool is presenting a
three act -comedy. "Almost Summer,"ein April 25 At 7:59 p.m. This
production promises to be one of
the best of the year. Gene Thurmond plays the part of Paul Jones:
Betty Conaway h0 best girl. Jane;
Harry Goruah and Ann Lowry, his
parents; and Evelyn Ahart plays
the part of hie younger sister.
The play is packed with thrills,
laughs, and ridiculous situations
that will make it well worth your
while to see.

$2,500,000 Expansion
Is Planned For
Tennessee Project
--OAK RIDGC Tenn . April 12-An experimental plant at which
the' Government will attempt the
task "of harnessing atomic energy
for generation of peacetime electricity." will be constructed here,
Maj. Gen Leslie R. Groves:, Manhattan Project head, announced today
The announcement revealed
Government plans to expand experimental laboratories here at an
estimated cost of $2,500.000.
The job will be undertaken by
American industrial scientists on
a technical foundation laid by the
metallurgical laboratories of the.
University of Chicago.
;-Over-all authority and responsibility for :desige and construction
and operation of an experimental
atonuc-energy power plant here
be in the . hands af Monsanto
Chemjcal Company..'
he
said.
industrial
organizations
''Other
have' been asked to participate in
the'•.development as consultants
and to furnish technical men."
"This is to be a pilot plan: in
other words a research tool from
which knowledge will be derived
for subsequent development and
exploratory work. It must, therefore. be used in the light of/ a
scientific and engineering expe}iment rather than an economically
practical application of nuclear fissions for generation of electricity,"
his statement added, :

Q. How mach rabbit meat can one
doe produce annualh7
A. In a well manage,' rabbitry,a doe
GOSHEN .W.S.0 S. MEETS
should raise approximately twenty-five
• The W SC S of Goshen -church young *bits that should weigh four
met at 2 o'clock p m
Tuesday pounds in ten weeks. makings total of
afternoon. ,April 9. at the church 100 pounds of rabbit meat per year
chaege_, fur one doe.
with Mrs.-Ermahliesding
The develicn wes given' by Mrs
Q. le it better to use day -old tech
F-ollehanerg-the--bilet. .
Hee ding
web orstraiglit-run chielui for
session a program on Peace Fob'
A. Either may be used, but comAmerica
detione in Latin
wee
given. Topics were -discussed' by mercial broiler raisers purchase straightMrs Nettie Beach and Mrs Geral- run chicks, feeling that mixed sexes do
dine Brewer. Mrs Agnes Wits .ri well in confinement,
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Dunn, formerwas chosen Bible Study leader
a is ly of the Kirksey vicinity, are reQ. What concentration of DWr,
Seven members and four visite:
effective In controlling potato pests? siding at 403 North 16th St.
v. e re presen.
Mr and Mrs Charlie Humphrey
A. A tense per (*AV: DDT dust will
• •
are 'residing at the Carey Tarry
,coutrol the putato kat hopper, the
pl@ce on the hewn Grove HighSUE HOLTON COOK SOCIETY
potato fleabeetle, sad the potato
way
HOLDS - PfLE-EASTER SERVICE
aphid. DOT in this coucero ration has
R. E. Wright.. 505 Maple.
The Sue Holton Cook Missionary no damaging effects on the potato plant.
Roy Pugh. 307 South 6th.
Society held a pre-Easter prayer
Rebt. Ford. 603 W Main
19ty ahead dairy cows receive a
sem ice Tuesday afternoon at the
Lt Mayrene Johnson, 1111 Olive
special grain ratios during the dry
First Christian Church
period?
Mrs. 0 B Boone was leader of
A. High producieg was are unable
the program. the theme of which
to consume enough food nutnents to
was "Peace Through the Cross"
James C. Mitchell. S 1-c.
Contributing to the program were nourish the unborn -eraf,' peoluce a
J heavy flow of milk, and keep up their 2. Hazel. was discharged at Great
Mrs Otis Churchill. Mrs E
Beale. Mrs 011ie Barnett Miss bodies.- Therefore, they need a special Lakesselll . April 14
1-e, Hazel. and
Ted M. Witaaa,
Ruble Weer. Mrs. L... lit Overbey grain ration, high in zoinerals and
Route 4.
Robbins, Vocal vitamins. during the dry period. Data Damen E. Rey. SG
and Mrs R H
1,'los wertd,brendered by the. Rev from the Research Farm of the Ralston Murray. were discharged at Great
VI E Jr rrs if'. and Mrs. Jarmar. Purina Compaey indicate that esTh Lekes April 13
with Mr- R L Wade at the inane pound of ounditiun put on dry Holstein
NOTICE:
cows means 25 pounds extra milk next
AD '782"-C1 VeSIFIEDET
Lactation period. Tht Royal Arch Masonic Lodge
Tipen for degree work in the
Q. How can the weight of dairy entomb be determined when scales are M M. and Royal Arch degrees Friday 'night. Apri.1.19. at 7:30 Eight
not avaikible7
exhalted to the
A. A specially developed tape, candidates will be
august degree of Royal Arch
marked off in pounds, will give a close
Mason. Ever- member is urged to
estimate of the body weight. The tape
be present c this Is the first time
should be placed around the
st tF MON11- Me hate lot, of body directly back at the front legs. in 17 years that' these degrees
have been conferred by the Murnice plant. to .elect from Jost reSend your qumMinnufkbout any Ones of
ray chapter Nf, 92.
ceived a shipment of nice rose
"TS.
FARM
FM
sonafteement
fare
be
Refreshmeats will be served at
hush,. in bloom
ItTS South MO& 1111rort. St Lour 2.
.reermiasfon by Companion Fred
located at Noss street from *won
Msontari. Quintionn all be anareeeti
seihout doge.eitieer by mad or in thee
h'orkman at the Day and Night
fittspiLal
nurrint of this Droops per.
tol mere.
Lunch for all members and canch?meth I izhth and Elm
I deb'.
Phone 142
•

New Homes Feature Glass

OAK RIDGE PLANT
TRY HARNESSING
OF BOMB'S ENERGY

PAGE FIVB

4-44

.•
PITTSBURGH, PA.-American .04M ANY
home owners are showing an al- aectitaricto
most universal desire for more
and bigger windows in their new
dwellings.
Particalarly are they interested
in windows of the type that take
tip the entire wall of one room.
Most homes now being built or
planned include at least one of
these large units. These windows
riot only add beauty to a house
but also make heating easier by
using the heat of the sun. They
take less time to clean than small
windows ,.with the usual small
panes. •
First Prize Winner
•
Indicative
'
of the new use of
glass for homes is this design by
architects Norman and Jean
Fletcher which won first prize in
the national "House For Cheerful
Living" competition sponsored by
Pittsburgh Plate Glass and Pittsburgh Corning companies. More
than 900 architects competed.
This design calls for an H-shaped

Girl Scout News

Buy Your Evergreens
from
Barnett's Nursery
NOW!
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Aptil 16---Rupert Outland
The Kentucky Pureared LiveSharborough, stock Association has notified its
April
-18-Marion
Mrs. Magdalene Gupton
affiliate, the Western Kentucky
April 19-Mrs. Bart Morris, Oscar Purebred
Association, that the
Robinson
closing date for the 1948 directory
April 20-Mrs. Vada Mathis, Way- of breeders will be May I.
Ion Perry, Norma Jean Parks,
All breeders of purepred liveMrs. B. B. Sawyer, Little Ronald stock in Calloway county who take
Cohn Siunnaons
membership in the Wegtern KenApril 21-Mary Miller Ellis, Nell tucky Purebred Livestock AssociMarie Polly, Mrs. Kenneth Far- ation will have their listings in the
ley, Mrs. Charlie Broach Sr.,
new directory provided immediate
Mrs. Willie Linn, Mrs. Adnie action is taken to get their dues in
Wear, Marshall H. Walker.
within the next lets,. days, accordApril 22 --. Miss Marion Treon
ing to Robert Perry, field director.
April 23-Mrs. Ralph Wear, Mrs. 'Each purebred livestock breeder •
Myrtis Walker
should contact the county director,
April 24-Miss Vivian Sue, Bell, G. B. Scott, in order to procure a
William Edward Rudolph, Miss form and leave dues with him:
Thelma Sparkman
April- 25-Gene Cathey, Geneva USE
Grey Outland

c
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Troop No. 1
Troop I ef the Murray Girl
Charles Shields, 4-Her in Ohio
Scouts met Monday in the study
Hall of Murray High School: A county, produced 1.088 pounds of LIQUID, TABLETS, SALVE, NOSE
discussion was held first concern- tobacco on a half acre, receiving DROPS. CAUTION: USE ONLY
AS DIRECTED
ing our weiner roast Thursday $569 for his crop.
night. Each Scout will invite a
boy as her guest. h.
Jennell Foe passed some points '
on her Food Badge, and Brenda
Smith passed Readers and Handywoman badges.
New summer catalogues were
New Location: In Calloway County Soil Improvedistributed.
ment Association Warehouse, East Main,
A friendsle:p circle concluded the
beyond railroad
meetihg. Jean King lead us in
taps during the formation of the
circle.
Jackie Wear, Scribe

Cold Preparations

SOCIAL COURT

COIMUGAT[111
VlaRICPLASS SCREia
unit of seven rooms with three
bedrooms, a work and recreation
room, living mom, dining area
and a prefabricated utility and
kitchen area.
Windows range in size front the
normal units in the bedrooms to
the full-wall sliding panels facing
the living area. These panels
permit use of the social court as
an integral part of the living
quarters. The national trend in
home building is toward this type
of functional use of windows and
large areas of glass.

I am taking over the practice of
DR. J. J. DORMAN

TELEPHONE 560

DR. J. M. CONVERSE

FAMOUS LAST WORDS: VII,
fix that broken seep tomorrow."

Let Victory Gardening Live On!

/eoneAres4ereake.OrshietteeevereenienetoritinfASSOWAWAOrrAeehr/ore/OwAreAtedeSsesorzenz,vavronVA1

Atotheee,e,eseaseehe..,,,

NOTICE

BELOW ARE SCHEDULE CHANGES ON THE
N. C. & ST. L. RAILROAD, EFFECTIVE 12:01
AM, APRIL 21, 1946.

• - READ DOWN

Welcome to Murray,
New Residents

Welcome Home

Dues Are Due In
KPLA Says Perry

Happy Birthday

104
8:40
2:20
4:00
8:55
9:38
10:45
12:20
1:30
2:10
3:00

106

A.M.
P.M.
PM
AM
AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM

2:18 PM
8:15 PM
8:30 PM
2:33 PM
3:12 PM
4:10 PM
6:00 PM
7:05 PM
7:40 PM
8:25 PM

103

105
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
L%

Murray
Nashville
Memphis
Hazel
Paris
Bruceton
McKenzie
Martin
Union City
Hickman

Ar
Lv
Lv
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Lv

1:23 PM
8:00 AM
7:30 AM
1:03 PM
12:30 PM
11:00 AM
9:56 AM
8:55 AM
8:15 AM
7:30 AM

7:02
2:20
12:15
6:42
6:10
4:25
3:27
2:25
1:45
1:00

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

During the war many a family. for the erst time ai their lives, ate
fresh vegetables right out of their own garden. Better yet, they. found
they liked 'ern! If Victory Gardening in America accomplished nothing
more, that was a priceless gain.
Thousands of men, women, and children in cities, towns, and on
farms have been enjoying better*
meals the last four years because gathering the luscious tomatoes, tenof their fine response to Uncle Sam's der young peas and beahs, sweet
urge to "grow yeti" own." The flavored carrots and corn. The sePassenger Traffic Department
ttle backyard patch, the vacant Mt, eret of continuing this family inor a few square feet of ground in a terest as a delightful peace-time
community plot became a gold mine. lobby is to plant only as much as
,IYOW//////////////////,',/~nOWA,//V,:
,
,OW W.,,,,,/,///////////,,
Over and over it has been proved can be eared for easily with the afaa262Z22= 40113•••://.1401,',./41/ente4te:///,'///,/,'WoW09%,
that the food value is greater, the work shared by
A special kind of neighborliness
flavor more delicious, when veggrew up in America during Victory
stables are eaten garden-fresh,
A business man
Have you heard of gardening as Gardening years.
an important form of exercise for admits that the good-natured rn al1
4
health? Certain field hospitals be- ry .end - Yegetehle.s.scapprng between
gan to establish Victory Gardens him and his next-door neighbor
during the war to help convalescing have made them friends for hie,
service men rebuild their minds and City Jambes who shared a large
bodies. Other field hospitals all over garden plot and a common picnic
the country are now going ahead table and fireplace nearby have
with the idea. Doctors and scien- found a permanently richer CUMtists are urging 'back to the- soil mnriity life. Employers and emend gardening" as a vital force l ployees working side by side in instimulating physical and mental du.strial gardens have reached a
health. A garden in connection with hitter understanding of each other's
a hospital must necessarily be the viewpoint.
Will Durant, a popular philo"pound of cure." A home garden
can well be an -ounce of pt-even- sopher and psychologist, believes
tion." And every member of the that America will never be a true
family can profit by it.
democracy until ever.' family owns
In many cases the home Victory a piece of ground and cultivates at
Garden actually became a family least a part of it. The eighteen
affair. .Dad, Mom, and the young- million Victory Gardens of the war
eters had fun together planting, years have been a big step toward
weeding, and watering the
and that goal.
The 1945 tobacco crop brought .
about $3 200 000 to' Henry county' ' There will be some
tanners: wnich 1, about -S410000#
FIRST CLASS
If as than the preceding year.
1
,
•
-•
•
A goal of 15.000 acres ti
a eh lime in 1946 has been set I)
fanners in Crittenden _eptinty.
•
availdble at the
MILK PLANT PASTURE' I
Five farmers in Spencer ceurhy,

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway

ii
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Nip Riti tixsitt‘
Accent Your Easter Froc
with
ACCESSORIES

1

Grade Jersey Springer
Cows

sato grew red clover last year, at
Ipme meet the'derriand for seed.

-11- •

We also have a. beautiful line of
Dresses, Suits, Coats. Sweaters
Costume Jewelry

1

•

For Sale On
Monday, April 22

-age of hybrid c
A- large acre
will b.. plaited. in Knox count,' These um,.
i)een T. B.
this apring, fay, 193 _belles- most 4nd Bangs tested and are
popular.
fr.Oni a good dairy section in
On 10 farms in Carter county
mall acreages of Ladino clover ,
7,rcht sown to' determine- the
'

• II

Miss(;irri.
First Come, First Served

Mr. FARMER
.

We Are Ready
To Help You On The

HOME FRONT!

NOTICE
Local man, 26, married, high school
graduate, desires daytime employdient.
Three years experience at managing
motion'picture theatres.

NOTHING must stand in the way of food production. The well-being
of millions of Americans and our former Allies depends on the quality
of the harvest you will make this year. But this is Spring and planting time ... we are here to see that the farmers in our community need
not let land Lie fallow for lack of funds. If you need a loan for new
equipment ... farm repair or any other reason ... have a talk with us.

Best of-references:'
:CONVENIENT TERMS WILL BE ARRANGED

-(‘)
Farmei* & Gibbs Dress Shop ;

Please Write

•
•

W. E. HOOVER
Care of Ledger & Times

PLAN YOU

Peoples Savings Bank

SPIEN

FOR YOUR
YOUR FAALigy
PLAN YOUR sAviNG
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United States Army. He is a vetMRS. THOMAS PARKER
HOUSEHOLD SHOWER HONORS Mrs. W E. Ellison and Mrs. Tommie CIRCLES OF Vt.S.C.S.
eran of 19 months in the South
Collegat
MEET
TUESDAY
Howard
were
hostesses
HOSTE
TO
S
HOMEMAKERS
MR., MRS., CHARLES JOHNSON
,
Pacific.
iate Inn.
The circles of the Woman's SoThe reg lar monthly meeting of
• • •
The Music Club was entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Johnson
The _tea table was centered with a alety of Christian Service held the
Tuesday evening with a very dewere honored with a household mixed bouquet of spring flowers regulai meetings Tuesday after- the Easts e Homemakers Club PENNY HOMEMAKERS MEET
was held a the home of Mrs.
lightful program by students of
shower Friday, April 5, given by in front of which was arranged a noon.
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor Murray High and the Training
ter- WITH MRS. HUGH WALDROP
Mornay. Parker
Mrs. Dwight Watson at the home complete miniature bridal party.
'Tolley,'
Bryan
Mrs.
One,
Circle
•
10.
April
noon,
School who had superior -ratings in
of Mrs. T. D. Johnson. Many use- The table where the guests were chairman, met at the home of Mrs.
The Penny Homemakers Club
Telephone 247
The meeting was opened by
the recent music contests. The numful gifts were presented to the seated held a centerpiece of white
et April 15 at 1 'p.m. with Mrs.
A. F. Doran with Mrs. Claud Farmhonorees.
bers were well rendered by the
gh Waltham as hostess.
rosebuds and pink snapdragon and er, Mra.W. E. Johnson as co-hos- group salving. The devotional was
given by 'Mrs. Wildy Cope.
young artists who were introduced
Refreshments were 'served to the individual places were marked with
MARY ELIZABETH ROARK
rs. D. J. Miller, president, contess.
In the absence of the president,
following:
AND ROBERT GIPE ARE WED by Mrs. Gingles Wallis, program
Plana
. -favors in the bridal motif. Shower
The meeting opened with prayer. Mrs. Clifford Smith. Mrs. Eugene due ed the business session.
Mesdames Ann Adams. Oury gifts were arranged in an open umthe annual
chairman. Clegg Austin played a
attend
to
made
e
we
by
led
was
devotional
the
and
TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 6:30 P.M.
Shipley, vice-president, conducted
Hurt. W. T. Hart and son Johnpie, brella decorated in a pink and
April 29. Mrs.
clarinet solo and Ted Barnett a
Mrs. 0.- J. Jennings. Mrs. N. P. the business session. A donation m ting at Mayfield
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Roark,
Hugh Hurt and Tommie and Faye, green color motif.
cornet solo with Miss Mary ElizaIler gave i report on the StanHutson presented the prografn ap- to the Myrtle Weldon Fund was
1044s South Twenty-first street,
Paul Pascha41, Ray Jones': Stanbeth Roberts as accompanist. A
ly party the club had March 20.
Guests included about 20 close propriate to the Easter season.
Paducah, announce the marriage of
made. Plans were made to attend Plans were made for next year's
ton Jones, Herman Fulton, Lyla friends of the honoree.
piano solo was presented by John
16
to
served
were
Refreshments
their daughter, Mary Elizabeth, to
the district meeting at Mayfield program. Mrs. - Noah Williams gave
Drinkard,. Harmon Ross and Ada
Stanley Shelton, who also accommembers.
Robert A. Gipe, son of Mr. and
April 29.
Sue and Lorna, Bobby Watson, Althe lesson on Room Arrangement.
panied Wanda Farmer in a cornet
-Miss Ricnmond was again honMrs. E. Carter Gipe of Owensboro,
An interesting lesson on "Furnilis Cain, Ben Cain, Lov:el EdTwenty members and the followof
solo. A quartet composed
Mrs. J. D. Hamilton. Mrs. Will ture Arrangement" was givcraaby
oree on Tuesday morning when
Ky., at a double ring ceremony
monds, John Cunningham, John
ing visitors were present: Mrs. AnWanda Farmer, Kathleen Gibbs,
Jackson Mrs.
and Hugh Iliac and Mrs. Walter
Nash
G.
Mesdarfies
W.
performed Tuesday, April 9 at
The. Parker and Mrs. Ru- nie Wilson, Mrs. Etna Swift, Mrs.
Smith, Ralph Ray, Lexie Watson,
John Stanley Shelton and Ralph
entertained with a coca- were hostesses to Circle Two at pert Lassiter.
6:30 p.m. at the chapel of the DisMorgan Cunningham and Danny. Houston
Cora Jones. Mrs. Louis Nanny,
Boyd sang a number with Bobby
Mrs.
with
former
the
of
forhome
the
of
the
home
patty
the
cola
at
The
at
ofCenter
Murray.
ciples
A delicious salad plate was serv- Mrs. Burr Waldrop. Mrs. .WilkerLuther
Greenfield and Eleanor.
Wade at the piano. This same group,
E.
H.
Mrs.
presiding.
Vaughn
C. L.
ficiating minister was Rev. Willed to' 10 members.
Beverly and Louise. Clay Brewer, mer.
son. Mrs. John Brinn, Mrs. tidge
with the addition of Evelyn Ahart.
Iced coca-colas, dainty canapes Elliott was program leader and led
iam Huie.
The next meeting will be at the Moody.
Dwight Watson. T. D. Johnson, and
was presented in a capella numfrom a the devotional. Mrs. Carl Smith home of Mrs. Eugene Shipley May
The attendants were Mrs. WilMiss Hazel Babb, daughter of the honorees, Mr. and Mrs. Charles and cookies were served
Refreshments were served by
table beautifully appointed in the spoke on "Peace Foundation in 9 at 2 p.m.
liam Huie af Murray and Arthur bers.
Mrs. Waldrop and Mrs. Swift.
T. Hicks presided over the Mrs. R. C. Pabb, Evansville, Ind., D. Johnson.
G.
Mrs.
America."
Latin
hour
An
motif.
informal
Roman of Brownsville, Pa.
springtime
• • •
Hugh Huat, J. D. Outland and
The next meeting will be with
were com- and Mr. Coleman Brinkley, son of
There were 22 present.
The bride wore a grey and business session. Plans
Watson, Jimmy was enjoyed.
Dwight
ROGERS-CHARLTON WEDDING Mrs. D. J. Miller, May 20, at 2 p.m,
egg hunt for Henry Brinkley, Clay, were mar- Dale,
Easter
the
for
pleted
white pin stripe suit, bolero style
The honoree was presented a gift
VOWS SAID MARCH 29
Girl Scouts ried March 22 at 2 o'clock at the , Johnson, Joe Pat Johnson, and T.
• • •
Circle Three met at the home of
with red shoes, white hat and the Brownie troop of
First Baptist 'Church, Murray, with D. Johnson; Misses Bettye Lyles, of china from the hostesses.
Mrs.
with
afternoon
Wednesday
on
•
assisted
was
who
Bell,
A.
W.
Mrs.
other harmonizing accessories. She
Rogers
Mrsa
anand
Hafford
AND MR.
Mr.
PITMAN
MRS.
the Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer, pas- Betty Cunniilgham, Doris Jean
wore a corsage of , white carna- Wildy Berry as chairman.
Mrs. H. I. Sledd and Miss Barbara in the hostess duties by Mrs. Albert nounce the marriage of their McCUISTON WED IN A
ring
Wilma
double
the
McCallon.
performing
Reba
tor,
Hubbs,
electwere
The following officers
tions. Mrs. Huie was dressed in a
daughter, Babble Nell, to William QUIET CEREMONY
Jane Johnson and Betty Johnson. Diuguid continued the series of .assiter.
J. ceremony.
Mrs. J. B. Farris presided in the James Charlton.
grey print frock with black ac- ed for the ensuing year: Mrs. E.
parties for Miss Richmond with a
but
Mr.
simply
was
were
church
gifts
sending
The
Those
Beale,' chairman; Miss Marjorie
Mrs. Opal Pitman and Bob Mccessories.
The single ring ceremony was
dessert bridge Tuesday evening at absence of the chairman. Mrs. Max
Miss beautifully decorated with large and Mrs. 3. H. Walston and Jeangiving said March 29 at Blytheville, Ark. Cuiston were united in marriage
program,
the
presented
The chapel was decorated with Palmquist, vice-chairman;
Hurt
Guests
former.
the
of
home
the
LoMrs.
wreath
and
bridal
peach ette, Mrs. Lorene Hubbs.
baskets of
white tulips, white iris and spirea, Lula Clayton Beale, secretary; and blossoms. Miss Bettye Eberhardt rene McCaw, Mrs. Hoyt McCal- were seated at small tables in the the devotional and a report on the The bride, a lovely brunette, was on April 13 at one o'clock in a
quiet ceremony at the home of the
and. was candlelighted for the oc- Mrs. R. L. Wade. treasurer,
and "0, Promise Ion, Mrs. Prince Hughes, Mrs. living and dining rooms which held W.S.C.S. conference which she at- dressed in a black suit with white
Refreshments were served during sang "Because"
offjciating minster, the Rev. T. H.
Dyersburg.
in
week
last
caion. A reception followed the
tended
a
of
wore
corsage
and
accessories
as
of
flowers
spring
(Rh -a. musical selections Brownie Armstrong, Mrs. Artell a profusion
Me".
Mullns, Jr.. The single ring cereceremony. and the Disciples' Cen- the social hour by the. hostesses. were played by Miss Elizabeth 'nicker. Mrs. Sam Smith, Mrs.. decorations. ,The place of the hon- Miss Alice Waters added_ com- gardenias.
ter, where the reception was held, Mrs. C. R. McGavern, Miss Mar- Williams, organist.
The only attendants were Mrs. mony was read.
,oree was marked with a corsage of ments to the program.
Sta..
Cecil
Mrs.
McNeely,
James
was decorated in pink and white, jorie Palmquist, Mrs. Wildy Berry
The hostesses assisted by Mrs. Joe Frank Broach, sister of the, The bride and groom were unThe bride wore a grey striped ens. Mrs. Nala James. Mrs. Jim talisman roses. A dessert course
aatended.
Bell, served refreshments groom. and Mr. Broach.
and a three tiered wedding cake and Miss Charlotte Durkee.
Bernard
•
served.
was
Adams.
suit with white blouse and black Story. Mr. and Mrs. Hill
•
•
•
The bride wore a grey two-piece
was a
point of interest on the
Mrs. Charlton is a graduate
At the conclusion of the bridge to the 15 present.
rsage of Mrs. Trolya Greenfield. Mrs. Efaccessories. She wore a
bride's table.
Murray Training School and suit with black accessories and a
BROWNIE TROOP ENTERTAINED pink rosebuds. Her only jewelry lie' Hargrove. Mrs. Emery Hook, game prizes were awarded Mrs.
Mrs. Gipe is an outstanding musCircle Four met at the home 'of was employed at the Varsity Thea- corsage of red rosebuds.
was a locket which had belonged Mrs. George Marine, and Mrs. Jess W. E. Ellison for high score. Miss
Following a short wedding trip
Mrs. ter for a short time.
ician and has been active in musi- AT EASTER EGG HUNT
to the groom's mother. Her at- Cunningham, Mrs. J. D. Out- Ann Brown, second high and Miss -Mrs. Dudley Johnson with
lent circles during her school days On Wednesday afternoon the' tendant. Miss Dorothy Brizendine, land. Mrs. Kenneth Palmer, Mrs. Richmond was presented a gift.
Mr. Charlton, son of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. McCuiston are at
C. H. Bradley and Mrs. H. E. Pen• • •
ih Paducah. and since her grad- Brosianie Trocp, with Mrs. L. M. wore a black and white suit with H. -P. Blankenship, Miss Estelle
Mrs. Grover C. Charlton of Fur- home on Olive Street.
tecost as co-hostesses.
•
• •
uation from Tilghman high school Overbey leader, Mrs. R. E. Jar- black accessories and a corsage Hall. Miss Linda Darnell. Miss SLEDD-OLSON ENGAGEMENT
Mrs. J. T. Sammons presided and year. Tenn., recently received an
Page 8. Sec. 2
Society.
Additional
the
'from
deThe
honorable
discharge
reading.
and Christian college. Columbia man and Miss Betty Bowden as- of ardenias.
scripture
the
gave
.
Mr. Leron Holt Jean Darnell, Mr.. Macon Blank- ANNOUNCED
orefteriat ..1 slants, were delighTMTy 6i71"trMee- -At-preoenta A.e
warreartided airy
ar777i—
vies "Sre-da
served the groom artaest man.
enship, Mr. Charles RTriney,.
the First Baptist church, Paducah, tained by their sponsor, the Music
announce the engagement of their A. D. Butterworth. Mrs. W. W.
• •• •
The bride is a graduate of Murand an active metriber of both the Club. Mrs. G. T. Hicks is club ray State Taachers College and ,is
daughter. Miss „ Frances Hinton McElrath was program leader. The
IS
RICHMOND
RUTH
MISS
Paducah aelusic Club and Hie Mati- chairman. and Mrs: Wildy Berry teaching music• at Campbellsville
Sledd, to . Lt. Max Leroy Olsaara, program was a splendid paper on
PARTIES
AT
HONORED
nee Music Club. She is - a junior was in charge. of arrangements College: Campbellsville.
United States Marine COrps, son of Latin America, by Mrs. G. C. Ashat Murray State college, and is a for an egg hunt on the club
Miss Ruth Richmond, bride- Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Charming craft.
The groom, who was recently
member of Sigma Alpha Iota, grounds. Noteworthy of mention discharged from the armed ser- elect of this month, was comRli- Olson of Alton. Ill. .
During the social hour refreshwoman's professional music fra- was the fact that the Brownie vices, will enter college in the fall. mented with a miscellaneous showThe marriage will take place on ments were served to members and
North Fourth Street
Phone 789
ternity.
Troop were , 100 per cent in at- The counle will make their home er on Sasturday afternoon when April 28 at the home of the bride. one 'guest. Mrs. W. J. Caplinger.
musMr. Gipe is also a talented
tendance.
at Campbellsville.
ician, and is quite active in musPrizes were awarded the follow• • •
ical circles of Merrily State col- ing: Beverly White for finding the
HOLDS
lege, where he is a senior. He white egg. Shirley Cathey for WOODMEN CIRCLE
will receive his degree in July. finding the naiet eggs, and Annette APRIL MEETING
He is a graduate of Owensboro Ward for finding the least numThe inspection meeting or the
high school. He is affiliated with ber of eggs. As a fitting climax. Murray Grove 126 of the Woodmen
Phi Mu Alpha, men's 'professional Miss, Ole B. Brock told an Easter Circle was held Thursday night,
music fraternity.
story which was enjoyed by all April 11, with Mrs. Mavis Hurt
Both Mr. and Mrs. Gape will con- present.
presiding, assisted by Grove offitinue with their snares at Murray
Punch and cookies were served cers and Captain Francis Churchill
State.
'
from a table covered with a white and her team of 12 members.
cloth and centered with a colorThe honor guests presented were
• • •
ful arrangement of flowers.
State President Jewell McClain,
I The Brownies closed their meet- Fulton. State Sentinel Nora Lee
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
ths Brownie promise and Campbell. Murray. Route 1, and
'MISSIONARY SOCIETY allETS ing with
song.
Miss Beatrice Stagner, state deleWITH MRS COLLIE
••
gate, Cadiz.
Other guests present were Misses
Pleasant Grove Mis- LYDIAN SUNDAY SCHOOL
. North
Thl
Minnie Louie Turner, Ann Turner.,
sitariary Society met „.sit the- home 'CLASt MET TUESDAY
Obbie Ricks, Katie Calhoun. Miss
of Mrs. Edmond Collie Saturday,
The Lydian Sunday School class 'Wallace, 'and Miss Martha Gray of
April 13. with eight members and
of the First Baptist Church met Cadiz. and Mrs. Rozella Outland of
two visitors present.
The meeting was called to order Tuesday evening at 7:30 at the Pot tertown.
Seven members were initiated.
by Mrs. Jahn Edd Waldrop; and a home of Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker.
The contest, sponsored by Mrs.
Mrs. Pat Hackett gave the deprogram was given with
Fplendid
LAIC Lillian Hoffman and Miss Oneida
Misses .Minnie
Mrs. Waldrop as program leader. votional.
The theme of the program was, Churchill and Fay Nell Anderson Ahart to win a trip to the- 1947
National cotivention, was reported
-Crusading With Christ in The sang a special number.
A social hour was enjoyed by and revealed the contest is clase
Local Community."
At the close of the program re- 29 members and two visitors, Mrs. with eight more months to run.
The refreshment committee, Mrs.
freshments were served by the Jessie Stone. Murray, and Mrs. F.
hostess, and tbe meeting adjourned T. Pittman, Dashville. Dainty re- Gladys Hale. Mrs. Lula Farmer.
to meet v.a'h Mrs. Paul Cunning- freshments were served by the Mrs. Odic McDaniel, Mrs. Jewell
Ezell. and Mrs. Opal Reaves. aCCVhostess.
ham in May.
.ing the
ed a three course plate
IMIN•••••••=11••=1.0.1=1••••••M•41=•••••
social hour.
State Manager tnis Walerfield
and District Manager Martha Carter expressed appreciatiou for the
well conducted meeting and prophesier' that alai Grove would receive a fine rating from the national president for the way in
which the Ritual was demonstrated. ,
MUSIC CLUB HEARS
STUDENT PROGRAM

ayeits
acky
the
:tory

BABB-CRINKLEY WEDDING
SAID HERE MARCH 22

•

•

Smart and Efficient Hair Do's

i MABLE SIRESS BEAUTY SALON}

An.

The Easter tradition is a lovely one not to be
forgotten. Dressing up for the Easter Parade
is dressing up for-the moit beautilul of all days.
We have always been proud of our Easter
styles'. .. and this year is no different.

Easter
Accessories

•

• BAGS
• COSTUME
JEWELRY
• COMPACTS
• FLOWERS

•

•

ROBERT KELSO HONORED
WITH BIRTHDAY DINNER
_
Mr. Robe.1 Kelso was honored
vinth a birthday dinner at his home
at Lynn Grove April 14.
Dinner was served to Mr. wit!
Mrs. Ernest Kelso and Bobbie,
Mrs. John Cole. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee West and children Mar1 - and Freddae,--Ms'. and
tha.1
J. T
Mrs. Ted ,Potts, Mr. and Mrs.
elso and children RonHoward
nie and Ds:anta Miss Eva Carl
Boggess. Glen
Rolagess. "Preston
Kelso, Hardy Kelso. Emtnit Kelso and Mi. and Mrs. Robert Kelso. ,
Afternoon guests were Mr. and
chilMrs. Woodraav Tarry and
dren Jerry and Diann. Mr. end
Mrs. Briee Murdock and children,
Alford. Kenith and Pat.
•f.

•

MISS BETTY SHROAT
INITIATED IN EL NOPAL
Miss Betty Irene Shroat was
among the 12 new members who
were initiated. into El Nopal. Spanish club at Murray College, in a
candle-light service held March
28.

Accent your Easter
Outfit with
Accessories

OVER 100 MILLION BOTTLES
SOLD! SIMPLY GREAT FOR

from

MONTHLTPAIN

WEST'S

WEST'S
WEST SIDE SQUARE
•••..,,••••••••,••••••,,•••••,Mi. %AIM

,
••••••••••••=1•NI•00.111.011•041111,AINE.•••••••••••=1. rIM

WIPP.

•••

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Dora Moltsian relieve
monthly pain alien due tai fentale
fanctlonal periodic Miturbances. It
also relieves accompanying' weak,
tired, nervoup• cranky feelings--of
such nature. Taken regularly —
PInkham's Campoupd helps build''
up resiatinice agaimel such distress.
Its also a great stomachic tonic!

—

T)
ctY

• Shoes
• Coats
• Dresses
• Hats
• Access- -ies

•

Littleton's
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for the Senate.
to his bed sInce_last Friday.
YOUR PROFITS WITH FOR SA LE-Fordson tractor and
HELM'S APPROVED CHICKS, plow. See Dolphus Wilson. 3'Torn
Rhea was elected Logan county
He figured strongly in Kentucky
Officially pullorum
controlled- miles west of -Crossland on State I mapolitics during the administration sheriff in 1941 and 'at the time of
Holder four world records- - Of- Line Road.
lp
.of, Former Gov. Ruby Laffoon his death was county campaign
tieial records over 300 eggs. Free
when he served as highway com- -chairman for his party
for each
Brooding Bulletin -- 100 pet cent FOR SALE-One John Deere team
missioner. He resigned to run for
disc
harrow,
in
good
condition.
He came from a family or lawIlse arrival, postpaid - HELM'S
.•
governor and -after losing to A. B.
A brother
yers and politicians.
CHICKS. Paducah, Ky.
020-46p Priced ieasonable-Rieke Clark.
primary.
Chandler in a run-off
served in Congress and his father,
1 1-2 miles north of Shiloh.
lp
Was reappointed to the highway
IIPOST WAR. As soon as available
the late Judge Albert G. Rhea was
job.,
we will have a complete line of FOR SALE-One bed and springs.
-a prominent lawyer.
Democratic
Rhea led a bolt from
I WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- 1 liAa E YOUR AN iaQUE OIL lamp F YOU ARE IN NEED OF TYP- Westinghouse Electrical Appliance. dresser, and feather bed which can
Survivors include his widow; a
circles and publicly urged support
ing mat-tiniest - cz:sh-iegisters and' made into an electric.. Call Cot- !NG PAPER. second sheets, , or also complete line ot Gas applian- be' made into pillows. Phone
daughter, Mrs. Thomas Anoe. Jr.,
of the Republican _ticket in the
irk A:
sF 4ff1TUr'niture.
117.iffe-Seri'ice Store Phone typeWriter ribbon- can :It the ces to. be used with Sbellane Rot- 461-M, 310 South 6th St.
wite- -Of --the state- -representative
general election that year.,Chand.
pool, 509 Main St., or gione 588 Neat door to West End Gro- Ledger 8: Times- _
tt tied Gas. Purdurn Hardware, North
county, and -three
from Logan
race
and
ler
won
the
FOR
SALE-1942
Model
B
Farm
60
"
ok.r y
tf,i
5th Street.
tf
son,. Roland Clark Rhea, Thomas
politslipped
into
virtually
all
tractor
with
all
equipment.
in
Rhi.a
CHICKEN DINNER-The ladles of
G. Rhea,
_
S. Rhea. Jr., and Albert
ical • ote•eurity.
e
A-1 shape. See Aubrey Steeley.
SAI.F.SMAN to: old established ATTENTION FARMERS TRUtK- Coles Camp Ground 'Methodist I
3 miles south of Murray on Hazel
com ma!okra. tut iai comp:et, line ERS. FLEET .OWNTus.i. We have Church u ill serve chicken dinner
Rhea was credited ai being one
Funeral and burial services will
of guaranteed ioof coating. paints
Highway.
A25p
thy.. follewing iiiserside truck casthe basement of the Methodist
of the first supporters of Franks.
held at :t p.m. today (Thurskat
in
President
-h,Chuich I ourth 51onda
Plate WANT TO SELL ALL HOUSElin D. Roosevelt .for
Pla
FOR SALE-one bedroom
suit;
at Russellville.
day)
,
j.ly.coo-zo-a ply. 6 ply-650-20-8
lp
1932 and was credited with lining
HOLD GOODS in nsict FIVE with mattress and springs, one
;e!
K.
ply, 6 rfy-703-20-10 ply, 8 plyup the Kentucky delegation for
(Lys-W. J. Capl:nger, 1101 West iron bed, one mattress. one utility
TV-nt3-10 else. 10 pl! -R,L3-2J-12
Roosevelt in the national convenMain Street.
lp metal cabinet, one 4-burner oil
WAN1EIi Sty ,ss I errs p .1: 7S
p') _900.2042 lay,,000-30-12
tion. He was a delegate to the
stove
with
built-in
oven.
one
iv! :
:2 • ply
convention every term since 1912
We also have 1,
FARM RECORD BOOKS for SALE 5-piece breakfast set, one child's
Ituti!c 2
A-2
:
5P „gevd stock ef Riverside Power. SERVICES
with the exception of 1936.
OFFERED - Tractor -Just the thing for keepurei acbed. one 100-1b ice box. All the
Type
casings in seal( See
with
W.
operator
count
Alben
for
custom
of
everything
breakon
the
farm.
He managed Sen.
'
WANTED TO BUY 1 w l buy your
above is pre-war and can be seen
us for.
ur change-over
from
ing and discing. Call 170--Stokes- Use one, and see hcrie records may
, successful fight for reBarkley'
old electric (ions and oil stover_
at 1101 West Poplar St.
lp
-sere+ -{Q rubber
See us for 411 Billington Motor CO.
nominalism against Chandler in
lc be easily kept. Price $1.25 -Ledalso antique oil lamps electrified
THOMAS S:
.- RHEA
your tire nivds:
Fo: Jake,- -• ri John- - ger & Times.
11938 and supported IG-eFOR SALE-40 acres good land.
V4
Call C-ornett at Homo
phone 801 Montgomery - Ward. I CAN LAUNDER and STRETCH
Thomas
was
elected
S.
latter
Rhea,
74,
widely
when
the
elec.
son
and
bath.
good
5-room
house
5, .
7.t
. Phone 588
.le
CURTAINS - Mrs Sam Jones. FOR 'SALE-20 head of strictly
yf.e1,1 Ky
A25
tric pump, all in good Order; out- known Democratic politician •and governor in 1939.
-North
-Chestnut
ftrst
class
work
Street Telephone
mules from four buildings, fine water, 3 acres fine 3 candidate for governor in 1935.
\ i.
He managed . numerous other
'
•
.lp to seven years old - W.
Mc. timber and shade. One me south died at his home in Russellville
Mrs 1101 I MALL sUPPEd at Deater 611-W
including those
campaigns,
Swain, Paris. Tenn.
school.. Saturdas night. April S.
ti of Murray school on
To'
sday.
or
St,
16th
James B. McCreary for governor
36 and 39 inch INNERSPRING
per p'Ate
le
route, 'milk
School bus, mail
Rhea had been in ill, health for I in 1911. J. C. illr-Reekham for U.S.
MATTRESSES now on hand. new
ECONOMY FEED AND
Phone 441
route Move' in at once- R. A. six months i.nd had been confined 'Senator and Gov. A. .0. Stanley
13th St.
.. or rebuilt. Write A. M. Bell.
SEED STORE
Jones. owner, Route 1, Murray.
Paris. Tenn_
lp
lp
Ky.
•
REFRIGERATOR SERVICE
HAMMERMILL
nett
FOR RFS
FOR SALE- White rabbits-1410
2 fox
Custom Grinding and
aPartMent iso,\ alable
--Also-lc
West Main. phone 486.
hounds, name plates on them: one
.
lp red with white on legs. 'left front
Mixing,
Slay I -J R
ELECTRICAL 'APPLIANCES
FOR SALE-White kitchen cabinet
Six Days a Week
-foot twisted. other white with red
„
rushed
FOR RENT
REPAIRED
in good condition-- Mrs. Marvin
spots on back. red ears---13 Taylor,
Headquarters for
apartment. located- three-quarter
' WASHING MACHINES
IpI
Houston, South 16th St.
1p
KirltscY Route 2.
mile from College. formerly Cary
•
PURINA
FEEDS
&
SEEDS
4
FOR SALE- Prefabricated houses
Tarry home See ChaTlie Hum--MOUSE WIRING
LOST--A new navy biue saturn
fee as low as $275. Easy to con-1
phries there or first house this
•
straw hat with veil. in paper bag
ttm._
street. Ideal cabins for the Lake.'
H.
McCUISTON
side of W.-well
,
• F. • .•
V..,:rray
If found
BARNET ELECTRICAL di
Can deliver-Wilbert C. Outlp I
land.
104 N 13th St.
See our house trailers. Also ideal
living
room
LOST - Por'iter female bird dog. PHONE 633
FOR
SALE3-piece
tf for camping and vacationing-,
511D 01 111 \ bs
wh.te. 5 tears old. „i•osid
Taylor Motor Co.
Al& suite Makes bed. May be seen
RANTEDMattresses
to
rebuild.
Call 65 A F Doran.
lc
at Beale Hardware Store-James
We
will
pick
up
your
old
matkraieful .,ppretI.iu.t tta. s.
rOft-SALE-If it's a good farm you B Ramsey, phone 756.
tres,es
er.1.
make them new. - need, here is an ideal one 74
tbr•SSIOnS of. sympathy
fr
:eting of strawberr
friends and - ne ghbors
i• g he
county. it was Paris Mattress Co. G. S. Jackson. acres of good bottom land near Mr. Rhodes Improves
recent .1!isess ard death. of
t that tirrners have 136 E Washington St, Paris, Tenn. Tobacco, said to produce the finest
U corn and tobacco in the county
tsard
fa•har 51;
acres 'in production Phone 979-W. day phone 3
Kell' Rhodes. Memphis. Ten::
KEMP MOVING COMPANY op. Good new house, other impiove- spent the week-end at the bedPrates in more than flan of the ments Also smaller farm of 53 side of his lather. A L. Rhodes
the
United States. Van Service. Oc- acres of good land, in the Stone Ikli. Rhodes is improving at
fell
crates in 'Arkansas. Kentucky. School House community for sale 'Houston-McDevitt Clinic. He
and suffered a
Tennessee. Georgia, Mississippi. Both places are priced to sell be- a few *weeks ago
Mr Rhodes. assistAlabama. North Carolina. South cause the owner is away from fractured hip
Rhodes will continue
Carolina. Missouri, Virginia. Flor- this county and will make a sac- ed by Mrs.
business.
estate
his
real
rifice
in
price
Small
amount
of
ida. Illinois. Indiana. Iowa. Louis.
iana. Maryland. Michigan. New cash and good note required Fdr
Jersey. New York. Ohio. Oklaho- further information. See Mr. or
ma. Pennsylvania. Texas, West Mrs George Hart
PHONES
28
•
24
Virginia. District of Columbia and FOR SALE-One half range stove
•
Deleware Call 861 Daytime. 966 at used about six
years: poultry wire. Seeded Raisins. lb.
Large 46-ox can
15e
Fancy Unsweetened
night, Paris. Tenn.
Mch 46 5 feet high: double shovel, plow
2-lb pkg Suntnald
N 2 can
29e
gear and .other items too numer. 22c
Raisins
11[1:11110RIALS
Calloway County Monument Com- ous to mention-F. B Stadler, Ha- Fancy Evaporated Apples. lb.., 45c
,d a
o'
ks
pills2
b5
u7nnon
A18p
30c
Dried Apples lb.
pany. Vester A_ On, sales mana- zel. KY
R
20c
lb.__
Peaches.
Dried
-Country
ger. Phone SS. West Main Street
FOR SALE - New 5-room house
Extend.-d
tf
17-os jar Castleberrs's
with bath, furnace heat. garage, 2
_ 25c
Relish
1610 Miller
SINGER SEWING MACHINE rep- blocks from College
1111-os jar Heinz India Relish . 25c
Ave -E F Knott
lp
resentitive of Paducah will be in
111c
11-os. bottle French Dressing
Murray each Thursday at the
No.
C. Club
FOR SALE- No 10 Vulcan slat 2 1-2 size can Apricots
FIRESTONE HOME AND ALTO
Ur
wing breaking plow. Good con- 2 1-2 can California' Peaches
SUPPLY STORE We are equip15c
dition-,E. L. Richersor. 3 miles Evaporated Peaches. lb.
ped t repair any make machine.
Ilc
west of Murray.
lp Dry Onions, lb
Erefai- e stimates given; all work
$1.30
25 lbs Old Willed Flour
C. Club
preydiaranteed. All call3 made
FOR SALE-Good gasoline iron. 2
lee
5 lbs. Omega Flour
aisly will be taken care of prommilk coolers-t-Mri J ffse Grant. 102 No more Omega to be milled seism
.a ,-er‘
2 lb box
s
ls
c.‘1: 1:";
ia
9 z
ti South 15th St.
o
lp
25 lbs. Neu Milled Flour
10 lbs. Meal
FOR SALE-Will sell to the highest
5 lbs Meal
bidder 18 benches.'
. Balk Rice. lb
,r Murray Marble di Grac.ite Works
long, made of goo pine flooring
California Lemons.lb
I East Maple St. near Depot Tele- -1Kirksey Baptist
urch, Kirk Florida Oranges, lb.
phone 121 Porter White and L D
sey. Saturday April 27. at 2.30
, 4.-oz can Grapefruit Juke
'
,ottani. Managers.
pm
nP No 2 Tangerine Juice
sTREAMLINED WRECKER SER- F0f1 SALE-- 1932 a
arie-vrolet 2-door, Package ( offee. lb
No
VICE New equipment. 24-hour, a dandy good used car: will sell Chase & Sanborn (°nee.
fast. dependable Wrecker Service. at OPA ceiling-J. Buddy Far1-lb glass
Embassy Brand
Half and Half
Charges reasonable. Day phone mer.
2-lbs its glass
lc
- .97. Neght phan.e. 424-Polter latoTeotory Company. Chevrolet Sales and FOR SALE-Piano; coal and wood
30c
Quarter lb. Canova
Service.
range; rocker-C. J Rose. west of
27e
Quarter lb. Tenderleaf
_
Quality
Almo crossing. near Flint church. 1
See
Quarter lb. McCormack
'NWANTED _In A I R REMOVED
lee
Pimento Seeds. pkg
'nom face, arms, and legs by the FOR SALE-Allis Chalmers tractor,
211
17
her‘
lit
ra' ht Et ht (
modern method of Electrolysis -1 disc plow. A-I shape
May be
Neck Yellow Squash
Straight
pprov_ed by physicians_ This
mile southwest of Stella
Balk Beans and Butter Beans,
rrethod is permanent a n d pain- Brent Butterworth
lp
Fresh White Onion Plants.
:ess.
Phone
Cyrene
RN.
Williams.
•
bunch
15e
S28 FOR SALE- 2 suits, size 18-one
lft-W
. sprouts, qt.
lee
_
blue pin stripe one gold - Call Onion sets, no
- 1Se
I ATTENTION FARMERS & 548-R or_299
lc Oyster hell, le Ibis
4fee
horses.
23 pounds
ST(
For
itse
and hefts removed promptly.
3 cans Merry War lye
•-. e .01 charge in steel bed trucks
See
White Potatoes. 15 Itie
Large Lettuce. 2 heads
2Se
Call collect Phone 591-Mr, Eire
Oil. pint
33e
Vance. Murray. Ky . agent fOr Ky
tf
Animal By-Products Co.
50-lb can Pure Lard
$9.511.
carton
74k
IN▪ EKORIADI
RED or YELLOW
IS lbs. Extra White Lard
$4.75
i In sweet and loving Memory o7
rif you bring a can or buy a rani
v precious daughter. Lillie Male
°reseed Hens and Fryers.
..rnb. who went to be with Jesus
29e
PAY in trade for eggs
-.1ursday April 20. 1939
Want to BUY White Seed Peas
WANT Side Meat, Fresh Country
; :d has called you to Him.
Lard Harris, Jovils without borne.
e
'1:s.swUng the gates ajar.
and shouhlets.
Country
',•.c1 in His blessed presence
. Need Red Sweet Potatoes
await for thoie afar

--.-.....+p , INCREASE

[CLASSIFIED ADS

Nliscellaneons

Wanted

S. Rhea,
Democratic
Leader, Dies

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cask in
advance
insertion.
Notices

cubernatorial

a

For Sale

in

LOOK!

di
5e.

,Ir

LOOK!

delivered
cashApril
WillandpaySat.,
19-20
Fri.
25c
Heavy Hens
22c
Hens
Leghorn
15c
Roosters
30c
Fryers
Frye
Eggs subject to change28c
Priceswithout notice

Services Offered

D.

Boggess Produce Co.
So.

For Rent

Lost and Found

1, sr

New

•1

Col
Wa

an

ten
sere
estii
joir
tair
lair
It
lagi

the
whi
dret
stru
tan,
doel
oth,
leas
Got
proi
eral
and
ton
gini

0. CHERRY
-TOR -9-.4.1.X=VVIcy

-

Guaranteed Foo(4.

COFFEE
Spotlight
Brand

Pound

21c

Swann's Grocery

seedless

vs

Fresh green Onions, bunch

10c

Carrots, bunch
Fancy Fresh Tomatoes./lb.

32c

Large Celery

18c

Lettuce, large head

14c

Squash, lb.
10-lb. bag Idaho Potatoes
Texas Pink Grapefruit, lb.

18C
52c
Sc
Sc

Oranges. lb.„
Marshmallow Creme, 1 -lb. jar

40c

25c
38c
15c

Black Eyed Peas. can .
Van Camp's Hominy
Stokeley*.s Chopped Kraut

17c
20c

40c

American Cheese, lb.
Fresh Fryers, dressed, lb.
Center Cut Tenderized Ham, lb.

.1( MEN --Dead

SPECIAL

2 DAYS ONLY
Sat., April 20 and 27

55c
35c

WE-HAVE PLENTY OF PARKING
SPACE

HUMPHREYS'
GROCERY
PALL .HLAIPHRITh
.Phone 9115
Located 12th :•=,t. -and Hazel Road •
....aaiarama....•••••••.•••

!Nelson
4-14

LOVE'S STUDIO

as sweet and simple.
,ur life
'e plain analk every day,
to rry hoM-t-there lingers,
7`a,ughts aof your kind way
ss

PIANOS

"Prided.

•
or tasks on earth are
years
life are run
• .;ecl rot speak or meneon
-.le good deeds you have done.

's

may we al: ;:ait foliose.
our Master s footsteps. too;
-ir
be pore and simple.
-.neer, in all we do „

lives

great

.-- hat when I get the surruncons
*. to the
unknown.
: with the saints. may gather
Arourfd the Great White Throne

••

I

5 PHOTOS 25c

30c
40c
35c

CALL ON US

•.••••••••1•••••••••••

seen pailf

62c

Pork Chops, lb.
Chuck Roast, lb.
Round or Sirloin Steak, lb.
French Dressing, bottle

-

MONUMENTS

35c

Glass Jar Sweetened Pineapple
Tangerine Juice
Monarch Peanut Butter

••

country
kegetable

19c
10c

Fresh Green Beans, lb.

12`
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
CountrysackClub $1.07
Best $1.19
25-lb.
FLOU
can 1 1c
No. 2 Quality
Value or No. 2 can 13` Standard
GREEN BEANS Avondale
2 can Wiscos Brand
Del Monte or vacu
No. 2 can 12c
B
P
a
n
c
t
lt
A
e
md
Goldenum
14 PEAS
CORN
Soda
Sliced or White
Kroger's Clock
30c
19 CRACKERS
BREAD 2 Large
Fancy
- Extracarton
C. Club Fancy Large 46-oz. can Carolina Brand1-pound
13c
TOMATO JUICE 21c RICE
Dependable Fancy
Exposition Brand
ASPARAGUS 2 can lfic SPINACH No 2 can 13c
2-lb.
Prince Albert, Velvet,
Sic
TOBACCO Pocket 10c PEANUT BUTTER Sc
Til*Fancy No.
Brooks Chili Hot No. 303
SPAGHETTI can ill
TURNIP GREENS
Large 5-dozen size
10c
HEAD LETTUCE
80 size
TEXAS SEEDLESS
Pound
CNEAvBBAGE
7c GRAPEFRUIT 6 25c
Pound 10c
ORANGES CALIFORNIA or FLORIDA
COBBLER
Quart
5c
'°°13t, $2.75 ONION SETS
Pound
NEW POTATOES
6c
Style Links
Pound
PORK SAUSAGE
35c
Grade "A" Shoulder
Pound 30c
LAMB ROAST
FANCY FULL CREAM
Pound THRIFT BRAND
Can
DAISY CHEESE 39c HOT TAMALES 16`
BABY LINK, PURE
Pound ASSORTED
Pound
PORK SAUSAGE 35c LUNCHEON MEAT 35c
WESCO
WESCO STARTING
and GROWING
100-Pound
EGG MASH m lb bag $3P7 MASH
bag $4."

We have a nice assortment of goocraed
Pianos of all makes in first
'class condition'
We will have New Pianos law

HARRY EDWARDS
4411
426 South Sixth Street
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

KROGER'S SPECIAL

DAIRY FEED 16 per
cent $3.14 SCRATCH FEED°°Lb$3b.4
r

Phone

A)VU12/,_
• Mother. Connie D. Lamb.

••••••
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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Fontana Dam To Be Place Of
National Recreational Center

and just below the dam, which,
because of a bend in the river,
faces south, Although the general
course of the river is east to west.
An over-look building now being
The Tennessee Authority and • F. W. Mover,
general manager constructed at the east abutment
Presidency
of the
Kentucky cratic member to the Kentucky
Government
Services, .Inc.„.„;stif of the company, said in Wash- will contain a refreshment stand
Education
Association went
to General' Assembly for two terms,
Washington, -D. C.. ti-ii";if reaehed ington ThatLEXINGTON, Ky., April 13—
accommoda- and will have parking space near
•agreement by which an eats tiohs for the public are scheduled it. The boat dock site is a short The selection of Mrs. W. H. HousAdron Doran. ()raves County edu- was chairmen of the Committee on
tensive public recreation area to to be ready early this summer. distance away on the southern man. 52, Mayfield. as "Kentucky
1 catur and legislator, who was the Education Appropriations, a memserve the general public will be The resort will offer overnight, :Fiore of the lake.
1 sole selection for nomination as
Mother of 1946" was announced tober of the Legislative Council, and
president
by delegate assembly
established at Fontana Dam, ad- restaurant, and cottage accommoThe catta.te, overnight and res- day by Mrs. J. Edgar Moody.
a member of the House conference
members in Louisville Thursday.
joining the Great Smoky Moiln- dations. boating and fishing on taurant accommodations are in the chairman of the State Committee
committee on the budget bill and
tains National Park in the moun- the lake, trails for horseback rid- village about one mile to the west of the Golden. Rule Foundation, a
Doran. principal and basketball promoter of the "escalator
clause"
tains of western North Carolina.. ing and hiking, and easy access to in a valley known as Welch Cove. national organization.
coach at Wingo High School for to the bill.
It will be known as Fontana Vil- the adjoining park and forest.
Housman
Mrs.
is
the
mother
of
eight years, will follow into. office
Buildings used by worksrs during
A graduate of Freed-Hardelage.
another
The nearly completed Fontana construction and
high-school
principal,
converted
for three sons, each of whom served
man College in Tennessee and
James T. Alto?i, Vine Grove, forPresident Truman 'recently gave Dam is already receiving many tourist and vacationers use, will be in. the armed forces, and three
Murray State Teachers College.
daughters. She will be judged
merly of Calloway County.
the
necessary
approval
under visitors, and the powerhouse will available to ,,the public.
- Doran is past president of . the
which the village of several hun- be opened'to the P
- ublic within the • Government Services, Inc., which with "mothers" from other states
waSsTisselSheila
sonvicFe..tp.
, tion.
First • District Education Associadred cottages, which housed con- next few months, as soon as con- will operate the public recreation in the selection of the "American
jfoirhsnt vice-president;
the Murray State College
Mother
of
1946"
by
the
national
struction workers on TVA's Fon- struction work is finished. This and
and Miss Margaret Wait. Stearns. Alumni Association and chairman
vacation facilities for the
tana Dam, together with a boat is the highest dam east of the Mis- benefit of the general public, is committee in New York City next
second vice-president.
tif.,„ the Graves County Principals
dock site on Fontana Lake, and sissippi River, rising 480 feet above a general sec vice corporation or- Saturday.
Doran. 'sera) served as Demo- Clids:'
Mrs. Moody said the Mayfield
other TVA properties wills be its base, and its approximately ganized und, r the laws of the Disleased for a thirty .year term - to three million yards of concrete trizt of Columbia. One of the mother was .chosen for her ChrisGovernment Services, Inc., a non- make it the fourth largest in the purposes for which it was origin- tian character, calm deliveration,
profit distributing corporation op- woild among, slams of its type. ally formed vsaa to provide ade- patriotism, charm, personality, and
erating cafeterias, •tourist courts, Fontana is 1,800 feet aboae sea qiiate ahd reasonable theal services her executive 'ability. She is active in the Daughters of the
and similar facilities in Washing- level.
to government employees in and
American Revolution, the Women's
ton and nearby Maryland and Viraround
Washington.
Because of
The principal recreation area lies
Club, Parent-Teachers Associationginia.
•••..
ota.the south shore or the lake r at-RS-rain-profit isature it is interand the Red Cross.
. At long last men are having something to say about the fashions for
ested printarily in public service.
She was endorsed by the Rev:
which they pay the bills. Shown above Is a jury of notables at the Stork
The books of the corporation are
W. H. Horton, pastor of the Mayaudited by the Government's Gen.
Cosmopolitan magazine's male jury to test
Add' Baptist church, and C. M. Club, sitting in Judgment as
eral Accounting Office; the comfashions. Left to right are Helmut Dantine, movie star; Danny Kaye, star
ii.hodeis of the Mayfield Chamber
pany uses the U. S. Treasury as
it Curnmerca.
of stage, screen and radio; Norman Corwin, radio writer; H. Allen Smith,
depositary of its funds.
She is a geaduate of the Missishumorist; and Fritz Varady, illustrator.
Fontana Dara_is located in a ippi State College for Women.
1_STIPN•KO
wooded mountain region on the
1103,
Her children are Fred. 30, a
PHILA. PA
Little Tennessee River 68 highway former corporal in the Army MediBundy and the_ Admiral Sims on
miles from KnoxVille. Tenn., and cal Corps, a. salesman; Jennie. 28,
April 22; the sea star and the Genapproximately 100 miles west of a housewife; Hardy, Jr., 26, former
eral Pope on April 21.
-heville, N. C. It is a storage Marine captain and a graduate of
--1:he- -hoar:rites- seep saartgolel -IeFt M cm a lcitrtztary 15T-Tile Tenand-Jr-FM university; Jobn. 24,
the 12th with 468 enlisted and 169
-see River system, forming a formerly in the Coast Guard; Nell,
ke 30 miles long. The Great 21, a graduate of -Western State
MANILA, April 15_—The trans- officer patients, and the General
Heinselman left Saturday. The
,,aiky Mountains National Park Teachers college. and Patricia, 15, portation
--section of headquarters Admiral Rodrnan sailed Saturday
rders almost the entire northern a high school junior.
of the American forces in the from Okinawa with 5.114 passen, ire. and .1 considerable part Of
Former state and regionarmotha southern shore lies within .the srs" are included in the Golden western Pacific announced today gers.
Andaires of the Nantahala Na- Rule Committee, which represents that snore than 16.000 enlisted men
and ,1.100 officers would sail for
nal Forest.
The Appalachian Protestant, Catholic and Jewish
What has become of the old idea
the United States in the last half
ell from Maine to Georgia passes faiths.
that a tiuman being, upon reachof April.
,thin about two miles of the viling the age of 21, should think of
Ship sailings include the General himself?
WITH IMPROVED FRESHNESS CONTROL
Present access is by U. S. Highway 129 an I a new road to the
dam from Deals Gap on the Ten• , ssee-North Carolina line. The
. ,shway will eventually cross the
To assist teachers in developing
In and will be extended through
ihe national park to Bryson City. a school program which will meet
i
INorth Carolina, where it will join the needs of elementary children,
U. S. Highway 19. The proposed a special ea arse will be .offered
'highway is also a link in a pro- from June 3 to July 10 during the
Phone 387
Murray, Ky.
i•,eted
rouod-the-park
highway summer, session at Murray State
which will connect with the fitue college, Dr. Ralph H. Woods, presis
'Ridge Parkway from the Great dent, announced this week.
The course. "Building a Program
Smokies to the Shenandoah Na.
for the Elementary School," will
Park.
W.41
be under the direction of Miss Ru•
bie Smith, coordinator; Dr. Annie‘
Ray. and Miss Lottye Suiter. all of
the college faculty.
Consultants for the course will
be Miss Louise Combs, assistant
director of Teacher Edutsation.
Frankfort;
Miss Virginia
White
James, specialist in educational
methods, Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville. Tenn ; Miss Mary
Lois Williamson, state supervisor
of home economics education; Miss
Genr_vieve Pickup, specialist as
health education, TVA.
Dean W. G. Nash has explained
that the course will be based on
the needs and the resources of the
community. It- Will be of special
interest to teachers, principals, and
elementary atipervisars-- both as
graduates and as undergraduate
Once your home is financed on a. regular -GI Loan, you are on the straight road to home owner
students.

Mayfield Woman
Chosen 'Kentucky
Mother For 1946'

Adron Doran, Graves Educator
And Legislator, to Head K.E.A.

Men Judge Fashion's

I

4
••••

Vliecie aosaf Xteisk
YET COSTA;LESS
Laboratory tests show that
a fresh cigarette gives you

Film Developing - Printing
SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

•

16,000 GI's, 1,100
Officers In Pacific
Leiwe -For -P-Sor

35 MM — 828 - 27 - 120 - 620 - 116
and-616
4 cents per print
ENLARGEMENTS
from any negative
4x5, 20c; 5x7, 25c; 8x10, 50c

COPYING and ADVERTISING
PHOTOGRAPHY

Special Course In
Elementary Training
Carded At Murray

•

Attention Veterans

DONELL STUDIO
203 South Sixth Street

29e

Let Us Solve Your Housing Problem!

FAST GUARANTEED SERVICE

`a •

07

7k

11`

12`

30'

13`

13`

3.

BiggestNews OffIONA'
MOM'
in Postwar
117Th'100AORSACIVNER
ANNIAT

ship.
Jar

51

Extension Of OPA
-, Asked -by 1500
Women

4.

•
WASHINGTON, April
15—
Women by the hundreds_descended on Congress today to argue for
OPA as it stands, while. southern
senators were Organizing to take
farm commodities away from the
agency.
Against that
background
the
House started toward formal action on a -year's new lease on life
for price controls.
The same split • of sentiment
demonstrated
by
women's
the
group and the southern senators,
was illustrated, meanwhile, on the
Healers of the two houses.
One of the leaders of the
women's group, Mrs. Ernest K.
Lindley. wife of a Waishington columnist, said they numbered some
1,500 from many .states and bore a
petition 'with 1,000.000. signatures.'

11
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66 Advancements —Neu'
Springs, New Drakes,
Easier Steering, Quicker
Strutting, Luxurious
Tailored Interiors—Put
Ford Out In Front In
Everything!

•
•Larger, livelier, the new I.ord for '-to is making the biggest news in postwar motoring with
its great I00-horsepower engine first in the low.
price field! 111• This exciting new Ford gives
big-car riding ease and "arm -chair comfort." It's
the safest Ford ever built, with a welded all-steel
body and toe-tip control of husky, self-eenterinV'
hydraulic brakes.•
• Inside and out, there's a
"Ices-go" look about this Ford,thitt promises more i
fun per gallon" than any other car you've evei
(Avned! Drive the new
rd. You'll find Ford's'oul
front in evcrsthing an/ well worth waiting for.

THE FORD IN TOUR FUTURE .. . Gives You Four Tears Of Improvements Parked Into One!

STOKES-BILLINGTON MOTOR
.COMPANY
Telephone 170

A Russian scientist has developed
a method of prolonging the life
span of man; what tor?l

Your "rent money" is paying for your home, while you enjoy greater living comfort and security.

TO BUY A HOME:

To BUILD A HOME:

The amounts shown below represent the approximate coal
to a veteran for securing a $6.500 borne loan, and are subject to
change by the lender.

If an eligible veteran desires to pure hase a lot and build
his home to suit his personal needs, he should secure plans and
specifications. obtain the necessary priorities, then apply to
qualified lender, The following example shows how a $6.500
construction loan is obtained:

Purchase Price of Home

$6,500.00

Cost of appraisal, inspection fee by
lender, title examination, credit report, fire and windstorm insurance
4pr one year, mortgage _recording

fee, etc.

S

Total Amount of Loan

$6,575.130

HOW THE ABOVE LOAN IS SECURED

Total Amount of Loan

Guarantee by U. S. Government in lieu of a down
payment4by the veteran ...$3,287.50
Secured by the Property
Purchased

$3,287.50

Total Amount oilman

$6,575.00

$6,600.00

HOW THE ABOVE LOAN* SECURED
Guaranteed by U. S. Government, ins...lieu of a
down payment by the
veteran
$3,300.00
Secured by the Property
Purchased
$3,300.00

).600.00 •

totai Amount of Loan

W

HOW THE LOAN IS REPAID

O 1 014 YOUR

Monthly Installments (20 yerars)
Refund to Borrower by veterans Administration (4 Per Cent of
Amount Guaranteed)

Pao
MONARCH

75.00

Purchase of Lot Selected by
Veteran (gstimated)
$ 750.00
Contract Price for Construction (Completein all det4lls, ready for
t
pccupancy) .
$5,750.00
dost of apprai.4a1. fees for periodical inspections by lender, title examination, credit report, fire and windstorm insurance for one year, fees for
recording deed and mortgage
$ .100.00

TOPS rcia
COOIONO TOO

,

39.85
$ 131.50

HOW TtiE LOAN IS REPAID
Monthly Inst,allments720 -1rears)
$ 40.00
Refund to Borrower by N'eterans Administration (4 per cent of Amount
(;uaranteed)
132.00

ANY VETERAN THAT IS INTERESTED MAY OB4101N MORE INFORMATION BY CONTACTING

11-itT lit11.

BANK of MURRAY
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Y'. April 15 .-A mixieue room dqne in beautifully
ROSLYN.s-N
mander -from Sturgis. Ky.
the
stress
cm
in
sanitation
With.
TIIE MOST INTERESTING
do 114 (are ale gone.
ire of unknown °engin bestrbyed laid tile . . . Stith buildings ate an education when I say we appre- Daniel, attortey general yf Sopth
The .Keritticky Commanders will.
• ,
TOPI('S
mansion of arise\ to the appearance of alien ciate you people -and are ready to Carolina, will speak at a meeting,
be headed by District Commander.
. athesal- Imlay. We rntry live Co seethe day when the evil, today the 32-rnum
:is lean Its any bdsiness house. Charch.or schobl• Samuel Rub-i1. millionaire brewery and represents a etrogressive but- do all we can to carry the banner of Seymour. Gamri No. 16 whin a Gnewl-Friday is passing, but the Dave Detvese of,'Sturgis, Ky., and
.
Vaaal. think of erniratian, that you good people large class will he initiated'in* the goal iset for Mutt ay
'. magnate. resulting in . damage pe- i•A,k fuwarti
eZoirliehaireit Vice Cora,
Slit
.ttfive. oftrad. have handed
oat .)44et wales-is money's, P-roloctiOn
ilea., a yThirtye w•nter where the tirrinit to deep:bee, not' beet
• aeresedlignassesesease- -snmon
. ninsere-trrreht7-•:-"Eleposa7-,-ailaaaalioesimodat •'4•
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'Woman's Club Plans Parties For Youths

'

Ex-Semice Men's
News

•
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
•

•

.../0••••••••..••11K 4•EN.

I

FOR . . .

Radio & Refrigerator

. THIS DIRECTORY is pub- Lloyd'Grogan Critically
fracture causes his
lished for your information Injured Last Week
critical. It i, said
gan and his son,
through the,,,courtesy of the
Parts' firms whose advertisements U-oyd Grogan, a well-known. sawing a piece of

• HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!

Murray Auto
W. F. Miller

B. L.

Ray

i

Telephone 16

3,.•••••••••••••••.,•••.-••••••••m•-•••••••••••-•mo-

SERVICE

Calloway Cattle - Are
Being Tested For
T.B. and Bangs

— CALL

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO,

John F. Class

The Federal Bureau of ,Animal
.cheek
Industry taited its regular.
or test for tutrreUlosis on Calloway cattle herds' last week. This
test is made every three years under the Modified Accredited Plan.
whereby they test a percentage of
ill the cattle in the county for TB.
If the result shows tither none, or
very small infection, • the area is
that its dairi_products
may .be soli into other areas wTfere
such standards are required for al)
milk products solde according to
day Treon. Rytiu Milk Company
Approximately .450 head were
tested last week which comprised
the herds Felling Grade A. milk
for pasteurizing. Owing to .an. accident the Federal agent. Dr. Met:alfe, was mut able to continue the'
tests as plannc.cl- this week. It is
that another agent will
...xpected
.
be sent to finish up the remaining
herds whose twners have made application to have this test made_
There is no charge for , the test
and - should any reactor be found
there. is_a federal payment Scr.ii1,
slisisisaasie -..t..tilifia441,iibiffr,Wil611•
tegulations. Three years ago 1100
head were -tested -and not a single
TB .cow was found •in Calloway
_ .
county,
The gvatust enemy of the eraTfl,
growers in this 'i.rea. Mr. Tree',
:aid, is Bangs
which has
increased* considerably during the
past 10 years. Under specific plans
and rules ca'lle will t:e: tested for
Bangs but only it a definite control contract is signed by the cattle owner. Any farmer desiring
Bang:: teits made may :,ecure ispplication blanks
the
at eitiv_r
County Agent's Office or the Rya!,
Milk Plant.

VAPO PATH

Faxon School News

The BEST Is Always CHEAPEST

.

505 MAIN ST

PHONE 349

rIf you are interested in buying or selling any
kind of real estate
SEE
•

Tops with everything?

THE MURRAY LAND COMPANY

There isn't a meal or on hour of the day
that can't be given a lift by DOWNYFLAKE
Donutst Take 'em on picnics, put 'em in
lunch bones. nibble 'ens between meals and
serv• 'ens for dessert They're grand to eat,
easy to digest The DOWNYFLAKE mach,ne
moles 'ern fresh and hot!

WE SELL REAL ESTATE EXCLUSIVELY

W. C. Hays, Phone 547-J
Leon Hale, Phone 442-J

1

condition to be
that Mr. GroJohn I., were
post when one
end flew up and struck him in the
Appear on this page.
farmer of the east side of the head.
is in the rtou:ton-Mcevitt
Mr. Grogan is. a brother of CharLl
THEY WILL APPRECIATE county.
head
Clinic where fi r was brought last lie Grogan. citf clerk.
YOUR PATRONAGE
after he had received serious
.week
,
injuries.
Want Ads cover arm aiscover a
It is reportediltiat a major skull multitude of needs.
s_

Ell THEM MADE AT .. .

Crider's Donut
- Shoppe
at the Blue Bird Cafe

SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
------L
Automobile, Casualty, Fire I[Ismail(
and Bonding

Phone 40-J ENV
For Suffering
Humanity
MINERAL FUME

Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store

Relieves the Agony of

Rheumatisnlw
ARTHRITIS, LUMBAGO,.
NEURITIS, SCIATICA

If you are interested in any kind of
REAL ESTATE or INSURANCE
See

Mill Work Shop and Planing Mill
EQUIPPED WITH RESAW
Offeri Hardwood Flooring made. Shiplap S43S:1S; all types lumber sized and edged; all types
of-Tipping; at reasonable rates.

Real Estate and Insurance Agency

Aubrey Polly, Owner

Son t
WII
not
unty

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK

BUILDING

Office Phone

Residence Phone

122

617
,

little

1.fur'erndistax
onajob
y Ui
It
Main

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING
ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• USed Tires
• First Line Tubes

Prescriptions A
Specialty

ome.
Aleut
the
;In-

HALE SERVICE
STATION
East Illet...sisy

g, for

.5 we
the

' will
rove-

•

If It's ...
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets

•

cause
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
Authorised Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminix ('orp.

her
Wide
then
I. d.,

ATTENTION

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES

•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•

A. B. Beale & Son

if the
sts in

Est. 1897

Save 10 to 20'o
On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

Furches Jewelry
a
Watches
Diamonds
Gifts
EXPERT WATCH and , CLOCK REPAIR
East Side Square

Murray, Ky.

1

Phone 479

LAUNDRY and ,
CLEANERS

WE DELIVER

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper,"

•• win

„warms
,wen.

South 15th St.

SUPERIOR
Phone 44

-

BROOKS BUS LINE
ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
Make Reservations Early At

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES":
_ —
Murray, Ky.

Phone 456

•

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

••••••••.. ••••• •••., ••••••••••...m...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

a.m..

MODERN FUNERAL SERVICE

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Lady Assistant

DAILEY FUNERAL HOME

LWaIllis Drug
;
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CANT BE HAD

PAUL DAILEY

FRANCES DAILEY

HAZEL KENTUCKY

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square
Call 383

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Phones 25 and 31

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

1214 West Main
Phone 377)

ii

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

vs/

518 West Main,Street

DR. WALTER F. BAKER
Chiropractor

•
Phone .397-W

.Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.
Telephone 64
We Deliver

DIAMOND TAXI
Telephone 232

- WEST'S
Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothes

BANK OF MURRAY BUILDING

PHONE 403

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED

Telephone 780-J

West Side Square

By a Reliable Insurance Program
See

L

The Ledger & Times
•

Corsages, Cut Flowers
Potted Plants and
Funeral Designs

1r

•

gi.,
issie• ,
Corn-

's will.
ander
., and
Corn-

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

You Need

4

sa‘ ,
spoil

Electric milkers hay- b-eir in:
l etalled bY Charles Anderson.' Raymond Snedegar and Wallace Whitt
of Bath county and other, farmers
will do so as F0011 as power line
extensions are estahli,hed

BOONE'S

Call

les hi

t Past
(trees. .
., Satwhit+

/14

BY

Dodge Plymouth
Owners

ROSS FEED CO.

Painting and
Decor4ting

C. M. CATHEY
367-J
201 North 12th St.

South 13th Street

Building Blocks

—Or—

tll{ FOR IkIf HSPECTION

05 all
rondo the
• so
liveashes.
°pion
him.
hi

1

PRONE 7--MURRAY, KY

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

,
FRANCES BRADLEY
Sophomore
Night
The sophomore play. "Fit'. Aik.
1110W. Main
Pal".' Aill be pre•entecl Frit:. y
night. April 19: with the foilowilu.
characters in order of Weir firs
SEED
A
..ppliaan..t:
COMPANN
Tom Sear,t, a young tarpenlie.1
___ —Buyers and Sellers—
Ronald Thompeon: Wa;ly".- Allen. 1,,
advertising. Dun Hopkins.; Ma A.ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS .rill, every bedy's mitilier, Wand.,
Lovett; Lark Mill it' Sumner, Mi..,'
•
niece. engaged to Wally, Willodezin
Are
Headquarters
We
Goodwin; Calvin McCoy. a henfor Seed Cleaning
pecked huzband. Cartel Chaney.
IVIrs. BiosAtin Mceity. his wife and
•
boss.
Imqgene Outland; narty
NEW LOCATION
Booth, in teal e4ate. Dile oici,
,kcross Street From Murray
zimudgi, the cook at Ma Averill's., II
Stockyards
Patty .Gordnn; Kitten 13:ake, a —
Telephone 665
beauty specialist. Dorothy Morris;
Dick Smith.- a real 'es!ate sal,- - , ty
man. Jack Roberts; Roger i ; I I •
Wally's pal. Dub Dowdy; M....,
Spark. onus sister, an ugly duckling. Patty Jrme Ross.
CONCRETE
Re inre i•vid -se, this three -rv t
and
comedy.
-- Junflir Play
CINDER
The junior play, "Hillbilly CourtAny quantity. We
ship-, will be presented April 26.
Deliver
. You mill Liford - to miss this
-comedy -i-n mountrn- dial...A.-- - Senior Play May 3 '
The t.,.itior play. "The Little CladMURRAY, KY.
, hopp_r" will be given May 3.
North Third St.
Phone 101
I'

PARKER

—ONALD W. CHURCHILL, OWNER
,‘0
3.°

POLLY'S PLANING MILL

--.--...-,-,--FrIlay

TUCKER & BAUCUM

5ERvICE SINCE 1886

LET US SERVE YOU

aLeas..

BATHS

PHONE 601

EXPERIENCED
PERSONNEL:
Ronald W. Churchill
Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill
James H. Shelton

• CONCRETE
)W BLOCK
r
--

1

ere readily avail
,
7
• r', able now for farm
building jobs that will
save time and lighten
work. See us for free estimate on essential farm
construction or repairs.

Owen Concrete
Works
Second and Elm
Phone 885

PAUL GARGUS

TAXI
SERVICE

- C. L. MILLER, Agent

AGENT

Kentucky Central
Life Ins. Co.

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

•

MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

Phone 254

Home Phone 295,-M

OFFICE

• Experienced Drivers
•"Safe Cars
•-Prompt Service
•

iritirteous Treatment
•••••••••••••••••.•••=b•imMii.i.10•••••••••=1•••- ....••=ii
ism.....•••••••••

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS

The Old Reliable

Automobile

138
TAXI

Telephone 331

FIRE

V

'

Murray,

Casualty

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

Does Mike a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
_
1=1.

•

5 .

COPY FADED

_
&tits 11 ss ti.4

-1\

•

• ..
•••

'

-

••

eaaaaymr..

•

THURSE
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Herman Kelley 'Ellis and gene
.ctting, bcizi.: 4 to ti pods in ioch
Ihe son Of` Mr. and • Mrs Clint the Asiatic-Pacific Area. He scre- 1 Dext. rat d James I.. Darnel!.I
White are home, with discharges
bean-blossom cluster. , The best
Kerrp. His wife is Mrs. Trocille ed on the U.S.S. HECTOR and the F 1-e. Route 3. Murray, were disand Hurdeman Miller is supposed
pole bean is, Kentucky Wonder.
charged April 7 at Great Lakes,
U.S S STEINMAKER Iteeves Kemp.
So eel Corn and Beans
Mrs. Thelma Burton and sot to get home today (Monday).
suffer
may
it
that
is
fault
only
Its
T-$ Lloyd H. McKinney, Induct74i •-,
ftilP11
Lathan Lafayette Hart. Painter
By John S. Gardner, Kentucks
from blight and rust. but these spent Saturday night with Mr. and
Plowing is going on nicely alEverett N. Jones. CPHM. Route
3-c, Lynn Grove. was discharged ed Oct. 18. 1943, was discharged
Cellege of Agriculture and
1 '.''
-iimak.. '
troubles are checked with bor. Mrs. Zelna Farris and Dot. All though we'vc had sum, very cool
'•2. Murray, was dischayg:i at Oreal.
heavy
a
was
He
1946.
31.
March
inducted
Was
He
'1945.
4.
April
Mime Economies.
1
/
'ere Sunday guests of Mis. Addle weather with one frost.
deaux mixttne.
Z.:
May 4.. 1845. and served in the truck driver in. the service. He re- Lakes, Ill . April 10
Farris of Cherry Corner.
It is good garden strategy to
Golden
'corn
varieties.
sweet
Of
ribbons;
following
the
ceived
t
Asiatic-Pacific campaigns.
Ralph F. McKinney, S- 1-C. 205 risk a planting of corn and beans
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Scarbrough
Cross Bantam is best despite its
Theater, EAME ribbon East Elm street. was discharged at
Sgt. George E. Josses, son of Mr. American
on or about April. 25„ Lexington's short peak of goodness, but the andjamily spent Sunday with Mr.
9: 1
bronze starood Con- Gie at Lakes Ill April 8
three
with
10th
North
and Mrs Dewey Junes,
•
latitude. If it is fails. uot much schedule helps that. Marcross is and .Mrs. Dave Harmon.
duct. Vietory and World War II.
James C. Mahan. ERR 3-C. Box
: street. was discharged April 10.
it Once/v./1s. Ilia, gain somewhat bolter in this regard,
Mrs. Ike Adams moved to the
Mrs. 482. and William ('. Elkins, V 2-C, is text, but sf
and
Mr.
of'
on
the
is
He
19:16, and received the following
is guile important. Both cornstind and so is loara, but both these re- home of Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Giles
0: Cord's McKinney, Route 1.
Route 1. we're discharged at -Great beans are seed crops and so beneribbons: American 'Theater. EAME.
Members of the Johnson 4-H
quire more moisture than does and family last week. Mr. and
Sgt. Cody H. Russell, drafted Lakes, Ill.. April It.
With two bronze stirs, Good Confit from the general fertilizing "Golden Cross."
were Sunday Club in Perry county plan to have
Young
Robert
Mis.
toe 3 J. C. Kemp. inducted duct. Victor... and World War 11. March 17. 1943. was discharged at ,Pfc. Bruce Hawley Bury arrived scheme outlined here some weeks
afternoon callers of the Giles fam- plenty of fresh canned and stored
4. 1946. He in the. States April 9 after serving ago. A deep seed bed, always good
vegetables for their school lunches
_15. 1943. was disharged He served as a scout in the Com- Camp Atterhury April
ily.
the with the dtn Marine Division in is particula0. beneficial in this inserlTd as c lerk-typist w it
infantry
this fall, as they are growing an
6. arch 30. 1946. after .serving as bat.
the
spent
Grogan
Maude
Mrs.
is
Bucy
American
Pfc.
the
Pacific.
South
the
ieceived
the
AAF and
stance.. as it takes care. of surplus
acre-garden for that purpose. acMr. and MYs. Rupert Sanders and
James Edison Harris, S 1-e, DexHe reyptogranhich..technician
Theater Ribbon. EAM; „Theater husband of Mrs. Velda Bucy, West wafer whicn keeps the soil 'told daughter visited'. Mr. and Mrs. Her- past week with Mr. and Mrs. Wil- cording to Farm Agent E. R. Rusived the American Theater rib- ter. was`dis.charged Mud 7. 1946.
Grubbs.
liam
ribbon. Good Conduct ribon, and Main street and a son of Mr. and and -slow." Corn and beans are bert Alton :lid children, Wednessell. The 17 members of the. club
in. Asiatic-Pacific ribbon. Good He was inducted Oct. 25. 1945 'He
the World War 11 ribbon. He is Mrs. Charley Bucy of the county. warm crops,
Miss Dot,,earris is the coampion recently sponsored a box supper:
day night.
induct ribbon the Victory re-dal Was awarded the following medals:
•
fish catcher around here. catching with the receipts of $400, they
:04 of Mr. and Mrs. Duel P. One brother. T-5 Kirby P. Huey is
American Campaign, and the
,As both btans and corn are at
1-(1,
'
id World \V . II ribb,,,
Jimmie Alton. Brooks Simmona
s. rving with. the • Occupational
that weighed at least 4 pounds. bought four head of hogs.
Russell. Hazel Road.
1
only a short time, and 'their school teacher. Miss Ka- one
for
best
their
Marine Bucy's
in Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. George 'Linville and
T-5 Dewey Maack. son of Mr. Army
schedule
by
planted
be
should
they
Morga 71, are :ibst M from
ron
engagements were on Okdaughter an3 Miss Sue Miller enand Mrs. Nat Tipton Blalo..k. was toughest
to keep them continuously coming. school with measles.
Mrs. Tom
The nation may face inflation,
eating the Farris catch.
joyed
discharged April 8. 1946. after re- inawa. .
For beans, the planting interval is. Morgan is teaching in Miss Morand money may not be worth what
and
Salmon
W.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Theater.ribceiving the American
15 days, each planting being 10 to gan's place.
sons visited. Mr. and Mrs. George it was, but it is still good to get a
bon. EAME ribbon with three
15 feet of row per person. • To
find
reading: "Enclosed
and son and Linville last Monday night. Mrs. letter
Clayton
Virgil
Mrs.
brcnze stars, the Good Conduct
make sure of beans for canning, Mrs. Harrel Ray and sons spent
etc."
.chack,
improving.
is
Linville
medal. the Victoa, Medal, and the
Farmers are beginning to plow. any three , plantings should be Friday night with their grandWorld War II medal.
and if it doesn't rain, will be very doubled. This should provide can- mother, Mrs. Louis Lamb and Mr.
ned. beans twice a week. Last
Barton Ednard Palmer. S 1-e. busy for a few days.
Lamb of Coldwater.
was diseliarsed at Great Lakes,
Then: have been a few gardens date of planting is August.. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. F.ermon Bucy, Mrs.
March 4. 1946. after ovvrseas ser- planted.
For cie&i. the rule Is- to plant Lester Jackson. Mrs. Gilbert SanHe was inducted Oct. 25.
vice
visited in
daughters
Irvin Miller had his arm dressed agaiti when the previous planting ders and
:of - Mr. Snit.Saturday an I ss getting-Awn*
1943.. and- 6- the.
-2-- sthrisets-Jell.- A hilLAw
-stso
is.'..StsturdaYMrs„ Lowell A, Palmer. Kirksey,
Mrs Thelma Burton and son of- stalks. makes three eat•s„ind a.
Mrs. Bun Cthytiln. Mis". Nalor
Route 2. He received the Victory Paducah visited Zelna Farris over dozen. ears war-fill a pint jar. To Clayton. Bobby and Thomas ClaVt medal. the American Area Cam- the week-end. • •
at how much corn to plant iiint and 44s Joyese Dean Clayton
.arrive
paign nuda 1. and s the Asiatic-Pa- ...Mr. and MPS. Fat Wilson visited becomes'merely a matter of 'math- We're Saturday afternoon visitors
' their daughter. Mrs. line Lawrence ematics. ,,
I clic. Area campaign medal.
of, Mrs. Herbert Alton and chilPfc. Robert L. Rowland. son of Sunday.
Bean rows should be 30 inches dren.
! Charlie T Rowland. was dischargMrs, Matti.:. St. John visited her apart. or 36 where. horse toolsare
Mr. twit- Mrs. Lee Garner- spent
"And I'm Going Right
ed March -MI. 1946 . He was induct- son. Cuthbert. St. John, of Murray. used. The seed is dropped at 3 Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
-•
ed May 20. 1944. and received the last week.
. and .a pound plants ap- Irvin Clayton and. children.
niche,
Now for a Spring
following titsortit.ians.-and citations:
H. E. Hensley's sister of • Louis- proximately 75 feet. Sweet corn
Mr. and 'Mrs. Claude Lamb 'were
Check-up"
American Theater ribbon., Asiatic- I ville, is visiting him.
hills sh-ould, be spaced 36 inches Snurday night callers of Mr. and
__Edd. Alton purchased the •Newton by 36 inehos. Three seeds per- hill Mrs. Herbert Alton and children.
Pacific theater ribbon. Gax_a_d_c_9/1duct illation. World War II. add he • farm and. will move, to it soon.
later thinned to two stalksi al- Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders and
Hust.in Mifler called on Edd low
Victory medal. He served as a
150 hills per pound of Mr. anti Mrs. Lee Garner were
'
; military police.
Sundayi caller,.
- and Boss Harmon Sunday after- setKi.
rt-;!WV
for
Mrs._ i•iarrs..•j Ray and children
Arrivuue
- •
•
Mrs. Stubblefield isn't feeling
centlY• aboart the SS Marine Devil.
entine. Redllalentine and Tennes- sprit Sunday 'night with Mr. and
t4)wel.
transpoik:
nierchan, marine
+a
see Greer:pod are title for first Mrs. Nato's' • Clayton.
2 Son Army ..nd - -Gene White has returned from planting. 'T.mtiel-green and String‘ 'Suter to" hear of the illness of
heir
hri r
'Jellies C. Germany with his discharg.
leas- Greenpod are excellent for H. I. Neely of Hazel, and little
Mitt bell seaman, first la.. (*SIM: • Eva Fa:sris and Dot Isend Thurs- planting in May and early June Sammie Lee Clayton. son of Mr.
son of Mrs. Louisa Mitchell. Route day with her father. Irvan Miller. but bear little in hot. dry weath- and Mrs. Woodard Clayton of
Alton er. Tor the' sort of s,'az,oli.
Mr. and Mrs._ Winburn
rear Purse.. Tf:TU1. We hope for
2. Hazel.- Ky.. is enroute to a Navy
spe.dy recovery.
sepia-at:on_ __center. „for discjeirge 'visited her. __Inotlant..._ _Mrs,
to_ Ia. partmulanly U- S. ttion
-Brownie
. Since entermg the Navy tua,..4an. Dodd Sunday.
Refugee No. 5 is ideally sltited.
Ceelllai Dodd visited her sister.
1945. Miteh.-;1 h.is served overse:i.
•; for nine -manths aboard the USS Mrs. John Mayer. Sunday.
LelaneVrader and family spAit
TORTUGA. a landing ship. dock.
which has iete-cl as a repair ,,nip Sunday with Harhuid Lawrence.
Jusephine Ellis' husband is home
' at Okinawa. China, and. for the
'past th r,se !north,.
from Co :'r, ii'
, IA here he served in
Jimen.
Ray Buckingham
South 9th and Hazel Highway
•
Army of Occupation.
Bull Dog •
JAMES E. HARRIS, S 1-c. 11.8itellk
-

Ti 1E GARDEN

N'elcotne Home
....- :- 3),,.._........_ 1

Murray Route V

-44

4-H'ers To Help
In Lunch Program

Buchanan News

COLDW.

Merritt 1
Church 5.
, at 10:00 an
Preaching
Sunday at

•

OAK
J. H.
Second Si
School,
intendent.
and Saturdi
Fourth S
at 10:00 a.r

Green Creek News

•

BLUE BIRD GRILL
Benton Road
•

SANDWICHES

•

•

BRING YOUR CAR IN TO US FOR
THAT NEEDED SPRING
PAINT-UP JOB

-ALWAYS A GOOD CUP
OF COFFEE"

-1314*.-Yidf

Cal

•

TH1

HAMBURGERS A
SPECIALTY

• General Car Repair
• Body Jobs
• Painting

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

reyou ma* one
oJ'i'he her!drivers in

ewe

•

YOUR COMMUNITY?

TUC?

PRC
AIR

Herels a way to rate yourself in the

JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME

POUCE TRAFFIC SAFETY CHECK
Let's be honest, now ... remember, your
YES

wears in his lapel and proud of what it stands for

0.0

in this great nation of ours.
We'd like, too: for him to know that we're
"tickl0 pink- that he's made up his mind to take
advantage of the education offered him under the
G. I. Bill of Rights. He'll be glad always that he
spent the few months required to earn something
. will be able to take from him -- an
no one eve)
educat ion.*
We promise to make his present task jusLa bit
easier by providing dependable. comfortable transportation for those or.c.-olions when he's able to

and that of your family depend on the way you drive.
YES

NO

ED
We'd like to see your son. Jack. personally, to tell
lairg that all of us are, proud of .the emblem he

01111 safety

0

4. Do

you obey traffic lightseven when you're in a hurry?

1. Do you "always signal before
turning or coming to a stop
(never playsguessing games with
the driver behind yoiti?

NO

ED

5. Do

you drive in and turn
from the proper traffic lane?

•D

2. Do you always come to a
full stop at a stop sign (never
coast through)?

6. Do you refuse to drink before.
driving? (Think, now, before an.
,,swering.)

3. Do you Rive the pedestrian a
break corn though he may not

7. Do you drive with extra caution in fog, rain or snow and on
wet or icy pavement!

karc the right of way'(Remem•
her, you • walk sometimes, too.)

ED

\

8. Do you know and observe
the rules of the road in your
community?(Frankly,now,have
you ever looked them up?)

- --vr

1
41
;

9. Do you keep alert when
driviiig - keep yowls mind on
traffic?
•

10. Do you drive within the
speed limits-never yield to the
temptation to do a hole "low
altitude_ flying"'

ELECT;

NEW MA(
HOT D061
BY ELEC
ENGIN EE

P. S. Take another look'at your score Would your family and
friends rate you the same'

10 "YES" answers-Are you really that good?
8 to 10 "YES" answers-Good driring. Fe need more o7pee'
6 to 8 "YES" answers-Tarr drisiug. You IRMII improte.
Less thar 6"YES" answers-Poor_driung. 1:ou're headed for
ttykitle, :q7 in•ury att.! strioui inana.r1 1u!

- Seriously, don't you wish when you and your family arc on
the streets that all drivers could _truthfully answer Yes to all
ten questions? Of course you do-and the next driver feels
thc same way about it. So itaisatoday to improve your score.

GED
,

get home for a week end or vacation.
'If y,tur son or daught•• ruzso't decided Li /tether to return to
schoo.', ask him to 14,-rite dirmer to the sell* which most
intirt-csts him for full details of Ott' G. I. Progiiiin.

CHECK YOUR CAR:
be
'These are the mechanicalfeatures that
the Police Traffic Safety Check:
examined
BRAKES-Do they

need adjustment?

How

about the hand brake'

Li GHTS - Do any bulbs need replacing? Are headlights troperly focused and aimed?
Are tail and stop lights in good condition?

SALE:

TIRES-Are they all in -safe condition? (No cuts, fabric breaks, excessive wear?)
WIIIIDSHIELD
t/Pcir
The Pok•Tr•H•c
soalloryd by Inftrigtir one Av

.oc,ation

Chiefs elf tolics.

COUPICI, IN COOP.
IRE PAPE, f THE AI,
ER ATION wan tpit NArowal saper cou,4c5.allo
aatimattowa assor.mooN Of Caws or POUCE

Total

WIPERS-Do they operate satisfactorily? Do blades need replacing?

HON-Docs it operate easily and when you 'iced it?

• Baby
Pat.

Are there any tither safety items that need akention, such as steering, defects in glass,
rear view mirror, muffler, etc? (Have these checked regularly.)

Canne

Munday Equipment & Auto Parts
THE NASHVILLE. CHATTANOOGA & ST LOUIS RAILWAY

RAY MUNIM-Y

Phone 63

•

W. B. DAVIS

agape

r

-..saftwarrausamill
•
•

r,

Or

f

ii,,az-sar-r,-.-•-• -,-,

Bulls
Stock
Milk

••r •

4

OR

"b.

•

,

•
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MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
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PAGE SEVEN
MIST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor

Special' Pia -Easter candle light
Improved
services:
Uniform
Bethel Church, 7:30, Wednesday,
Internakinal
April 17.
Temple Hill, 7:30, Ihursday,
April 18.
Russell Chapel, 7:30, Friday,
M 7, HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
01 The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago. April 19.
Released by Western Newspaper Union,
There will be combined Easter
services for Independence Church
and Brooks Chapel at Brooks
Lesson for April 21
Chapel, Sunday, April 21.
All members and ,friends are inLesson subjects and Scripture texts se,
leeted and copyrighted by International vited to attend.
Cou•cil of
Education; used by

SUNDAY
SCHOOL

9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Bible School at 9:4.5 a.m.
10:00 a.m. Miss Ella Weihing's
Worship with communion
Bible Class for College Students
at
10:50 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Monday: Devotional service in
Sermon by the pastor
basement of library building at 7
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
o'clock each Monday evening.
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Wednesday: song practice and
Wednesday', 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week
Baron RIcherson, Pastor
CHRIST
music study at 6:30; prayer meetPrayer Meeting
ing at 7:00 with classes for all
Merritt Youngblood, Minister
Preaching every Sunday mornChurch School each Lord's Day ing at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun- ages.
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
4 at 10:00 a.m.
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Preaching: Second and Fourth
Religious
Hobert Owet is superintendent
A. G. Childers, Pastor
permission.
Robert E. Jarman, Minister
Sunday at 11:00 a.m.
of Sunday School held every Sunday at 10:00 o'clock. ,
TWO FRIENDS TALK
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
South Pleasant Grove
B.T.U. every Junoay night at 9:45 a.m. Church School, W. B.
WITH CHRIST
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
Moser, superintendent. Classes
6:30, Clifton McNeely director, and
Erwin, superintendent.
, for all age groups.
CHURCH
preaching following B.T.U.
LESSON TEXT-Luke 24:13-21, 25-31,
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m.,
MEMORY SELECTION -'they said
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Prayer meeting every Wednesday 10:55 a.m. Morning Worship, sermon by the minister with spe- one to another, Did not our heart burn Sunday. Sunday School Superin- first and third Sundays.
night at 7:00 o'clock.
within us, while he talked with us by thi
cial music each 'Sunday under way, and while he opened to us the tendent, Paul Dailey.
Hazel Church
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
Second Sunday, 10:00 am. Sunscriptures?-Luke
24 32.
the
direction
of
Sunday School at 10 a.m., James
Merle
T. Kesday School, Jas, H. Foster, Super- 1:30 p.m. after the first and third
Morning Worship at 11 a.m, on
ler, minister of music.
E. Underwood, superintendent.
adendent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m. Sunday each month.
Fellowship with the risen living second and fourth Sundays each
6:30 p.m. C.Y.F. Groups under
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
month.
and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
the direction of Mrs. E. L. Noel, Lord is the unfailing source of faith
second Sunday, and at 7:00 p.m.
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School
Use our classthea
sas-They Jr.,
and courage. Such certainty is the
Evening Service at 7:45 on sec- 'second
student director, and Mrs. A.
and fourth Sundays.
at 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 get the business.
very essence of our observance of ond and fourth Sundays.
B. Austin.
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
Easter.
Training Unions each Sunday at
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship with
Masons Chapel
We declare with Paul, "Now is 6:30 p.m. Layman White, director.
sermon by the minister.
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
Christ risen from the dead" (I Cor.
W.M.U., G.A., RA. meets on third and fourth Sundays, and at
15:20), and that He is "declared to Wednesday following second and
44
2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Willie
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
be the Son of God with power,
... by fourth Sundays.
Craig, superintendent.
Braxton B. Sawyer, Pastor
the resurrection from the dead"
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
(Rom. 1:4). . We would join the
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m.
Miss P011ie Small, Church Sec.
apostles who "with' great power ELM GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH second Sunday.
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student gave . . .witness of the resurrec•
W. B. Cone, Pastor
tion of the Lord Jesus" (Acts 4:33):
Secretary, Phone 75
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
Come with us as we Join two men
MURRAY CIRCUIT
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. each
who had become bewildered, who
Superintendent
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendfelt that all their hopes had been
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director
\Vs\\
a\ /
ent.
1
41/
'erushed.
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
'
/
1
47/4/44
We join them as they walk wearily
Morning
each Sunday.
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
•
S.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. along the road from Jerusalem to
Training Union at 6:00 p.m. each Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
Morning worship
10:45 a.m. Emmaus. Suddenly there is An- Sunday. Alfred
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
Williams, director.
1other with the little group. Let us
Evening
Evening Worship at 7:00 p.m. Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
listen
to
conversation.
their
Training Union
8.15 p.m.
/%7? , VP/ I \\\\ \\\\\\\.\
_ Goshen 3 p.m.
Something is obviously wrong each Sunday.
Evening worship
7:30 p.m.
W.. M.U. meets every second and Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs
-.eire116111
dishearthere.
These
two
men
are
Prayer meeting, Wed.
7:30 pan.
p:45 a.m.; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
ened and discouraged. They are fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.
R.A.'s, GA's, and Sunbeams meet
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
men with. . .
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
__L Chilled Hearts and Sad Unbelief, on second, and,_fourth_ _Wednesday Filth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
• lEr A. Mat.
- (vv. 13-26).
nights.
11 a.m.
N
Teachers
will
observe
that
we
are
.
4
9:30 a.m-Sunday School. Odell
using the full story in Luke 24:13-35.
Hawes, superintendent.
' The two sad men, who had left.
10:45
a.m.-Morning
worship
IS
By GENERAL ELECTRIC
Jerusalem to go to Emmaus were
730 n.m._Evening worship
disciples of our Lord, and they had
Could have been dispensed with by arbitration.
7.00 p.m.-Group Meetings
lust been through the crushing exAll cases with the women could have been settled
Tuesday
perience of seeing Him crucified.
,with Nylons, and all men could have been satisfied
2:00 p.m.-W.M.S. at the Church
True, there had been some rewith Shorts and Shirts, if they were available.
Wednesday
ports on the morning of this third
7:30 p m.-Mid-Week Prayer SerA farmer will swap any animal on his place for
day, that the women had seen Jesus
vice and Bible Study
alive (vv. 23, 24). But their hope
Overalls - except his dog.
0:00 p.m.-Teachers and Officers and faith were at such low ebb that
No local self-government any more; centralized
Meeting
they could not-or did not-believe.
government is a monarchy - regulators oppress
Their lixarts had been chilled by
the people, making rulings for punishment it
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
the dreadful things which had taken
seems, retarding progress in all production, while
CIIURCH
place.
the common run cry, "Give me liberty or give me
M M. Hampton, pastor
Eyes closed by unbelief; faith
death."
hindered by doubt and fear; a de•
10:00 am. Sunday School. Sylves- spondent heart slow to believe God
Less beer makes the fellow drink two bottles
-how very effectively these shut
ter Paschall, superintendent.
where he formerly drank one.
of'
God
and
of
His
out
the
blessing
11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
Less flour and he eats six biscuits where he ate
600 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. Warren. Word even to the believer. Even
four
before.
darkness
in
which
the
deeper is the
director.
•
All and all it is a state of mind and creative apunbeliever finds himself.
7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
petite. With money, marbles and chalk; but
H. Warmed Hearts and Renewed
money is least appreciated as it burns the pockets;
Faith (v v. 27-32).
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
NEW 'TYPE
better keep it until the change comes, as come it
Although they did not realize it
1Marshall County)
GAS TURBINE FOR PLANES,
(how slow we are to appreciate our
will.
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
blessings!) until after Jesus was
A ragged citizen from the farm comes in askDOES DOUBLE JOBburned
First Sunday ,2:0() pm. Sunday gone (v. 32), their hearts
ing for raiment; sales people weep on his shoulder,
TURNS THE PROPELLER AND ADDS POWER
soon as He began to
School, Paul Newton. Superintend- within them as
'but he refuses to be comforted. Who can blame
expound_Ihe Scriptures to them.
i3-IROUGH A JET TO THE REAR. EXPERTS SAY
ent. Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
him; while he is urged to feed the world, the reguWhat'a Bible exposition that was.
PROPJET WILL POWER GIANT TRANSOCEANIC
Third Sunday, Sunday School at
lators secrn to think that the issue is only between
as Christ Himself opened all that the
10:00
a.m.
Preaching
at 11:00 am. Scriptures taught concerning Himl
AIR LINERS OF TOMORROW. IT WAS DESIGNED
labor andAhe manufacturer, and the OPA sits by
and 6:30 p.m.
Bible teachers have talked about
and watches the game, and gets one year extenBY GENERAL ELECTRIC ENGINEERS.
this and it makes one's heart burn
sion for the play.
FIRST METHODIST
just to read their suggestions (see,
Well, the Murray magisterial road campaign is
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister
for example, G. Campbell Morgan
dragging, so will have to start it all over after
•
on Luke, p. 2781.
The way to have a burning heart
Good Friday and make it a permanent organiza9:45 a.m. Sunday School
is to read God's Word, or to have It
10:50 a.m. -Morning Worship
tion, because next winter roads will be,.worse than
teacher
expounded by a Spirit-filled
5:30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal
ever if the work is not carried on. We have about
NEW 'ABROODERATOR"
6:00 p m. Methodist Youth Fellow- or preacher.
$3,000
already, but is not enough yet to buy a good
When the heart has been warmed
PROVIDES GERM-FREE
ship
sized loader and maintainer; so nothing short of
by
fellowwritten
Word
and
by
the
7:00
p.m.
Evening Worship
AIR FOR CHICKS. AIR
that will satisfy. It is everybody's job to help.
ship with the living Word, our Lord
1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Prayer
Himself, the opened eye of renewed
Come in every time in town to see what we have
IS PURIFIED WITH A
Meeting
faith follows as day follows night
to
6:30 p.m. College Vespers
GENERAL ELECTRJC
Now they knew the Stranger who
offer.The Easter drive for Crippled Children calls for
Max B. Hurt Chairman Board ef
GERMICIDAL LAMP.
was with them-and Ile was gone.
all to help the crippled from any cause.
Stewards
How did they know Him? We read
AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLR. B. Howton. Superintendent of
-that they knew Him in the breaking
Sunday School
LED HEAT IS FURNISHED
of the bread (v. 32).
Van D Valentine, Secretary of
BY G-E CALROD HEATER.
Paul declared that same truth
Sunday School
when he said, "The natural man •
•
100/
•••••Map...•••••._ .„••••••_.
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, MYF
receiveth not the things of the
High School Counselor
Spirit of God: for they are foolishMrs. W. F. Jeffrey, Intermediate ness unto Mtn: neither can he
MYF Counselor
know them, because they are spiritMrs. Robt. Smith, Junior MYF ually discerned" (I. Cor. 2:14).
Counselor
NEW MACHINE WILL GRILL.
III. Quickened Hearts and Glad
Testimony (vv. 33-35).
HOT DOGS AND HAMBURGERS
St. Leo's Catholic Church
The seven miles (sixty furlongs),
BY ELECTRONIC HEAT. 6-E
North Twelfth Street
(v. 13) which had passed so slowly
as they came over were now quickENGINEERS HELPED DEVELOP IT •
Services are held each Sunday ly retraced. They had glorious
as follows:
good news to bring to the disciples
First, third, and fifth Sundays at Jerusalem. How ,swift are the
at 10 o'clock; second and fourth' feet of the one v.'hcr has good tidings to bear (see Rom. 10:15)1
Sundays at 8 o'ciock.
One wonders why so many pro•=e+.•2.1
,
..•••••.011M4,•.1.41NIIM1.4=1.••••I.MM
fesped Christians are so slow about
carrying His "message. Can it be
that they do not yet know the risen
Christ? For if we know Him, we
will realize that "we do not well"
to keep silent in a day of good tidAUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
ings (II Kings 7:9).
Note in verse 34 that before they
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
c▪ ould speak, the others gave them
••••
the good news of. the resurrection.
It is proper and delightful that believers share ,spiritual blessings
(Rom. 1:11. 12).. That's why we
come together in God's house.
SALES REPORT for APRIL 16, 1946
Brother in the 'Lord, Christian sisVEAL
ter, how long is it since you had a
704
-Total Itticl sold
new and stirring experience of the
No. 1 Veals
16,50presence of Christ? Not necessarily
something spectacular or exciting,
Good Quality Fat Steers 1
o: Veals
14.40but a real deep, stirring spiritual
experience. •
_ :-...13.;•0- 17.60
I.Baby Beeves
Throwouts
5.60- 13.60
God is the same. Our need is
9.00- 14.00
the same, yes, even deeper and
Vat, Cows
V.
a)"
greater. Why should not we seek
6.00- 8.50
Lord
and
let
Him
warm
our
1 (. inners and Cutters
Out
HOGS
and quicken our hearts. We would
•
11.80- 12.80
l Bulls
then dave a revival in our own
••
130 to 400,pOunds
1-4.35=
hearts. Let's ask Him for it this
10.00- 15.50
Stfiek Cattle •
day.

LESSON

SPRING TIME"
Is Clean-Up Time

Make that old car have a
New Car Shine!
I/

SIMONIZ

Before summer time

Call 415 for Appointment and Rates

.

THE FACT

Court Is Over...

PROPJET,

Centel]

CHICKS LAUGH
AT GERMS!

T. 0. TURNER

ELECTRONIC HOT DOGS!

GENERAL E

THRILLS!

HARDIN CIRCUIT
Henry Smith, Pastor
First Sunday:
Palestine, 11:00
a.m.; Hardin, 7 p.m.
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.
l'hirci Sunday, at Hardin 11:00
a.m; Palestine, 3 p.m.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00
a.m. and Unicn Ridge, 11:15 a.m.
Everyone is invited.

MR. AND MRS. BILBREY
MISKED THE L & T
Mr.1 and Mrs. A. W. Bilbrey,
Model, Tenn., missed getting the
Ledger and Times last week. They
were in towa early Monday morning ,inquiring about the missing
edition. They agreed when calling
at this office, that the paper was
the main point of interest each'
Friday.
READ THE CLASSIFIED.

KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
EASTER' ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
Sunrise service will be held at
Mt. Carmel at 6 o'clock Easter
morning; preaching at Coldwater at
9 a.m.: preaching at VII Hebron
at 11 a.m.; Colt's Camp Ground at
3 °p
ig. There will be an Easter
pr
m at the Kirksey Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m.
The public is invited to come
and worship with us in these services.

_
Need a
LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught in,
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

25
t to f
40
doseir
only
25#

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. II. Thurman,„Pastor
First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
School, Morgan Cunningham, Superintendent. Preaching at 11:00
a.m. and Saturday before at 2:00
P.m.

St

ATTENTION
Business Men, Sportsmen, Pleasure
Seekers, Students, Pilots, Veterans
• Your local airport offers you the following opportunities:
Business Trips
Any place, any time, in daylight
hours
Here are a few sample rates:
JACKSON, TENN.
PADUCAH, KY
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN
MEMPHIS, TENN.

$1111.00
00
$
$12.00
$18.00
$25.00

Sportsmen
Pick your favorite hunting and fishing spot from the air.
Students
Learn to fly; go from zero through a
private license without leaving your
local airport.
Pilots
Increase your present rating. We
can carry you through a commercial
and instructor rating.
Veterans
Watch for announcement in regard
to flying under the GI Bill.
To Everyone
We solicit your patronage and support. We appreciate your busine
and your visits. Make the airpc
,your rendezvous. You will prof.
by it.

••

GRAVES AIRCRAFT
SALES and SERVICE
Dealers for the Famous "PIPER CUB"
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

PARIS, TENN.
•

CHILLS!

SPILLS!

Hollywood Thrill Show
And

ELECTRIC

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky

Auto Races

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here
a

EASTER SUNDAY, 1:30 P.M.

2e

a

ONE MILE WEST OF LYNN GROVE

Roughs
13.60'.Down
i Milk Cows, per head ' 50.00-152.00
' ..kmkokm••••.....m......a••••••••.......•••••mo•m......m••• •••••m•..............Ta1
•.....
-••••••-• No••• -MOM.

••••••••••••...:

READ THE

clAsstnats1

,
f.
,

••••10.4-....••••4•,,
• •

•

-

ON HIGHWAY 94

Anyone wishing to participate in stock car races, come to the track at 12 o'clock

Aaster

•

COPY FADED
•

-
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House Votes 5-Month Draft
Holiday, Boost In Army Pay

RECIPE OF THE
WEEK

Chinese Reds Continue
Attack On Changchum

CHANGCHUN, Manchuria. Aprill
forces I
Communist
15—Chinese
and were assaulting this Manchurian 1
WASHINGTON. April 15__ The sergeants, $135 48114); first
capital city in a full-scale attack '
House voted a five-month draft master sergeants. $165" 4138).
second
today against a small but stubbora
officers:
of
pay
Annual
cent
per
'holiday" today and a 50
first
government garrison which took
1$1800!:
$2.1130
s.
uses ice water In mixing pastry
lieutenant
by Dixie Reid Weir
.ay increase for buck privates:
dough.
lieutenants. $2.400 42000): cap- over following the Ruasian withcooking
.apwith
the
d
all
knew
I
contraste
thought
actions
I
The
tains, $2.640 42.400): majors, $3.- drawal last night.
Pastry dotlith is t)ien rolled out.
angles, until I met up with
peals of the administration and
sublieutenant colonels,
warfareaj
0):
open
baked in shells. The shells are
and
,$3.00
bitter
300
The
Lezan,
John
M.
inthe serviresafor continuation of
colonels. $4.400 $,4.- ordinated the continuing but futil,
to cool, can even be baked
allowed
(3.5013):
$3.850
at
chef
pastry
ductions for one year and a 20 per
and kept several days
- -eetterala,- $6.600 efforts- of negotiators. Ptatee-lo.
quantity
briery:tier
In
0001:
the Marguery
'cent ..pay boost for all servicemen
Tee 3.
the refrigerator. Custard and
'In
,$6.000,: major generals, and alio' Ye. mg Chinese meanwhile were pia Restaurant in
Separate pals the House sent to $8.800 lump).
15,'
6:aa
fruit fillings should be hot when
nine their hopes on the return of
New York City.
the Senate are designed, taken toprothey are put into the shells. In
are
enU.S.
increases
nding
special
Correspo
General Marshall.
arch 30
started
all
It
order to cool the fillings rapidly,
gather. to most the manpower vided for Navy. Coast Guard and voy, who 1s due in Claungking
r.,yptograi
when I decided .which keeps tba pastry from getneeds - of the armed forcea by vol- Marine Corps personnel, the in- some time Ate Wednesday.)
ived thi
to end my hus- ting soggy, another cooling device
trial
a
ts
during
enlistmen
untary
•
creases in all cases being added to
7:tn. Asia
Firing has been constant for the
band's eternal is introduced—your electric fan.
period between May 15 and Octo- base pay and not to allowances.
;nduct f •
10 hours.
past
raving about
The electric fan cools each pie.
s
ber 15 in which actual induction
twentely
approxima
o:
Increases
id Work
4
the Marguery's tart. napoleon or eclair as it is
The Communists, attacking from '
uould be prohibited.
most
for
provided
are
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5. Reatoration of the draft after resignation of John E. Faggatt.
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October 15 and until February 15 effective date of this appotrament
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a single year.
dent finds that voluntary enlistThe Mayfield Office, which is
ments are inadequate to Meet 'located at 212 East Broadway.
these strengths as of July 1. 1947: serves the following counties: CalArmy. ,1.070.000: Navy. 558.000: Ma- loway. Fulton. Graves. and Hick.
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Army. personnel tpresent Pay in W.O.W. hall at Lynn Grove April
a.. 23 at 7:30 pm.,according to Isaac
parentheses!.
Mcmthly pay of enlisted mcn: E. Foscl. connsul. commander.
A good program has been arBuck private. (75 ,50,: privates
first class. $80 ,1-54,. corporals. 800 ranged and candidates for the Pro• 4 .$68.: sergeants. $100 ,$781; staff tection Degree of Woodcraft will
sergeants_ .915 ;NW: technical be initiated. Mr. Ford stated.
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SECRET OF FLAKY PASTRY
LIES IN QUICK CHILLING

ioriteftio,mea
SUGGESTS

BF _ it_gaillsa

gathered
greens are
Whether
along fences or from neatly cared
for _rows in the garden, they provide a satisfying-flavor in springtime meals, C For altriety from the
traditional say of preparing them,
the added tank of lemon juice and
horse radish makes a tasty dish,
according to food specialists at the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Borne Economics,
spring Greens
1 Peck of greens
3 tablespoons of lemon juice
6 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon salt
2 tablespoons horseradish
Clean and wash the greens carefully, then cook in as little water
as possible. Drain thoroughly and
Add the seasonings and
chop.
serve.
If desired, press the greens into
a well-buttered mold aind reheat
in hot oven. Turn onto platter
and serve with harvard beets.
Menu. Beast pork, browned poharvard
tatoes, spring greens.
beets, radishes and onions, oatmeal rolls, batter and- fruit cup.
Kentucky 16 or Ky. 41 A tobacco will be gtoum by the majority
of farmers in Marshall county.
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.osses Are Not Inevitable

In New .Home Construction

•
or building a home,
Despite present high costs of buying
buyer can protect himthere are ways in which the cautious
Miles Coleali, former
self to some extent, in the opinion of
Federal housing expert.
not dismay, on the
Asserting this is a time for caution,
a dwelling, Coacquire
to
part of the per4on who is forced
follow:
to
rules
nt
lean sets forth twe importa
or
"Don't buy or build a larger
more elaborate house than you absolutely need, and do not borrow
any more than you absolutely have
to," he urges in an article in th
March issue of House Beautifu
magazine.
"This is frankly no time to go
into the house market just for the
fun of it," he states. "What,
though, if you have no other choice
than to buy or build? Under present costs is a loss inevitable?"
"A loss may be possible but not
inevitable. Prices are much higher
than before the war and the future
trend of prices is hardly clear.
They may be lower in six months
or a year from now. It is certainly
e'
a time for Caution.
"There are, however, ways that

the cautious buyer can, to some
degree, protect himself. And there
in
are still some compensations
owning that are not available to
people who rent."
As between buying a dwelling
and building •new one, Mr. Colean
feels that, if you build, you will at
least have the advantage of the
newer article at an expenditure
that is likely to be no greater, and
perhaps somewhat less, than you
would be charged for an older
house.
He also points out that if you
build a it may be possible to save
a large part of the 30 to 35 per
cent of the total cost which goes
into actual construction by doing
much of the work yourself,
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An unseen multitude of voices are
crcuading the telephone long distance
oier Illigh%,ays- to all Part. of the nation.
The result is that occasionally Yon may experience a
delay in•getting your call through. When this
happens you ean help by making only
calla that are really necessary.
As fast as material. become aaailable. thousands of
miles of nesi lines and circuits are being built to
reliele eongeation. Wherr.this big job is done you
nil' again be able to talk as much as you
vi ant. uhenes er y ou want and lab
meantime, Your

y00 ..ant.
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SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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Ereen pepp..r
lesoponna salt

II, ran. real
r.a),,nn.tise

Cool mashed potatoes to lukewaim. Add to them the chives.
celery. Mustard with - horseradish.
green pepper, salt and real mayonnaise. Beat until light and fluffy.
Turn into large ring mold brushed
with mayonnaise. Chill until firm. 1
Unmold on large platter. * Color
peeled hard cooked eggs yellow,
orange. blue, pink and scarlet. Wo
small end up cut egg down in qu
ters about la of the way. Top wa
spoonful of maymmaise. Set doe
into mashed potato salad. Plia
large parsley stem below now
Have 4 eggs (canted green. Cut
quarter* k-nathwtagaand plate a
each side of atom. Carninh w:
shredded lettuce Yield: 8 warn,
set

Values to
$15.40
•

Notice to Persons Interested
in Growing Popcorn!
Parker Seed Company, Murray, Kentucky, is interested in contracting fifteen hundred (1,500) acres of popcorn to 6e grciwn &ring the 1946 growing season.
'Our contract Will call for YELLOW popcorn; and the
planter must use No. 38 Purdue Hybrid 'Seed. We are in
a position to furnish such seed now.
Purdue Hybrid will produce from one-third ( I -3 to
one-half (1-2) more per acre than the old type seed pcorn. This seed should produce ccirn of the value of Seventy Five ($75.00) Dollars to One Hundred ($100.00)
Dollars per acre; and does not require ariy more cultiva
_lion_than ordinary fieldsorn.
If interested in contracting to grow some of this corn,
see us within the next few days, as contracts are being
taken now.
Vt

k

PARKER SEED CO.

Values to
$29.95

Values to
$21.00

undstooth check,
Wool'crepe, wool vslietland,. wool flannellro—
suits,
tailored suits
:tweeds and, shepherd checks. Dressmaker
*(cardigan or lapel styles), Eisenhower suits and casual sport suits.
Latest necklines, sleeves, length and in boxy, fitted or belted
'styles. Skirts with kick, inverted or side pleat.v.Sizes, 9 to 15, 12
to_18 and 38 to 44.

Ready
Now...
• Hankies
• Bags
• Gloves
• Costume
• Jewelry
- •Dickies
• Belts
• Lingerie
• Shoes
• Hats

BLOUSES

'2"

Sizes 32 to 40

Good little tailored blouses for
work, play and school. ;.,uscious
peasant style blouses for dress-up,
dates and evening wear. Lovely
eyelets with colored embroidery.
A blouse for every occasion, every
sui, skirt, pair of slack h or shorts!

Murray, Kentucky

•
-.4

.111.

vcg(

Not too often but every once in a while,'
we pop up with something exciting like
this! You who' will make a purchase
among these special purchase coats
and suits, will thank your, lucky stars
above! Such wonderful materials'and
. newest
.
ttailoring _ and _of.course, the
styles.
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SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE
ofASMARTEST NEW,SPRING

we are all saving food
these days and because it Is
extravagant to follow the MIME 1
custom of Easter Egg Hunts, whi
require large quantities of egv.with the insual wastage. why not b,.
more practical this year?
Nancy Holmes of the Best Foo,a,
kitchens says you can have yet:
eggs, but you must eat them to,
For example, she suggests a colorful Easter salad. the backbone of
which is that old favorite Potato '
salad decorated with a gay array
of pastel tinted eggs fashioned like
tulips The small fry can still hare
their fun making the eggs, and you
can all enjoy the eating.

Fr

SKIRTS

$398

'Sizes 24 to 32
Every one is 100% wool and in
high shades of blue, lime, gokl,
fuchsia and rose. With a double
inverted pleat, back and front. A
wide 2-button waistband and button fly placket. Wear them NOW
and have one for this Fall, too.

T.HIJOSDAY, Apia 18, 190
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N. C. & ST. L. PLANS FAST,
TWO-BILLION TON HAUL

)11

Truman Pledges Continuation
Of FDR's Policies At Dedication

Total Is Net Yearly Freight Capacity;
Streamliners Described by New President

•
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By Ed Freeman
From The Nashville Tennessean,

the
Co-

March 28, 1946
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Tennessee
may expect a high.
...
ly productive economy in the next
several years. and in this belief
the Nashville, Chattanooga and St.
Louis Railway has under way an
improvement program which will
permit it to haul two billion or
more net ton miles of freight per
year.
It also plans to, improve its passenger service with .new streamlined coaches. Pullman cars and
locomotives, and with escalators at
Nashville's Union Station to replace the long stairway climbs to
and from the train platforms.
Werter S. Hackworth, one time
section hand on the railroad and
recent successor to the late Fitzgerald Hall as NC&St.L president,
outlined the railway's program and
what it hopes to 'accomplish in an
interview in his offices here yes, terday.

Complete In 1947
The program will not be completed before some time in 1941,
Hackworth said, but much of it
has alreadybeen done, and upon
its completion improvements will
represent an expenditure by the
road of approximately $14,000,000.
"It goes without saying that we
would never have begun a .program which would cost us so much
money if we didn't have the confidence and assurance that the area
we serve was going to produce in
such quantity as to justify our expense in preparing for it," Hackworth said.
And when the present various
improvement programs are completed, Hackworth said, no railroad in the South and few in the
nation will be in a position to give
its patrons better service.
"We intend to see," he said,
"that a service second to none is
rendered. We want to be a good
citizen of every community we
serve, and to carry our rightful

'Kentucky Bell's News

Big Dein and For
Hybrid Seed Corn

Anywhere under the

. PLACED FIRST IN 1945

KENTUCKY HOSPITAL SERVICE
ASSOCIATION PLAN

in many county production contests

BROADBENT'S 111111111$ CAN WIN
for you in 1946. The seed is selected from good, big, healthy,
vigorous stalks and fully matured ears. BROADBENT'S certified
corn is dried, and graded with the best equipment.
BROADBENT'S Hybrids will give maximum yield, because it is
adapted to this climate and soil conditions.
BROADBENT'S Hybrids — Yellow, Ky. YI 02, Ky. YI03 and US 13.
BROADBENT'S Hybrids — White, Ky. 69, Ky. 72B and Ky. 203.
corn from

ROSS FEED COMPANY, Murray

•

KENTUCKY HOSPITAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION

l

Now...no wheat used
in beer or ale

NOTICE

TO THE HOLDERS OF COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
KENTUCKY, SCHOOL BUILDING REVENUE
31 4 Per Cent BONDS DATED
JULY 1, 1943

And wheat alone can solve the
problem offeeding the world's hungry

••t

Mr. Freeman, a graduate'of Murray State College, is a former editor of the Ledger & Times.

8
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S. Pleasant Grove

Choose Your Own Hospital

:BROADBENT'S HYBRIDS

Buy BROADBENT'S Hybrid seed

PAGE EWE
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share of the cost of government." knowing exactly how close the'
Murray Saturday.
Ehyslell Improvements On System other train might be. It someJim Simmons, Hazel, _was in
Physical improvements
which times caused accidents.
town Saturday afternoon,
Hackworth described have largely
On the centralized control maMrs. W.-F. Skinner of Mason
to do with the system's 526 miles chine, however, is a diagram of
By Mrs. Sara Smotherman
Hospital. left Sunday morning for
of lint running from Memphis to the complete track layout. Lights
Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Boyd,
HYDE PARK. N. Y., April 12— waive their lifetime claim to the
Waverly Hills. near Louisville, for Nancy and Hazel Lee; Mrs. Ermine
Atlanta, and they include estab- on the diagram . show the position
President Truman today pledged estate.
a 10 day eisit with Mrs. S. A. Hays • add son, Ellis, were recent
lishment of centralized traffic con- of switches, the indication of the to "carry
on in the way of Frank"He thought we W O'd d be happy Ruskjer.'
trol
systems
along
visitors with their brother, Mr.
single-line signals and the location of the lin D. Roosevelt" as
he dedicated if we did not try to live here,"
tracks, the rebuilding of sections of moving trains on the line as the
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Byars were and Mrs. Justice Ellis, Tompkinslate President's Hudson rivet Mrs. Roosevelt said.
"He pictrack to reduce curves, and the though the entire panorama were
ville,
estate as a tuitional monument,
tured us as looking for privacy in Sunday guests of Mrs. Byars' sisreinforcement of fills, the cutting in plain view of the controller.
Herman Kelley Ellis returned
the attic or the wood," she said ter, Mrs. Emma Herndon, of MurThe
President
former
died
a
down of grades.
ray.
home Sunday from a year's overwith a slight smile.
When
train
a
approaches a year ago today.
Much of the present track, the switch,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bilbrey of seas service.
.the
Standing bereheaded .ele the-stone
_larksene _a
pregident said, was laid' 100 years button and manipulates
del,'Tenn.; were Monday guests - - Mrs.- Lucien Hart is reported to
a lever, veranda of the Roosevelt stoneago, and whereas curves, grades, throwing
of their daughter, Mrs. Carter be some better. She has been
the switch and display- and stucco mansion, Mr. Truman
bridges and lighter rails were sat- ing the signal
Bailey of Murray.
critically ill.
governing the move- said "we shall continue to fight"
isfactory then, they are not suit- ment of the
-,Kentucky Belle
Amos Wells, who has been seritrain. The result is for his predecessor's "progressive
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Gunter, Mr.
able /or the heavier, higher speed the same as if the controller were and
humane principles of the new ously ill after an operation at
and Mrs. Rex Moore of Paducah
trains of todey.
on the ground handling the switch dear and "principles of interna- Melon's hospital, seems to Ise slowwere recent visitors with the Tom
"We not only want to hold traf- and its governing signal.
ly improving.
tional coopeeatio
Erwin family.
fic," he said,'"but to attract It to
......011o..Clark.
who
has
taking
been
The mechanism
President
The
prevents the
Igaiate eatheaeReowsMrs. Armstrong of Mayfield is
our lines. We have freight engines controller from throwing a switch velt "saw clearly that we cannot stleatments at Mason's hospital, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Quitnow capable of speeds of 90 miles or displaying a signal that would continue to live isolated from other reported better.
The Kentucky Seed Improve- man Paschall and Mr. Paschall,
per hour and with cruising speeds endanger the safety of any train, nations- and "recognized, above all,
Mr. and Mrs. Everette Bucy ment Association. Lexington, reMrs, Mineeva Orr, who has been
of from 70 to 75 miles per hour, and thus in addition to speeding that our hope for the future (if civ- were Murray visitors Saturday and ports the greatest
demand of any on the sick list for several months
but they cannot operate over dilr up train movement the system ilization, for the future of life it- callers of Mr. Thorn's nephew, season for
Kentucky certified hy- is unimproved.
tracks at such speeds. So we've provides added safety.
self, lay in the success of the Marvin Thorn. who is now im- brid seed corn. Dealers reported
got to remodel our roads to suit
proving nicely from an operation. to the association that
United Nations."
Six Hours Saved
increased
A Liberian educator predicts that
present needs."
Mrs. Lula Mae Michaux, better sales are requiring them to place
He added that the former chief
Hackworth
estimated that
a
the next war may be between the
Only last month, the NC&StL freight traveling between Mem- executive's foreign poljcy "called known to all as "Raincrow", was :epeat (elders with seed growers. Europeans and
the natives of Africompleted work on curves, grades phis and Atlanta would reach its for fair, sympathetic and firm an operative patient Monday at a Many growers have exhaused their ca. We trust
the natives will not
and fills on the section from destination
hours
si x
earlier dealing with the other members of local 'hospital. Mr. Dessie Shec- su.irp'" nt •eed.
try to do what Hitler couldn't do.
kelt and Mrs. Rex Stone and son
the family of nations."
Bruceton to Nashville at a cost of through use of that system alone.
The President spoke before em were guests of Mt. and Mrs. -Jesse
$1,750,000.
The NC&St.L president said that,
Curve reductionwork still to be in conjunction with other lines audience of several thousand, in- Bennett. Sunday and Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorn, and
done, and all of which will be fin- over which the train operated, the cluding many government leaders
ished sometime in 1947. includes system would put on the road, pos- as well as the ambassadors or children of Paris. Tenn., moved
the section from Nashville to Chat- sibly not before 1947, a diesel-op- ministers of 18 foreign countries. the paet week neer Deter,
Millions more heard him via a
Mrs. Everette
Berey, Murray
tanooga at a cost of approximate- erated streamlined locomotive and
Route 1, spent Tuesday with her
ly $600,000; Chattaneoga to Atlan- train, with the newest air-condi- wdrld-girdling radio hookup.
The President ,as he stood be- parent
'
s, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
ta, $740.000; end Bruceton to Mem- tioned and streamlined coach and
• 'fore the crowd which assembled Simmons. 1206 West Main' street..
phis. $500.000. Reduction of grades pullman equipment. •
Mr. and Mee Jim Byers hove- reThis train, he said, would be on the estate's graveled driveway
between Bruceton and Nashville
enabled engines to pull 20 per either the Dixie Flyer or the Dix- and park, wore a dark double- turned after a two weeks visit in
ie Limited, with the probability breasted overcoat, buttoned against Peris. Tenn., visiting Mrs: Byers
cent larger loads.
the chill breeze sweeping down :awns, Mr. and Mrs..,S11111 FarThe railway's centralized traffic that it would be the Limited.
mer.
Daily strearesline service will the Hudson valley.
control system, which Hackworth
Behind him on the white-pillard
•Mr. and Mrs. J., T. Phillips and
said decreased a freight train's also be installed between Nash* Th. K. H.S. A. now providos
front porch from which Mr. Roose- children were Sunday ,guests of
overall time between points an av- ville and Memphis.
complot• sickness benefits including:
He said two escalators, to be velt customarily had ackhowledg- Mr. and Mrs„ L.. L. Housden near
erage of a minute a mile, has al--withesereldugh end- ie-wareTseeii-f-nitalled-On-tirie Merit: usedeinsterftl- Ofttie 113tigUrbirstafra
All medicines and drags by doctors prescription or
Mrs. Hugh Palmer and daughter
his-Atlanta line except between ways at Union Station, already election night cheers of his neigh.'
othen•ise
Chattanooga and Cartersville, Ga.. were ordered and would be in- bors, were Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, are visping telatives in Detroit.
Penicillin
E. H.' Simmons spent Thursday
stalled just as quickly as they ar- Interior Secretary J. A. Krug. and
at a total cost of $1.700,00Q.
Installation 4 an escalator many others who had been friends night with Mr. and Met. -Everette
That section will have the serv- rived
Laboratory examinations
ice Installed. this year. The rail- at the Atlanta station is already and associates of the late Presi- Bucy.
dent.
Trendusions excluding cost of
Miss
Elois Bucy has been visiting
way for the present will not in nearing completion.
Mrs. Roosevelt was dressed in relatives and friends_ near diazeL
blood or plasma
4Our road operates largely in a
stall the system between Bruceton
Mr. and Mrs.' Looney Clark and
and Memphis, because as Hack- north and south direction." Hack- black. "She stepped forward to a
Oxygen
worth said traffic along that sec- worth said. "and thus fast Puln post behind a battery of michro- daughter, Mrs. Myrtle 'Wilson, were
Basal metabolism tests
tionu is not :low heavy enough to man connections between Nash- phones, and ,in formally presenting • Sunday aft r moon callers of Otho
ville and . New
York and other the house, her husband's rose gar- ;Clark, who e: a hospital patient.
f
justify it.
K. H. S. A. policies are written For the individual, the
-eastern terrinnais is diffieuh to ar- den rave and its. eurroundinge---13.-1.-Nooly, -Haset-Iiiis -beet*
-TraffUltobOI
Family or For groups. The coo is only a haw cents per
milted to the hospital.
The NC&St.L was one of the first range. However, we hope to work green acres, she said:
day Investigate NOW- Call or write
"My
husband's
spirit
lives
in
this
Mrs. Doris Perry and little son.
systems in the nation to install the out a fast Pullman schedule for
house, in the library, and in the Charles Preston, were callers of
centralized traffic control innova- such trips."
Now under construction, Hack - quiet garden where' he wished his Mrs. Lula Mae Micheux at Mason'
tion, and Hackworth explained its
holpital Sunday afternoon.
worth said, is a spur line from the body •to lie."
function briefly. •
I NCORPOPIAIED
She said that after her husband's
Bob Allbritten, Trurnan Oliver,
The line 'from Metflphis to At- NC&StL yards here to the ConRepublic
Building
• Louisville 2, Kentucky
lanta, except for about 40 miles. is solidated-Vultee plant near Berry death.' the family found a memo- i and daughters. Misses Ruby Fay
randa which suggested that they .and Ann, Hazel, Route 2. were in
single track, and formerly trains Field
"It will be completed within
were operated by timetable and
train orders.
This often caused about 90 days," he said, "and will
long delays when trains pulled represent a cost of $300.000. The
into a sidetrack. to permit another company is paying around $250.000
train to pass, their engineer not in its construction and we're paying the remaining $50,000."
He said the railroad was receiving more Inquiries from manufacturers over the nation, ready to install new plans in the South and
wanting to know local labor and
transportation
conditions. than
ever before in the history of the
road.
"We can't manufacture products
ourselves." he said, "but our business is in transporting materials
that other people produce. I believe things are going to boom in
this area, for at least five or six
years, and our road means to be
ready.
Building materials must
be, hauled in, and all the other
1's
items that go into a big production
output. I think the yews ahead of
us are going to be big"
He added that the road's improvement program was an ambitious ere, "end requires great courC
111
age under ereeent conditione."

T. A.anford May
Be Athletic Chief
Notice is hereby given that bonds numbered 10 to
inclusive; of the above described issue are called for
redemption on July 1, 1946, and that interest will cease
to accrue thereon and will not be paid after said date. The
accrued
principal amount of said bonds, together
interest up to and including said date and the premium
specified upon the face of each bond will be paid upon
presentation oi said bonds, with all unpaid interest coupons attached, at the Bank of Murray, Murray, Kentucky,
on or after said date.

T. A. Sanford who has served
Kentucky as High School Athletic
Association secretary for many
yotrs, is a probable candidate for
the full-time commissioner of athletics. according to recent reports.
Sanford. "Ted" to local pepole,
is superintendent of the Henderson schools. He has been assisted
in the duties as athletic secretary
by Mrs. Sanford.
Sanford Was principal of Murray
'High School and athletic coach
here several years ago.
The salient fact about the Pearl
Harbor disaster is that evety topnotch navel • commander shatild '
have known, in November, ton.
that war with Japan was likely at
any time. '

PLUMBING

Actually wheat has never be' en a large item in
the brewing process—only
of the entire
U.S. wheat crop was used in 1915:
In accordance with United States Govern.
ment policy, the brewing industry has used
no wheat whatever since March 1, 1916.
OTHER MATERIALS CUT 30%
The other grains used have been reduced by
1
30—t1iat is, to 70% of the 1915 amount.
Wheat alone can•solve the problem of feeding
the hungry. The grains to which the industry
is now restritted, are of a variety and grille
_
_
_
not normally consumed by the people of the
world as food.
LESS BEER AND ALE
Altogether, the brewing industry 'is using 30(,-0

less materials than in 1945. This results in a
proportionately lower production. But since
the current demand for beer and ale IS about
25% greater than a year ago, the real shortage
is nearer 50%.
Consegtiently. your dealer w ill not be able
to supply you with all the beer and ale you
would like. We know you will u,nderstand the
reason for this.
Your attention is earnestly directed to the
recommendations of President Truman's Famlaic Emergency Committee, which are sum•
marized in the box below.
This statement tells in clear, simple terms
what each of us indiridually can do to help
during _the emergency.

•

and

le

REPAIRING

‘
Nt

We Can Do All Types of

Plumbing and Repairing
\V, \\
appreciate your'
.1

COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY

I,usiness

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

By: PINK G. CURD, County Court Judge
LESTER NANNY, County Court Clerk

FITTS & CHANDLER
scorr

FITTS

It. C. CHANDLER

1100 West Poplar
S.

What the President's Faminf Emergency Committee
asks us all to do
I. Save and share 's. heat and fat product.:
Co light on all fonds
that take wheat, fats and orls-saw breads, marnroni,
pastries and deep-fried foods. l'se drippings for pan-frying. Sate salad
ail-use boiled dressings.

UNITED STATES

ii'rsors-4111Iikri.allr./Se•aral='
•

•

•
-••

-

-,...••••-as.

*

2. Buy and serve more plentiful foods . . . Balance

diets with the
more plentifigfoods, stub as potataes.fresh fruits and regetables.
3•.1:Wasle NO food ... Dress up toritry's leftoversfor tornorrou. Make every
emust count truth melba toast, crumb-toppings,- bread puddings arid
stuffings. Tale no 'bore than you eari eat. aeart your plate. Turn in
I/ n sable fat saltuge prornptly.

Phone 6.2.9
•

mot:
••••-•101-a-1,444,

*tigto.siza.....-..4.;'..4.=:oialitiliW
-r

.

•
Ale

•

CCIPY FADED

L

-

!‘..

BREWERS FOUNDATION

,

•

N
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-Lawson,, Blvd. The bride's table ing display of family photographs
WaS centered with a wedding ring of Mr. Lung. and gifts from friends
cake with a flower arrangement in honor of the occasion,
were
Delicious refreshments
Lighted candles
in the venter_
were at each end of the -table. sterved
BY Q. D. WILSON
• • •
Roger Klein managing the event.
Those assisting were Mrs. J H.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., April 15
sla„ariterers" opportunity MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
,:
15- WASHINGTON.
-1
ERY
se,ba11
statehighschoolba
Carroll. Mr'. Fields Lamarr, Mrs. ROBERTS-MONTGOM
The golf - tournament is schedThe
1
proporti9n
Moving ju iitly to call attentionAgents of the Federal Bureau of Ito slaughter the same
Wendell Lindsey and Mrs. J. 0. WEDDING EVENT OF APRIL 6
tournament will begin at. Parkway uled at Fort Knox May 7-8, with
Telephone 247
Investigation mcived M on the meat of the supply as in 1944.
egg
prices,
producer
depressed
to
McKinney.
Field here June 3, with the chamserving as
Kingsolver
The marriage of Miss Mary Marblack market today as the govern- .The order, to be- iasued in "the
to- pionship game scheduled the fol- William
Mrs. Black wore a gown of pearl garet Roberts. daughter of Mr two agricultural officials here
ment ant-ad a double blow at it.. next few days." will cover all
manager.
sedeSanford,
Ted
night,
MT HEBRON WSCS MET
lowing
provisions
to
'gray crepe nimmed with fuchsia and Mrs D. C. R betf Al o day called attention
cattta. WITH
I. Attorney General Clark di- commercial • slaughter of
MRS CUTHRIE
land purple sequins, with an or- and Homer Cyrus Montgomery Jr., of the United States Departnr:nt tafy of the Kentucky High School
...er
-.:toed the FBI to investigate re- calves and hogs.
CHILDREN
Athletic. Association, announced.
Mrs.
in her hair.
son 'of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Mont- of Agriculture price 'support promet at chid corsage
ports that sortie packers are deOne official said the slaughter' The Mt. Hebron WSCS
for
dates
ag e. the grooms mut er. criue gomery. Sr. at Chaffee. Mu.. was
announcea
S
aa
Gualaie
aLo
Sanford
,
i
frauding thaa government-.'by apnyaa-peeareilaare --aemara aara New 'aedee 'the home of Mrs. B. F.
gown of blue-- crepe and her solemnized Saturday. April 6. at gram under which egg producers 1 high school state tournaments in As. I sit On the campus and look
Mayfield Friday afternoon, April , corsage,
ing - black rnailaet places for cattle w,11 be higher, than thuae
- used la
all about,
corsage was of orchids,
minia
of
themselves
track, tennis and golf.
the Third Baptist Church, St. may avail
and then callecting federal sub- year since -more meat is now • 12
a wedding trip to Mexico, Louis, Mo. Rev. E. A. Bayer and mum average price of 27 cants a
of I could see just buildings and chilAfter
University
Shively,
Bernie
s.adies.
Meeting was called 'to order by
available for civilian .consump•
dren's papers flying about,
,Capt: and Mrs. Slagle will make Dr. C. Oscar Johnson officiated at dozen, loose basis.
Kentucky athletic director, was
Mrs. Newel Doores. president. The
2. The OPA and the Agricul- tion.their home in Middletown, Pa., the afternoon
Spring
service.
named director of the state track And the O_aiclier with the children
Rev.
by
conducted
was
,P.
and
Thomas
M. D. Royse
a
Department . announced
lure
Price Administrator Paul A. Por- devotional
where he is stationed., For travel- flowers marked the place of ceremeet scheduled at the university And the trees about them.
Cooper. state directors of the
H P. Blankenship. Bible study, ing Mrs. Slagle cher*
slaughter. quota system. an effect ter declared:
stilt of mony.
Regional This is our land of America.
Lexington May 17.
in
ResurMrs. Edd Billington; The
..
United .States Department of Agduring the war but subsequently
Diane Hendrick
brown corded silk, with brown
We are not ghihg to ask the
between , May
held
,.be
will
meets
by
marriage
in
given
bride,
The
poem.
riculture's Production and Marabandoned, will be restored staan American, p‘ople to pay tribute to; rection. MissLou
—Weekly Star
with
and chartreuse accessories
Sanford
said.
11.
May
and
6
beige
suit
rose
a
woe
kiting Administration and of the
Evelyn Doores, Easter Faith. Fran- which she were an orchid corsage. her father.
ta provide "better distdibution" of a legalized black market."
with black accessories and carried Agricultural Extension Service, reManagers of regional track meets
ces Fuqua: The Place Called cal• • •
available supplies.
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
He said the answer to equitable
a white orchid surrounded by lilies spectively, disclosed that reports I announced by Sanford include:
Smatai and Mrs.
The action was taken as tra Sen- distribution of meat is not aband- I vary. Mrs. E. 'H.
WESLEYAN SERVICE GUILD
HOW TO KILL IT.
a
Bible.
on
white
valley
the
of
Archie
.
..0
India:kap that, in more than 20 of
Preston Halland, Murray;
ate agriculture .committee heard 4En-talent of price control "as sugMEETS MONDAY EVENING
IN ONE HOUR
sister
Mrs. George W. Campbell,
the State's 120 Counties, farmers Riehl, Henderson; Nick Dynes,
At the deist-. of the service. Mrs.
one packer team the Meat - situation gested by some" but is in a "sysIF NOT PLEASED, your 35c back.
groom, was the bride's only last wetit were 'receiving prices Louisville; John Heber. Louisville;
met
the
of
Gtiild
.Service
Wesleyan
The
life
a
with
presented
was
-Guthrie
"a national scandal which makes tem of controls at the source of ,
A.sk any druggist for this STRONG
evening at thi2 home of attendant. She wore a navy blue below the support level.
John Schaar.' Bellevue, and Ernie fungicide, TE-OL. Made with
prohibition look like petty crime" supply
which gave estatiliThed membership certificate from the Monday
and
red
were
flowers
her
anal
'suit
West
Ed
Ashland.
Mrs.
with
Wallis
Chaffin,
Pat
Mrs.
per cent alcohol. it PENETRATES"'
-To meet ihis situation, to assist
and another predict that his 'com- slaugbtesers . more nearly: their society anci.her sons as a birthday
Reaches and kills MORE germs
carnations arranged in a producers in maintaining prices at
The tennis tournament will be faster. Locally at Holland & Hart
-New yaaraiaaretailasaatemary volume of livestock and gift. Another life member. Mrs. and Mrs. Jimmy LaFeyer as co- white
pany will. larralta
bouquet.'
profitable lesels. and to help meet held June 6-7 at Bellevue, with Drug Co.
customers mat week 'To two per ! provide for better distribution of ,t Mary Heirdriek, and the honorary hostesses.
Norma
Hub served as best man. cura nt export commitments," the
Merlin
Miss
little
member,
letUR:r
was
prograln
baby
five
West
Mrs.
I
purch.lses
years
their
to
cunt of
meat supplies at ceiling prices
Jean Doores, was introduced to and gave the devotional. Dr. Ra- Ushers were James Roberts, broth- two agricultural. leaders "said in
_
ago.
-•
retail stores."
cine Spicer was guest speaker er of the bride, and George W. their joint'statement, "The USDA
Secretary -tit Agriculture Ander- I the society.
An OPA and Agriculture De
has contracted with egg dryers in
,,r.- qUotzi plan "in
The group was dismissed With using as her subject "Peace in Campbell.
partment statement said 'the new ison called tha
areas to serve in supportsurplus
America.
Latin
and
program.
Mr.
ARE OUR SPECIALTY
trip.
vestock
wedding
share-the-li
a
a
Blankenship.
ty
After
Mrs.
by
prayer
slaughter .7untrol program
certify
On the other hand James D CooRefreshments were served to
certain
During tha social hour sunshine Mrs. Montgomery will make their ing prices." Dryers must
"of
op.rations
reduce
undi r their contracts with the
Try one and take home a bunch to the family.
Smith, Rev. H. friends were revealed. The fol- home in St. Louis.
slaughterers who •have increased ney. vice president of Wilson & Mr. and Mrs. E.
Government that, producers of eggs
their slaughter greatly during- re- !t"o.. one of the big four packers. P. Blankenship and wife. Mrs. Otis lowing new members were welOut-of-town guests for the wedOPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK
bought for drying or for export
-months" but will provide "le- told' the Senate agriculture corn- Bazzell. Mrs. Edd Billington. Mrs. comed: MeSdames Richard Wine- ding were
°eat
and Mrs. D. C.
_
. _
a__
._
Claud barger, 0 M. Corbin, Jr., Thomas Roberts. Misses Dorothy and Re- shipment haye been paid not less
Mrs.
Hackworth.
Paul
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Doores, Cable. Sherrill Outland, and Joe becca Roberts of Almo, Mr. and than'the support price, and pointcents a dozen
Mrs. Newel Doores. Miasesa, Ava Paschall. The, hostesses served a Mrs_ James Roberts of Cayce. Mr. ed out that it the 27
support price is assured only for
Lou. Norma and Evyla Doores. party plate.
and Mrs. IL C. hiontgamtra. Sr,.
•
• • •
egg's Weighing 44 ISOLIndl or more
Nancy Smith. Mrs Brooks Doores,
Mr and Mrs. George W. Campper case, loose basis.
Miss Lou Smith. Miss Frances Fu- HURT-WYATT WEDDING
bell, Mrs. Robert Weidman. Miss
•
Armour and Company- in Louis=
all
qua. Mrs. -Mary Hendrick. Mrs. SOLEMNIZED APRIL 13
Hub.
Merlin
.and
Brazeat
Ann
I Noble Fuqua. Mrs. Tula Harrison,
Chaffee:al/4a. Mr._ and Mrs. v-ille is the Kentucky plant now ,
..OL
ansaa
-',Zaraaabrratcalsaft- • siam-"M'sfaa ktra.-aneV'Mrs. tavneatae-eflort
'
entaaRichard. Symmonds
marriage of. theftvan Smith and daughter. -Mrs. Ed- , nounce the
and Mr. anal Mrs G. A. Zimmers eggs for the Government .under its
Dan
Pfc.
to
Kathryn.
daughter.
price suppoct program.
gar Smith. Mrs Hardie Rodgers,
man of .Little. Rock. Ark
and Mrs
Lynn Grove.- Mrs. Jessie Moore., W Wyatt. son of Mr.
•••a•waae••••••..••••a...a.meavmeaewiweimieig
Mich.
Dyke.
Van
of
Wyait
Connie
Mrs B F Smith, Mrs_ Raines and
The single ring ceremony was
daughter of Mayfield. Mr and Mrs.
Saturday. April 13. at
performed
Guthr:e.
F
B
p-rn in the home of the of3
The group,. lei wishing Mrs
ficiating m:nister. Rev.. Geo. R
Guthrie many rn,s,e happy birthLong
days.
• attendants awere the I
The only.
• • •
bride's aunt: Hrs. Geo. R. Lang.1
.BLACK AND CAPT
MISS
and daughte-. Lena Pearl Thweatt
CI.AGLE EXCHANGE VOWS AT
Mrs Wyatt will make her horn.
BASE CHAPEL. ORLANDO. FLA with her parents while her hu,
In an impressive double-ring band is in the service, and is
esremony a: the AAF Proying the present tin, stationed at Scutt
Ground Cornrnand chapel Saturday Field III.
night Miss fhrena Black. daughter
• GARDEN SEED
• FIELD SEED
._,1 Mrs Londy Pat Black and the MR AND MRS LONG
late - Mr Black of Orlando. Fla.. HAVE OPEN HOUSE
became the bride al Capt Russell
Mr and Mrs John L Long held
Marras Krnturk)
"arandeau Slagle, L' S Army. son open house at their home on Main
of
Slagle
,f Dr and Mts. C D.
Telephone 101
Street
Third
North
110
honor
in
afternoon
street Sunday
Chiron. *Ohio. •
Laing
of the birthday of Mr
"You Never Pay More At Ross Feed Store"
Dr J P Lowry. minister of the Flowers were arranged throughout
Church of Christ: read the nup- the rooms There was an interest••••• a a.a
'la's in a setting of White and"' yelaw gladioli against a background
Jr -greenery. -- A program of music
/ waa renderei by Ed Lord, organist
The bride, given in marriage by
qk
1 her brather. Pat Black Jr. Wore a
gown of white satin fashianed
with sweetheart necklaa.e. a fitted
bodice and long sleeves. The skirt
of tuna appliqued With quilted
a,
satin flowers.', ended in a long
train. Her veil ,of bridal illusion
fell from a coronet of orange biasaims. She carried a white prayer
book with a bouquet of lilies of
ribbon
satin
and
the rail. y
•
streamers •
Mrs. John C. Cole as matron of
honor chose a gown of yellow taffeta with scalloped neckline and
cap sleeves. The skirt of velloa .
marquisstte was two tiered an :
she wore yellow gloves and car
ried , an old fashioned nosegay ia

FBI To Probe Meat Black Markets As twfti
U.S. Reinstates Slaughter Control
0

A.A.A. NOTES

c‘

Set Dates For Kentucky High
School Spring Sports Meets

HOT DOGS and HAMBURGERS

me

HOSIERY MILL LUNCH,So. 4th St.

FOR RENT!

TO OPEN SOON

A 2-story building on North Fourth
Street, known as the WeAt Kentuckian
Building. We have just closed a 5-year
lease on this choice business property and
wish to sub-lease to desirable tenant.

DIXIE ICE CREAM DO-NUT SHOP

FEDERAL FERTILIZER

In the New
BRANDON BUILDING

3-9-6
4 - 12 - 82 - 12 - 6
3 - 12 - 12
A Quality Fertilizer foi• every Farm Need
WE DELIVER
Nitrate of Soda, Vigoro, Ammonium
Nitrate

The second floor may be arranged for
modern office or apartment.

Building will be completely redecorated upstairs and down stairs by the owner.

MRS. GEORGE HART
OR
JAMES C. WILLIAMS

Hazel Highway

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR
ANNOUNCEMENT

ROSS FEED COMPANY

CLETUS S. COLSON

at the
LEDGER & TIMES OFFICE

EARL

"THE GREAT BEN ALLAH"

HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL

I

SATURDAY NIGHT

-

A decidedly different play portraying the
Hindu supernaturalist, -Ben Allah,
and his assistant-Ed Notsew

bake
Now Icanat a monient,S notice!

rk,WeIS

.

Little Threna Ann Roberts, nice
of the bride. watr in a white goWr
fashianed as the matron of honor
arid, served_ as flower girl.
John Cole was the groom's be-.
man and ushers incluthd Wend.
Linds-y and Don 'Johnaon
the ceremony Mr
Following
Black entertained-with an info:
mull reception at eiler... 'home.- la
mittee at its hearing on meat proa
terns that the new order 'Ivor.
del any good"
"It calls forapolicing at the stock
marketee
yards. but the black
simply will 0, out and buy on tl
farina." he commented.
R. H Hayme. also a vice prea
dent ,of Wilson & Co. told tt
committee -his company will h ,
able to. sell New York and Brook
only
lyn customers' next week
about twor per cent. of the amour.'
It sold them five years ago.

When Your
Back Hurts-.
And Your Strength, and
Energy Is Belo. lag

1.•

i.1111Li
t
IF YOU HAKE AT HOMEFast Rising Dry Yeast lets you main' all tie
delicious bread your family,.loves, quickly
ana finw you want to..,
Easy to use .•. . fast-acting . . Fleischmann:. Fast Rising stays full-gtrength for
weeks on .your pantry shelf---•-•-ahia Ys ready
for quick action whenever vou need it (let
Fleiauhrnanni; Fast Hiving Dry Yeaitt today.
At you/ gnXer's-

--

G. T.

—

HOWARD

Announce The

I

smisim---,
or weekven your pantry shelf
Ke
...r ady for quick action

JOHN

BRANDON

SENIOR PLAY

April 20, at 8:00 P. M.

—

It may be amused by disorder of kid
t ...It permits t1411•0110 •
ney tenet
truly man,
reat• to accumulate.
people feel tired, weak arid
when th• kidriey• fail to remov• 1.1,44••
ar

.441Wler

MAL"

waste matt., rpm tts
ess •

YOu may suffer nagging backachr., ;
rheumatic pains, headaches, dilwiiisegs,
getting up nights, leg pa as,
8dmettinill iifretioent and scanty urinstitra with snArt.ng and horning is at.- 1
other sign that something is Wrong with
the kldneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. Use
',an.. P.O.. It ia t,,,q t, to rely on •
'griclicina that has *on countrywide apf•vn•ably
proval than on aorgrething
known. heart's have been tried and taut.1 many i.e., Sri at all drug
DOC, •

•

OPENING
OF A MODERN SHOPPING CENTER DESIGNED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Cl

fi

A Garage and Service Station will open SATURDAY, APRIL 20. Texaco products
will be handled and expert mechanics will be on hand to make any and all needed repairs.
This modern up-to-date building will also house other businesses. Watch this paper for
their announcements.
FREE prizes will be given away on opening date to the two guessing closest to the
amount of gas sold from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. -*Prizes awarded at 8:00 P. M. Saturday. Everyone but the Brandon family may participate.
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MAIN TRUCK STOP ON HIGHWAY 95

The Four Brothers

TE

CO

•

DOAN'S PILLS

Located at intersection 12th and Sycamore Streets—Tele. 656

• la

